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12 Cool DVDs For Beginners
Count on Ludwig.

Butch Does.

CLASSIC MAPLE SERIES. THE BEST SOUNING DRUMS.
We are driven to explore and expand musical boundaries, just like you are. This endless pursuit has yielded truly groundbreaking innovations and insights into drumstick technology unlike any other. Put your new favorite stick in your bag, Zildjian.

**ANTI-VIBE™ Series** Award-winning, patented technology reduces unwanted vibrations

**DIP™ Series** Comfortable factory-applied coating that enhances your grip

**RAW™ Series** Cross-sanded, unfinished hickory for a dry feel

**Artist Series** Capturing unique designs from Tim Alexander to Adrian Young
LEGENARY SOUND. HAND CRAFTED IN CALIFORNIA. SOLID STAVE NORTH AMERICAN OAK. UNLIMITED LACQUER FINISH OPTIONS.

CONGA ENVY.

Introducing the new Gon Bops. More than 50 years of history that has become the stuff of drumming legend. Reborn with ingenuity, superbly crafted excellence and a passion for playing. It's what you've always dreamed the ultimate hand percussion could be. True, you wish you had a set now, but don't be envious. Discover the full line of California congas, bongos and timbales. Available now at the finest drum shops.

Gon Bops
Since 1954
www.gonbops.com
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OPEN A WINDOW

Everything you thought you knew about drums is going to need an exit strategy.

Introducing The Reference Series, a complete set of individually engineered, incredible sounding drums. A drum series based upon a simple, yet undeniable fact-

Since the tonal characteristics of a 10” Tom and a 22” Bass Drum are so completely different, isn’t using the same shell configuration for both a huge exercise in compromise?

By optimizing the shell construction of each drum to better produce its desired tone, the Reference Series represents the next level of innovation in acoustic drum design.

There is no single material crumset in the world that compares.

Get the whole story at www.pearldrum.com
Light My Fire

Who inspires you? Who lights your fire? As I sit here in my music room at home, I look around and realize that the strongest influences in my life are up on my wall in picture frames. In my younger days, my bedroom was covered from top to bottom with posters of drummers I aspired to play like and bands I wanted to be in—or at least sound like. Of course, my favorite pin-up girl of the month was up on the wall too...oh, you get the idea.

Anyway, as we get older, some of our early influences fade away. But what never fades is the need for something to light the fire of inspiration. Besides our drumming and music heroes, our influences can range from our parents and teachers to doctors, soldiers, sports figures, sons and daughters—even our next-door neighbor.

As I glance at the photos on my wall, I notice that they span my entire life. Four of the five photos have been with me for years. The last I added a year ago. Sadly, I realize that all of the people in the shots have moved on, in one way or another, from when I first met them. But, man, the impression they left on me is as strong today as it was when the photos were taken.

The first shot is of my dad. I still hear all the time from family members and old friends: “You’re just like your father!” Yes, I am. And I’m very proud of that!

Then there’s John Lennon. Though I love all four Beatles—Ringo was the one who inspired me to play drums—John was...well...John.

Next is Buddy Rich. After Ringo, Buddy was my greatest drumming hero. And after Buddy it was Jeff Porcaro. At one time I bought records just because Jeff was on them. In return for my fan worship, I was introduced to many great artists.

The next shot is of my late boss, Modern Drummer publisher Ron Spagnardi. I learned so much from Ron over the years about so many different things. I miss Ron, and everyday I wish I could thank him for all the things he showed me.

Besides Ron and my dad, I was lucky enough to meet John and Buddy. Unfortunately, I never had the opportunity to meet Jeff. But as I sit back and look at those photos, I hold many great memories in my heart. And to this day, I’m still inspired and influenced by these great men. Thanks for the inspiration, guys, and thank you for lighting my fire.
SOUND PROJECTED

> HHX DELIVERS HOT, SIMMERING SOUNDS WITH AN INNOVATIVE 'TONE PROJECTION' FEATURE THAT BURNS THROUGH THE COOLEST MUSIC. IT'S A CYMBAL WITH THE SOUND AND VOLUME THAT WILL SET YOU UP IN ANY STYLE... FROM FUNK AND ROCK TO JAZZ AND BEYOND. IT'S NOT TRADITIONAL TONE WITH MODERN CUTTING POWER... IT'S HHX.

VAULT HARD HAMMERED HHX AAX AA JSZD DDPRO SB SIGNATURE

ZORO'S MIX OF SOUNDS: 14" HHX GROOVE HATS, 26" HARD HAMMERED THIN CRASH, 21" HHX GROOVE RIDE, 20" SIGNATURE DONATI SATURATION CRASH, 22" CHINESE GONG

PLAYING HHX:
1. TIZE (Larry Kravitz, Commandments of R&B Drumming)
2. ERIC WASHINGTON (Kenny Dorham, The Brindley)
3. MURPHY PINTOY (Dream Theater)
4. ERIC CULLER (Voice Of America Band)
5. JOHN FISCHER-HODGE (Chemical Guys)
6. KEITH HARRIS (Black Eyed Peas)
7. BILL WILLIAMS (Chris Botti, Dave Holland)

HHX - "Outstanding Cymbal" (MPS)

SABIAN - "Outstanding Cymbal" (MPS)

SABIAN.COM
**Matt Sorum**

As Waleed Rashidi so accurately put it in his February interview with Matt Sorum, Matt is one of the few musicians who have been able to “span generations of rock fans.” I was a huge Cult fan in the ’80s, and I enjoyed Matt’s work with Guns N’ Roses in the ’90s. My thirteen-year-old son, who is also a drummer, digs Matt’s work with Velvet Revolver, and is now asking to hear my old G N’ R and Cult recordings.

My son and I both enjoyed Matt’s insight on drumming in general, and specifically on playing in big-name bands. He gave us a lot to learn. (So did Ed Breckenfeld’s accompanying piece on Velvet Revolver drum parts.) Thanks for putting the spotlight on this talented drum star.

---

**Ben Riley**

Featuring Matt Sorum on your February cover will likely sell more magazines than featuring Ben Riley would have done. Otherwise I’d chide you for your choice. Ben is a jazz legend who certainly deserves a cover spot.

However, I prefer to take the attitude that the extra copies that Matt will help to sell will put the magazine into the hands of more young drummers, thus exposing them to Ben Riley’s remarkable story. In the long run, that’s what’s important—as I venture to say Ben himself would agree.

---

**Jerry Gaskill**

What a pleasure to finally see a feature article on one of my favorite drummers, Jerry Gaskill. King’s X is a phenomenal and totally underrated live band with a great collection of CDs. All three members are top-notch musicians, and they have some of the best vocal harmonization since The Beatles.

I saw King’s X live for the first time in 1998. I was blown away by how tight they were on “We Were Born To Be Loved,” with its odd time signatures and numerous stop-dead breaks. When I saw them again in 2002, I was amazed at how many backing vocals Jerry contributes while laying down those killer drum grooves. I can’t wait to check out his new solo record.

---

**February’s Balance**

Most people write to magazines when they have a complaint. I’m writing with a complement. I think that the artists you featured in your February ’05 issue represent the best balance of styles, generations, and outlooks I’ve seen in many a year. (And I’ve been reading MD for quite a while.)

Rock...classic jazz...funk...urban fusion...young...old...cutting-edge newcomer...revered studio veteran...they’re all in the same issue. Talk about something for everyone!

---

**More On MD’s New Look**

The new logo and type fonts are excellent! They give the magazine a modern look that really fits in with the times.

I’ve been an MD subscriber for over fifteen years, and to this day I still get a feeling of excitement when the new issue arrives in the mail. My twelve-year-old son is an up-and-coming drummer, and I just purchased him his own subscription for Christmas. I’m sure he’ll get that same feeling from now on when his copies start to arrive.

---

William Arhmquist

Ken Shipley

Randy Omdahl
PERFORM.

The lights, the crowd, the volume,
This is why you do what you do.

Maple and walnut combine for thick, rich tone, making the Saturn Series the ultimate professional road kit.

www.mapexdrums.com
After more than 30 years and countless innovations, it's no secret that DW pedals have fast become the industry standard. It's also no secret that our pedals have found their way under the feet of so many of the world's top players... after all, we designed it that way.

Artist: José Pasillas (Incubus)
Date/Time: 9/5/04 04:23:41
Location: Santa Barbara Bowl, Santa Barbara, California
Sound Check

ADJUSTABLE CAM
FLOATING SPRING ASSEMBLY
9000 SERIES SINGLE PEDAL
DOUBLE CHAIN & ROTOR DRIVE
DELTA TRI-BEARING HINGE

The Drummer's Choice
www.dwdrums.com
©2005 Drum Workshop, Inc.
WE AIM TO PLEASE

I wanted to take time (as drummers, we have plenty) to share with you a recent positive experience I had with your publication. I’ve been a subscriber to MD for over ten years, and I joyfully received an MD Archive DVD as a Christmas gift. Unfortunately, I was unable to use it because my computer does not read DVDs. I was upset because I figured that I wouldn’t be able to exchange it for the CD-ROM set.

I called MD (reluctantly, for fear of being told, “Too bad”) to ask if I could exchange the product. I spoke with [MD vice president] Kevin Kearns, who was extremely helpful and said, “No problem.” I returned the DVD on a Monday, and I received the CD-ROMs on Wednesday of the same week. Amazing!

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate the level of customer service Mr. Kearns provided. The staff at MD are great people who not only provide terrific information to the entire drumming community as a whole, but who also take the time to deal with problems of individual subscribers. Well done! Bob Angilletta

I’m now the happiest drummer in the world, and for that I’d like to extend my sincere thanks to your staff. Please keep publishing useful tips like this, since our ears are among the most important body parts that we drummers rely on. Denis Sauvé

THANKS FROM DANIEL

As the winner of the Modern Drummer Great Gretsch Giveaway in the July 2004 issue, I want to thank Modern Drummer, Gretsch, Toca Percussion, Sabian, Vic Firth, TKL, and Kaman Music for their generosity. A special thanks to Nikki at Kaman Music for her patience in answering my emails.

I played the drums as a teenager for six years. Last year, at the ripe old age of forty-seven, I decided to give it another go. So I converted our 10'x11' guest bedroom into a drum practice room. The convenience of guests now comes after my drums.

However, when I started playing in that small space, I quickly remembered one of the prime facts about drums: They make a heck of a lot of noise. After thirty minutes of practice, I usually ended up with throbbing ears, which was quite uncomfortable. That discomfort lasted for another forty-five minutes following each of my practice sessions. I obviously had to do something about it.

Luckily, I came upon an article in your magazine that dealt with protecting your ears by mixing one’s kit into a console, and listening to the resulting mix at a controlled volume through a pair of drummers’ headphones. I followed this advice, adding my CD player to the console mix. My ears no longer hum, even if I play for as long as an hour.

At DW, we’re focused on the advancement of pedal technology. The new, ultra-light HardCore base drum beater is no exception. With its patented, adjustable inner-core design that provides varied levels of attack, to its unique flat foam surface for maximum punch, the HardCore is a must for any style of music. Today, more drummers rely on DW beaters and accessories because it’s simply what works…and because we designed it that way.

How To Reach Us

MD’s Readers’ Platform,
12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009,
rd@moderndrummer.com.

I dropped a beat.

The prices shown for the Sabian-DrUMJoHneTtE Resonant Bells in March’s Product Close-Up were incorrect. The correct pricing is as follows:

- Single bell—$38
- Three-note set—$1595 (w/mounting bar)
- Five-note set—$1660 (w/mounting bar)
- Complete set—$1,425 (w/mounting bar)

High-Impact adjustable core
Lightweight aluminum head
Tempered steel shaft
The Drummer’s Choice
www.dwdrums.com
©2005 Drum Workshop, Inc.
Drumming And Singing

I've been playing the drums for a little over ten years. I'm in the process of forming a band, and the other members want me to do some backing vocals. On the few occasions that I've tried drumming and singing at the same time, I've had difficulties. Can you give me any advice on how to prepare myself to do it?

Alex Beauregard

Your task really requires two separate approaches. The first is to become comfortable about singing in general. The second is to become comfortable at singing while playing the drums.

If you're not used to singing at all, then you should develop your voice and your singing abilities by singing along with as much music as possible, and by singing alone without music. The ability to sing is like any other skill: It needs to be developed and then practiced.

Once you feel confident about your singing (or if you're already a singer off the drums), then it's a matter of combining your singing and drumming skills. Again, the best way to do this is to work with recorded music. This time, play along while you sing along. At first, focus on keeping a simple, steady beat while projecting the vocal part clearly and accurately. Little by little, you should become more confident about your singing, and you can return your attention to doing a little more on the drums. In time you'll become equally confident at both, and singing while playing will feel perfectly natural.

Eventually, you'll want to do this at band rehearsals as well. But it would be a good idea to come to those rehearsals already having done some homework using recorded music.

Ringo Garza of Los Lonely Boys (top) and Maroon 5's Ryan Dusick combine their singing and drumming skills.

Small Jazz Kits

I've noticed that quite a few jazz drummers have only two toms: one tom on the bass drum and one floor tom. Why not more toms? And why only one tom on the bass drum?

Brian

Jazz drummers tend toward smaller kits for several reasons. One is because those were almost the only kits available from the 1930s through mid-1960s, when jazz was a more prominent part of popular music. The four-piece kit became the "standard" for jazz music more or less by default.

Also, in the 1940s and '50s, when jazz was in its heyday, most performances took place in small clubs located in big cities. Drummers often had to transport their kits by taxi or even on a subway. The smaller the kit, the easier it was to transport and fit on stage. This is also one of the reasons that 18" bass drums became popular in jazz groups.

From a musical standpoint, many jazz drummers tended to avoid flashy, "drumistic" playing, so they didn't feel the need for more complicated setups. This isn't always the case, however. For example, as rock drummers expanded their kits in the 1970s and '80s, some jazz drummers followed suit. Art Blakey's '60s-era four-piece kit evolved into an '80s setup with two and sometimes three rack toms. Jazz great Tony Williams played a four-piece kit with small drums in his early career, but eventually wound up playing a 24" bass drum, two rack toms, and three floor toms. As in any other musical style, certain artists "broke the mold" to serve their sense of expression.
TD-20S-WT: V-Pro Series

Roland

www.rolandus.com

EXPRESSION
Pacific LX Series
Mike Luce
Drowning Pool

www.pacificdrums.com

©2005 Pacific Drums and Percussion, a division of Drum Workshop, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Drumhead
Shelf Life

Is there a "shelf life" for drumheads mounted on drums, if the drums aren't being played? I have two snare drums that I use regularly, and others that are stored ready to use for a special situation or for recording. I'm wondering if the plastic heads on my stored drums will tend to harden over time even if they're not played. Jerry Chao

We checked with the four major drumhead manufacturers to get their response. Herbie May, director of engineering and R&D at Remo, says, "Extreme temperature and long-term exposure to ultraviolet light are the two menaces to polyester film. Assuming that your stored drums have been in bags or cases, the heads on them should be fine for many years."

Aquarian's Roy Burns concurs, saying, "Polyester film is pretty tough stuff, as long as it's not exposed to extreme temperatures. In most cases it would take years for the film to deteriorate if it is not being played on." Attack's Tom Shelley adds, "I think it depends on where the drum is stored. Is it in the garage or set up in a bedroom? Personally, I would change heads that are tensioned on a drum every two years, including tom-bottom and snare-side heads."

Evans' Mike Robinson sums up, saying, "Leaving heads in a garage or in the trunk of a car through extreme temperature variation will cause the film to shrink and expand slightly. This, in turn, causes fatigue that can alter the acoustic properties of the film over a period of time—though it's doubtful that the film will become brittle enough to break. At Evans, we recommend keeping instruments and extra heads in a temperature- and humidity-controlled environment for best long-term performance."

RHYTHM TECH HAT TRICK

"Rhythm Tech helps me to discover new sounds both live and in the studio. I love using the Rhythm Tech Hat Trick. It adds nuance and detail to my groove, and inspires me to find new combinations of sound elements.

Art lies in the details, so the instruments I choose are important. Rhythm Tech always works for me."

— Billy Ward
(Joan Osborne)

The Rhythm Tech Hat Trick is available in a choice of Nickel or polishes Brass jingles in both single and double row models. Hi-hat stand and cymbals not included, but you knew that, right?

For more about Billy Ward and Rhythm Tech, log onto www.rhythmtech.com/artists/billyward

25th ANNIVERSARY
1980 - 2005

Rhythm Tech
www.rhythmtech.com
**Foot Speed Tips From Jason Bittner Of Shadows Fall**

*Q* Your foot speed is amazing. What should I practice to gain foot speed with double bass drumming?

*Thomas Riley*

*A* To begin with, foot speed is not something that comes overnight. (At least for me it didn’t.) I’ve been playing double bass for a long time, and I’ve found that the best way to build speed and endurance is to work with a metronome. Not only does the metronome keep your time/tempo steady, it’s also a great tool to help you gauge your progress.

The exercise that worked best for me involves a steady 4/4 16th-note pattern on the kicks, with an 8th- or quarter-note ride, and snare backbeats on 2 and 4. Set your metronome to a tempo at which you can play this beat comfortably (maybe 120 BPM or so), and play it non-stop for five to ten minutes. When this becomes easy, kick the metronome up 10 BPM and play for another five to ten minutes. When that becomes comfortable, kick things up again. Get the idea? Sooner or later you’ll be flying along at 200 BPM.

You can also do different things over the kicks, like changing the snare pattern to 1 and 3, or just 3, or 1, 2, 3, and 4, or just the &’s—anything that breaks the monotony and makes the exercise fun. Good luck!

**Billy Ward And Russ Miller On Bass Drum Sizes**

*Q* *MD*’s December ’04 feature on bass drums prompted a question that I’d like both of you gentlemen to answer. I play classic jazz (with brushes) and contemporary jazz/funk on the same gig. I’m concerned about having an appropriate kick drum to play both styles with. I’m currently using a 16x16 kick with very little muffling. When I try to play funk material, that kick sounds too bright. Please help!

*Billy Ward responds:*

Many great jazz drummers have played 18” or 20” bass drums, so I think a move up in size from your 16” is an excellent idea. An 18” drum would cover the jazzy stuff, but in all honesty, you might still want more “oomph” for the funky material. So I’m inclined to recommend a 14x20 bass drum. It was good enough for Mel Lewis, Papa Jo Jones, and a host of other past jazz greats, and I’m certain it will provide a wonderful alternative to your 16”. To tighten the drum up quickly for funkier tunes, stuff a rolled-up towel between the batter head and the yoke of the bass pedal. Or you might consider purchasing an Evans EMAD head, which does the job even better.

A 16x20 drum will also work, but of course it’s harder to stuff into that Mini Cooper! I personally love 12x20 and 14x20 sizes, because they simply feel a little “faster” to me. The physical nature of the drum can change sound equations as well. For instance, what type of wood is it made of? Or is it wood at all? There are bass drums made out of fiberglass, aluminum, and acrylic materials these days too.

With an 18” drum, you might have to concentrate on kicking the drum harder on some funky songs because it might not be enough support for your band’s bottom end. With a 20” drum, you might need to learn to play with a softer, more feathery touch on those jazz tunes. Personally, I think a better touch is a good thing to acquire, so I vote for the 14x20. Good luck!

*Russ Miller responds:*

Getting a kick to have the punch necessary for contemporary styles and the tone and sustain required for swing playing is very difficult. The muffling and head combinations for the two styles oppose one another.

My standard kick for recording is a 16x24. However, when I work live with
Bobby Caldwell's big band, I use a 16x20 Yamaha Maple Custom kick with Remo FiberSkyn 3 PowerStroke 3 heads front and back, and no internal muffling. Bobby's show runs from light ballads to screaming big band charts to Bobby's R&B hits. The 20" kick has the drive and punch for a funk groove, yet when left unmuffled, it also has a nice tone and sustain for swing playing.

I never use large holes in the front head. Instead, I have \(\frac{1}{4}\)" holes drilled at each tension rod around the diameter of the resonant side. Not using a large hole helps with the sustain and also retains more of the fundamental low frequency of the drum.

Another key for me is beater technique. I usually don't leave the beater on the head. I only "dig in" occasionally, for stylistic considerations. Pulling the sound from the drum in this way helps to create more tone from the impact and retain the sustain. I hope this helps!

Repeat Bar

A Classic Quote From MD's Past

"I've gotten compliments on my touch...on playing sensitively. I like when I do something loud for it to be a surprise. In order for there to be loud, there has to be soft."

The Heath Brothers' Albert "Tootie" Heath
June 1996

Would you like to ask your favorite drummer a question?

Send it to Ask A Pro, Modern Drummer, 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07012.
Or you may email nh@moderndrummer.com. We will do our best to pursue every inquiry.
Jeremy Colson
On Control, Punch, and a Punk Perspective in Instrumental Rock

Yes, Jeremy Colson does play with Steve Vai, one of the biggest names in the history of instrumental rock. But, no, he doesn’t play with one of the big kits historically associated with instrumental rock. “The styles of music that have influenced me the most—metal and punk—are where you go more for a 4pc kit,” explains Jeremy. “If I had a 30pc kit I’d want to hit every drum! That would take away from the foundation of what my job is. Keep the groove solid so the other guys can do their solos and know where ‘the one’ is. If everyone in the band is going off playing a lot of notes, it’s hard for the audience to move to the music.”

But there are times when Jeremy does have to play a lot of notes. “On certain technical sections of Vai songs, I have to follow his notes on the toms so I need drums with control. The birch shells have punch AND control. That control is also important for the bigger drum sizes I prefer. Big drums usually need muffling or super thick heads. That takes away from your sound. But with the Performers, I don’t need to do that—the drums sound great live or in the studio. They’re really easy to tune and they stay in tune. My 18 x 24 is literally the best sounding kick in the world and birch snare has as much crack as a metal drum, but with more control and tone. The drums are just awesome.”

Starclassic Performer painted drums are now available in 11 super high gloss finishes including the new Red Sparkle Fade and Blue Galaxy Fade finishes.
Chevelle’s
Sam Loeffler
Thinking Of Success

“W”e went out with friends, went to the beach, and saw a couple of bands like The Mars Volta. We really tried to get out and do some things.” That’s Chevelle drummer Sam Loeffler not describing a recent vacation, but rather his recording experience with his brothers Pete and Joe in Los Angeles for This Type Of Thinking (Could Do Us In), the follow-up to the trio’s platinum-selling Wonder What’s Next.

“Making this record was a lot of fun,” Sam admits, “because Pete and I lived in the Renaissance Hotel on Hollywood and Highland for five weeks. That was one of the things we splurged on, because we really wanted to live in that hotel. We’d go to the studio to record and then go back to the hotel. We did that every day, and it really felt like we were on vacation.”

The aforementioned recording experience was about the closest thing to a vacation Loeffler and his bandmate brothers had received since the release of 2002’s Wonder What’s Next. Immediately after the album hit store shelves, Loeffler began a relentless touring schedule that didn’t terminate until the tail end of 2003. But instead of rewarding themselves with some well-deserved time off from their music, the act sprung immediately into action, a mere two weeks after their tour ended.

“We went in right away and started writing,” Loeffler recalls. “When we finished up with the tour, we didn’t have one song for this new record. So we basically wrote, recorded, and got the record out in about eight weeks.”

Produced by Mitchell “Elvis” Kasko and the band, Loeffler’s drum tracking sessions at Sunset Sound in Los Angeles were, according to the drummer, “really, really smooth. I had worked out a lot of parts. And whatever parts I didn’t necessarily love the first time, I was able to work out in the studio and keep playing until I found something I really liked.”

Loeffler tracked Thinking with a new Pearl Masterworks kit, and eventually fell in love with the drums enough to order an identical set for use outside the studio. Out of an arsenal of ten snare drums, Sam also bought fond of a Pearl UltraClub aluminum snare drum. “It’s pretty badass looking,” he says. “It’s got the crazy look to it, which is cool.”

With another number one single (“Vitamin R”) on the charts, Loeffler’s tireless, ever-expanding musical crusade has received greater attention with his most recent work. “We wanted to make a melodic, heavy, head-banging kind of record,” the drummer notes. “One of the ways we wanted to do that was with syncopated double bass rhythms. I think that makes this record really different, and it’s cool that people notice that.”

Waleed Rashidi

Kings Of Leon’s
Nathan Followill Dealing With Heartbreak

“You could argue that Nathan Followill’s life hasn’t changed much from when he was a kid. He’s still constantly surrounded by family, lives on the road, and gets to play drums. Is there a difference between drumming for Kings Of Leon and touring the country as the son of a Pentecostal evangelist?”

“It’s pretty similar in that you go into town, set up, do what you do, and get the hell out,” says Followill, who is joined by brothers Caleb and Jared and his best cousin Matthew in the Southern-rock inspired Tennessee band. “You’re going for a different sound, but they are pretty similar.”

Like many artists, church is where Followill was exposed to music—secular rock ‘n’ roll wasn’t allowed. Still, it didn’t take long for him to turn to the drums, and by age seven he began listening to “a bunch of Genesis, Radiohead guys” and learned to play in church as his family toured the Bible Belt.

“The majority of my style comes from the church,” Followill admits. “It was the only style of music I really played from the age of seven through eighteen or nineteen. That’s a big influence in my playing.”

Returning to the studio to record the follow-up to 2003’s UK success, Youth And Young Manhood, Followill said making Aha Shake Heartbreak was almost like recording a rehearsal tape. “The first record was live, but not nearly as live as this one,” he says. “I tried to be careful and you can hear guitar bleed through the kick drum.”

Followill said improving his drumming from Manhood to Heartbreak was hard to avoid, something he puts down to the constant touring. “Subconsciously I had to get better,” he says. “You do something two hundred times in a year and a half, and you’ve got to get better. Playing so many shows and trying new things, I got more comfortable behind the kit.”

At Kings Of Leon’s new album, Followill says US audiences are beginning to warm up to their sound—even though the Brits did almost instantly. “Touring in America now feels like the first time you tour the UK. It’s getting better and better.”

Chris Kormelis
**The Stray Cats'**

**Slim Jim Phantom**

**Harder And Faster Than Ever**

After ten years apart, The Stray Cats are back together again—and receiving a positive response in the process. During the 4th of July weekend in 2003, the trio played to a crowd of 10,000. "It was all kids who discovered this music since we started," says drummer Slim Jim Phantom. "In the same way that we got turned on to this music by digging deeper through the Rolling Stones and the Beatles, finding Buddy Holly and Carl Perkins, these kids have found those guys through us. There was no need for a set list for that gig. We just turned up to play for two hours in one-hundred degree weather, and it was great.

The band figured that, since the show went so well, they'd see where it could go. Old friends since grade school, Slim Jim says they wanted to play together sooner, but were busy doing their own projects, such as Slim Jim's record with Motörhead's Lemmy, Lemmy And Slim Jim, as well as a live DVD filmed at Slim Jim's own club, The Cat Club. But last summer, The Stray Cats managed to get to Europe and play to sold-out crowds. "We were playing to between 8,000 and 10,000 kids every night," Slim Jim says. "And they love the lifestyle even more. It was amazing to go to Helsinki and see 2,000 old American cats!"

The group made a movie about that tour, which has just been released. Rumble In Bronze features footage from the tour, an entire London concert, and a new song they recently recorded. So it seems the Cats will be back for a while. "When I love about this is it's been twenty years since we made the first record, but we haven't slowed down," Phantom insists. "It doesn't sound like we've been trying to recreate the past twenty years later. It's still strong. Lee Rocker and I are a solid rhythm section. And with an extraordinary soloist like Brian Setzer on top, we feel we haven't lost a step. In fact, I think we're actually playing harder and faster, but more in control, than ever before."

*Robyn Flans*
JAZZ-FUSION VETERAN
Alphonse Mouzon
Boom-Bop
From A Master

Even though Alphonse Mouzon is best known for being a charter member of Weather Report, for his amazing work with Larry Coryell’s Eleventh House, and as a funk/fusion pioneer, his musical associations read like a veritable who’s who of rock. Over the last twenty-plus years Alphonse has worked with Carlos Santana, Jeff Beck, Eric Clapton, Stevie Wonder, and the late Tommy Bolin.

“Even though I’ve played a lot of jazz throughout my career, I do also like to rock,” Mouzon admits. “I used to hang out with a lot of rock musicians.” And it appears that no less a drumming legend than John Bonham liked the way Mouzon rocked too, because when Led Zeppelin was inducted into the Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame in 1995, Robert Plant named Alphonse Mouzon as one of the group’s major influences.

“Bonzo said he listened to my drumming every day,” Alphonse says proudly. “He was a big fan of my playing.”

Lately, Alphonse has been very busy as a performer and producer for several upcoming releases on his Tenacious Records, a label that sports thirteen of Alphonse’s recordings as a leader, most of which are straight-ahead jazz. In the next few months, however, he plans on releasing three new recordings. One of those, The Alphonse Mouzon Funky Shivering Organ Trio, promises to be a standout. The trio features Joe Bagg on organ and Alphonse’s longtime colleague Jeff Berlin on bass. “This trio is really outstanding,” the drummer states. “Jeff Berlin is a great bassist, and I have a very talented organist in Joe Bagg. But it’s the drummer that makes it swing!”

In addition to touring and running his record label, Alphonse is very active these days as a private teacher. “I love teaching and seeing the response I get,” he admits. “To see kids learn and grow to become masters is very satisfying. I teach my students to play and read, dig into various styles—not just rock, but jazz and funk too. I teach my patterns, and I have students vocalize a lot of the material.”

Alphonse is currently working on a method book that will contain grooves and fills appropriate for beginners to advanced players. It will also include accompanying vocalizations for all of the grooves and fills. “It’s like being a rapper: ‘boom, bop, ba boom boom, bop.’ I taught my kids to play this way years ago, and it really works.”

Stephen Flinn

---

Years ago, the first drummer featured in Modern Drummer’s On The Move column was New Jersey–based player Lance Hyland Stark. It seems the editors of the magazine felt that Stark was an up and comer with a bright future. At this point it’s safe to say that he is no longer up and coming, but has fully arrived. These days Stark can be heard on the new release from Gary U.S. Bonds, Back In 20, which includes guest appearances from the likes of Bruce Springsteen, Phoebe Snow, Southside Johnny, and Dickey Betts.

“It’s incredible!” Stark exclaims. “I mean who wouldn’t go nuts with even the thought of recording a song with just one of those artists, never mind with all of them. These are some of the greatest influences and performers of blues, R&B, and rock ‘n’ roll, and I certainly include Gary U.S. Bonds in that mix.”

Lance also recently filled in for ‘70s rockers Starz at a festival in Texas. “I was psyched to work with such a classic hard rock act, and I didn’t hesitate to say yes to their invitation,” he says. “Starz is a class act, and I expect to be working with the band again in the future, if and when they need me.”

Besides his frequent performances, Lance keeps busy working with new artists. “I’ve been working with and producing a few singer/songwriters,” he says. “One is Jimmy Maraventano of Jimmy & The Parrots. They’re a fun band with Jimmy Buffett-type songs. Another is Brian Mackey, a talented local Jersey artist. And another is Lisa Bouchelle, an unbelievable songwriter with great vocals and a gift for the studio. I’m touring a lot with Gary, so there’s not much time for these projects, but I do what I can. I’m always working. I think I had three days off all of last summer!”

To all those young drummers out there, Lance has some simple words of encouragement. “Have fun with this stuff,” he says. “Just beat the drums as often as you can, and listen to everything. It’s all percussion and rhythms, whether it’s Gene Krupa, Godsmack, or Anton Fig on David Letterman. There’s always something to learn from each artist.”

For further information on what Lance is up to, check out his Web page at http://members.aol.com/drumsway/Lance.html.

Hal B. Setzer
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DRUM DATES
This month's important events in drumming history

Zutty Singleton was born on 5/14/1898.
Mel Lewis was born on 5/10/29.
John Bonham was born on 5/31/48.

Billy Higgins passed away on 5/4/01.
Elvin Jones passed away on 5/18/04.

On 5/21/71, Paul McCartney (with Donny Seivewell on drums) releases his second solo record, Ram.

On 5/16/87, Art Blakey receives the honorary degree of Doctor Of Music from Berklee College Of Music.

In what will be his last recording, Elvin Jones enters the studio on 5/12/02 with his brother Hank on piano and Richard Davis on bass to begin recording The Great Jazz Trio's Someday My Prince Will Come.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Happy Birthday!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freddie Gruber</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(educator): 5/27/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levon Helm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The Band): 5/28/42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Billy Cobham</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(drumming legend): 5/10/44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bill Kreutzmann</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The Grateful Dead): 5/7/66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Batch Trucks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The Allman Brothers): 5/11/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bill Ward</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Black Sabbath): 5/5/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bill Bruford</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yes, Earthworks): 5/17/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paulinho Da Costa</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(percussion great): 5/31/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prairie Prince</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The Tubes): 5/7/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mike Baiter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mallet maker): 5/7/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sly Dunbar</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(reggae master): 5/10/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark Horndon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alabama): 5/11/55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stan Lynch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tom Petty): 5/21/55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mel Gaynor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Simple Minds): 5/23/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dave Abbruzzese</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pearl Jam): 5/17/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charley Drayton</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sessions): 5/9/65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sean Kinney</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alice In Chains): 5/27/66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alan White</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Daios): 5/26/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nick Tosco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Justincase): 5/1/85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING DRUMS.
Having recently finished Phil Collins' farewell tour, percussionist Luis Conte can be heard on new CDs by Ozy Osbourne and Shakira, as well as on such film soundtracks as Ocean's 12 and Sideways. He's also been playing out with his own band, with Tom Brechtlein on drums. (Tom has been playing dates with Chick Corea recently as well.)

Shannon Larkin is in the studio with Godsmack, doing pre-production for their new CD.

Andres Karu is on The Wonder Stuff's latest release, Escape From Rubbish Island.

Josh Freese will be touring with Sting on his upcoming tour. Phantom Planet, with Jeff Conrad on drums, will be opening.

Steve Distasinio (a.k.a. Stevie D) had a very busy 2004 touring with David Crosby & CPR and then joining Chris Robinson and his new band The New Earth Mud during the summer and fall. Spring of 2005 finds him touring with David Crosby & Graham Nash.

Neal Schon's J Or U features Omar Hakim on drums.

Kevin Winard is on recent projects by Ray Brown Jr., as well as playing drums and percussion on CDs by Shawn Thies and Rebecca Kleinmann. Kevin has also been on the road a lot with Doc Severinsen, as well as doing some scattered dates with Kenny Loggins and Sergio Mendes.

Paul Campanella is on Tommy Z's debut album, Universal Love.

Glen Sobel has been busy in the studio. He can be heard on the new Jeff Scott Soto CD Lost In The Translation, and the recently released The Best Of Gary Hoey, which also has tracks featuring Gregg Bissonette, Frankie Banali, and Bobby Rock. Glen is also back teaching at PIT.

Ray Luzier can be heard on the new Icky Boys' San Deigo CD, Billy Sheehan's Cosmic Troubadour, David Lee Roth's Diamond Dave, and the new Geordie CD. Lately he's been touring with David Lee Roth, and this summer he has an instructional DVD coming out from Hal Leonard.

Spencer Peterson is on Hidden In Plain View's full-length debut, Life In Dreaming.

Sergio Bellotti was recently on the road with Dan Siegel.

William Ellis is on Blue Merle's Burning In The Sun.

Jon Coghlin is on Powdorfinger's latest, Vulture Street.

Greg Morrow is on Jessi Alexander's debut, Honeysuckle Sweet.

Travis McNabb is on Better Than Ezra's new CD, Before The Robots.

Paul Allen is doing live dates with R&B singer Ricky Fante and actor/singer Tyler Hilton.

Tony Adams cut tracks with producer Russ Titelman for singer-songwriter Jared Tyler's CD. Tony's also been playing dates with blues guitarist Bill Sims.

Adam Richman is a one-man band on his latest Petition And Science. Along with playing the drums on the CD, Adam recorded all of the instruments himself.

Mark Gajadhar is on The Blood Brothers' new CD, Crimes.

Felix Pollard was recently on tour with Clay Allain.

Def-e-stros Prieto has released a solo CD, About The Monks.

Aaron Montgomery is in the studio with Trapt, working on their new CD.

Virgil Donati has joined Soul SirkUS. The band will be touring to support their debut, World Tour.

Igor Cavalera and Sepultura donated items auctioned via eBay with proceeds to be donated to Doctors Without Borders and the Red Cross for their tsunami relief efforts.

Sean Rickman will be touring Europe with Screaming Headless Torsos.

Stephen Chopek has just wrapped up Jessi Malin's tour in support of his CD The Heat.

Dave Buckner is on tour with Papa Roach.

Chad Taylor is on Sam Prekop's latest, Who's Your New Professor?

Butchy Fuego is on P't or P't's Shaquey.

Eric Allen is on Wallace Roney's latest, Prototype.

The Terry Hanson Ensemble has their first disc out, Jazzed.

Joe McChesney is on the new EP by Vaux, Plague Music.

Jeff Facci is on the new one by Full Blown Chaos, Wake The Dead. The band recently did tours with Walls Of Jericho and Hatebreed.

Joe Barford is on an Urser's Cryptoblast.

Aqulalis Priest is on Aqulalis' Temple Of Shadows.

Lamar LeBlanc (snare drum), Derrick J. Moss (bass drum), and legendary percussionist Bill Summers are on The Soul Rebels' Rebellion.

Scotty Irving is on the new CD by Americana singer-songwriter Jonny Colley, All With Love, as well as the new Benjomatic album, New Tales For The Broken Radio.

Matt Wilson is on Crossed Paths by The Fred Hess Quartet.

And finally, congratulations to Joe Bergamini (Happy The Man) and his wife Kim on the birth of their daughter Jennaroce Christine.
When you reach the level of Tony Verderosa and Akira Jimbo, two seminal artists in the world of electronic exploration, you can choose any gear you want. But Tony and Akira have always chosen Yamaha because they take their music seriously.

For over forty years, Yamaha drums have received accolades from critics the world over, and, most important, from players in all musical genres. So when Yamaha constructs an electronic drum set, the company embraces technology from its digital musical instrument divisions and combines it with know-how from its esteemed acoustic drum makers. Unbelievably, Yamaha is the only acoustic drum company that makes electronic drums, providing a unique understanding of today’s drummers’ needs.

As part of the extensive design process, Yamaha calls upon its roster of top drum artists to help shape, tweak, and fine-tune the instrument. The result is a set with a brain incorporating sheer electronic wizardry and a soul that embodies living and breathing artist input worldwide. If you’re serious about your music, then it’s time you get acquainted with the DTXperience.

For more information, visit DTXPERIENCE.COM

TONY VERDEROSA
AKIRA JIMBO
Pearl Limited Edition Masters Mahogany Classic Drumkit
When Old Meets New

There was a time, back in the 1950s and '60s, when drummers neither knew nor cared about what wood their drumshells were made of, or how many plies they featured. Obsession with wood type and shell thickness came later, when manufacturers started using those design elements in their marketing campaigns.

As it happens, most drums in the '50s and '60s were thin-shelled models made from a variety of woods, notably poplar and mahogany. Many were blends. The manufacturers didn't make an issue of wood type because they might vary the wood in a given production run, based on what was most affordable at the time. Instead, the drums were promoted on the basis of the manufacturer's reputation and the sound that the drums ultimately produced.

Why the long-winded history lesson? To set the stage for our review of Pearl's Limited Edition Masters Mahogany Classic (MHR) kit. It's an unabashed throwback to the drums and drum sound that dominated the era before sheer power and volume became "priority one."

What They Are

The MHR drums feature thin, 4-ply, 5-mm 100% African mahogany shells with maple reinforcement rings. But the shells aren't the only nod to historic construction. Instead of the sharp, 45° bearing edges that are so prevalent on today's drums, the MHR drums are given "vintage style" rounded bearing edges. And to complement the vintage sound, the drums come with a Vintage White Marine Pearl finish that's actually just slightly off-white, lending the drums an authentic-looking pre-aged appearance.

Ah, but don't be fooled into thinking that the MHR kit is only about a "dated" construction concept. Plenty of state-of-the-art features are also present, including Pearl's Optimum tom holders, MasterCast die-cast hoops, triple chrome-plated hardware, and stainless-steel tension rods. And as might be expected from Pearl's top-of-the-line series, all construction elements on our review kit (bearing edges, shell finish, fit, and assembly) were flawless.

The MHR is sold as a four-piece
shells that includes an 18x22 bass drum, and 9x10, 9x12, and 11x14 suspended toms. Additional components available include a 7x8 suspended tom and 5½x14 snare drum (which we had for review) and a 16x16 floor tom (which we didn't have). The snare features the same mahogany shell with maple reinforcement rings as the other drums.

Because the MHR kit is sold as a shell pack, no hardware is included. Pearl figures that players who buy this kit will probably already have a collection of hardware, so not including any will save the customer from buying duplicate items. Obviously, owing to the Opti-aim tom holders, one would need Pearl (or similar) tom arms.

Our review kit was sent with Pearl's new 2000 series tom, cymbal, snare, and hi-hat stands. Chap Ostrander gave the BC-2000 boom cymbal stand a glowing review in the August '04 MD. I will simply say that these stands are big and strong—and heavy—and they provide just about the most versatile positioning options I've ever encountered.

Not Quite There
In addition to their function of adding strength to the thin mahogany shells on the MHR drums, the maple reinforcing rings also help promote the initial attack sound. This sound is then expanded and resonated by the thin shells. Meanwhile, the rounded bearing edges are designed to conform to the collar of a drumhead and make more contact with the head itself (as opposed to the way a head barely touches a sharply cut bearing edge). This results in a "warmer" drum sound than one would expect from more contemporary-style edges. So the MHR drums are all ready to produce the rich, mellow sound that was so prevalent among drums of the '50s and '60s.

However, our review kit came with one impediment to that goal. It was fitted with clear Remo Ambassador heads on the toms, a coated Ambassador on the snare, and two clear PowerStroke 3 bass drum heads. These are all fine heads, but they're pretty much the antithesis of the heads used on the drums up until the early '60s, which were predominantly calfskin. It seemed strange to us to go to the trouble of recreating the shells and bearing edges of one era, only to fit the drums with heads specifically designed to create sounds from another.

Now it may be that Pearl wanted to hedge their bets a little bit with the sound of the MHR kit and not go too far into the past. This would also be indicated by the sizes of the bass drum and toms we were sent (which are anything but vintage) and the fact that the toms were all suspension mounted. But when we played the kit with the original heads, the sound we got was a sort of hybrid—neither vintage nor modern. My colleague Bill Miller said the sound made him want to play Billy Cobham licks from the fusion era. My wife—who's been listening to me play drums for more than thirty years—simply said, "Those sound like the drums you used to play," meaning my '70s-era kits with plastic heads.

Really There
When I first saw the press release about the MHR kit, I speculated that with all its "vintage" design features, the kit might be best served by equip- ping it with calf-like heads. After hearing the kit with its factory-installed heads, I was even more eager to try out my theory. So I contacted Remo for a complete set of FiberSkyn 3 heads. I fitted the toms with FA (Ambassador-weight) batters and FD (Diplomat weight) bottom heads. The snare got an FA better, and the bass drum got a FiberSkyn 3 PowerStroke 3 batter and a regular FA front head.

Oh baby! There was the warmth, the mellowness, the richness...in short, the authenticity. This head selection seemed a match made in heaven for the design characteristics of the MHR drums. I grant you that this "vintage" sound might be considered one-dimensional, but what a dimension that is. Overall, I deemed the kit's sound as being "faster than a pregnant whale."

The bass drum (with nothing in it and no hole in the front head) was big yet controlled, with a very satisfying whump. The toms resonated beautifully, with a deep, earthy sound. (How I longed for that optional 16x16 floor tom!) And while the snare drum didn't have a penetrating crack, it did have a richness and a character that was absolutely consistent with the rest of the kit. The die-cast hoops gave rimshots a nice, fat quality, and the drum's resonance made for some wonderful N'awlins second-line patterns. Snare sensitivity was also excellent for brushwork.

Conclusion
While I can respect the sound of the MHR kit with its original heads, I truly believe that its acoustic nature is best served by the use of calf-like heads such as FiberSkyns. I earnestly encourage Pearl to offer the kit with that head selection. Again, I'll stipulate that the sound isn't for everybody, because not everybody seeks a vintage character in their drumming. But if you do, and you'd like to get that character along with absolutely state-of-the-art construction quality (which you often don't get with "genuine" vintage drums from bygone days), then these are the drums for you. But you'd better hurry, because this configuration is a limited edition. If I were you, I'd get in line!

THE NUMBERS
Note: Our review kit included the following:
Four-piece shell pack ........................................ $3,799
(18x22 bass drum, 8x10, 9x12, and 11x14 suspended toms)........ $3,799
Optional 3x8 snare ........................................... $595
Optional 7x8 tom .............................................. $680
Two TC-2000 tom/cymbal stands @ $275 each ............... $550
T2000 double tom stand ...................................... $239
H2000 Eliminator hi-hat stand .................................. $299
S2000 snare stand ............................................ $199
Total list price .................................................. $8,532
Meinl Soundcaster Cymbals
A New Alloy Creates A New Sound Palette

Meinl's Soundcaster series is a totally new addition to the company's already extensive cymbal range. The idea is to offer a complete line crafted out of B12 alloy (88% copper, 12% tin), which is said to produce especially rich and expressive cymbal sounds. Most of Meinl's other lines are crafted from B8 alloy, while the Byzance line uses B20.

Physical Characteristics

The Soundcasters are available in Medium and Powerful models. Their production involves even, consistent hammering and lathing that tapers towards the edge. According to the company, these production methods lead to cymbals with "precise stick definition" and "controlled, even decay" of harmonic overtones.

The cymbals are a rich, golden-bronze color, with a finish that shows off the lathing over the small hammer marks. The fine lathing is reminiscent of the grooves in an LP, making the cymbals look somewhat like gold records. The Soundcaster logo and the model designation are printed in black on the top of the cymbal beneath the stamp and serial number. The Meinl logo is found on the top and the bottom of each cymbal.

Acoustics

The Soundcasters we reviewed possessed an interesting series of harmonics that made me think of clock chimes hidden within the cymbal sound. When I tapped them with a finger or mallet, they produced a sound with some warmth and an ethereal hint of darkness. However, this was countered by a pronounced attack, clear definition, and a cutting intensity when I struck the cymbals with a stick—especially at medium to loud volumes. As a series, the cymbals generally have long, even decays.

All of these characteristics together create a bold, almost brash sound that would be especially well suited for playing in amplified situations. I don't think the cymbals would be appropriate for an acoustic or jazz gig. The various models within the line mix together exceptionally well, with the individual cymbal voices standing out from the overall swell.

Rides

Of all the Soundcasters, the ride cymbals were the most emblematic of the series. The 20' Medium ride had nice stick definition and a smooth, medium-long decay. There was less tonal variation across the bow of the cymbal than I would have expected, although this is a minor complaint, as the cymbal performed well otherwise. The

by Martin Patmos

HITS
consistent, integrated series of sounds
interesting harmonics, especially in rides
projection and sound ought to work well with amplified music

MISSES
bold sound not really appropriate for jazz/acoustic music
China cymbals have a long decay, with too flat a profile

by Martin Patmos
bell was reasonably isolated and it cut nicely, especially when hit with the shoulder of the stick. Dynamically, this ride came up nicely, with a responsive, controllable range.

The bell on the 20" Powerful ride was more isolated and cutting than that of the Medium ride, while the body seemed to have a bit more variation across its surface. Because of its heavier weight, it had increased definition and a tighter attack and decay.

The two rides complemented each other in an interesting way. The bow of the Powerful ride was pitched higher than that of the Medium model, while the bell of the Medium was higher in pitch than that of the Powerful ride. This bow-vs.-bell cross-pitch allowed for some interesting double ride patterns. Although not reviewed here, the Powerful ride is also available in a 22" size.

Hi-Hats

The Medium and Powerful hi-hats were perfect counterparts to the ride cymbals. Top and bottom cymbals were well matched, even though the bottom cymbals featured large hammer marks, in contrast to the smaller marks found throughout the rest of the Soundcaster series.

Both pairs of hats elicited strong yet not too pointed "chicks" with the foot, which stood out nicely against the overall sound of a drumkit. (The Powerful model was slightly stronger due to its heavier weight.) Both sets of hats splashed nicely as well, mixing perfectly with the rides.

Both pairs had solid, responsive stick definition and plenty of cut when played closed with sticks. As I gradually opened them up, they produced increasingly proportionate white noise, providing a nice range of expression. Loose, open quarter notes created a classic rock-out racket, especially on the Powerful hats. Meinl offers both of these hats as Soundwave models as well.

Crashes

The Medium and Powerful crashes are available in a variety of sizes, which creates a nice range of voices to work with. Both weights are available in 16", 17", and 18" sizes, with Powerful models roughly a minor third higher in pitch than Mediums of the same size. All of these crashes produced a fat quarter note when hit.

There was plenty of projection and cut from the Medium crashes, followed by a smooth decay after the initial impact. The Powerful crashes lived up to their designation, with a decay that seemingly drew out the attack for an intense statement.

The 14" and 15" Medium crash models offered quick accents, with fast response and relatively short decays. On the other hand, the 19" and 20" Powerful crashes erupted with a bigger and slightly warmer/darker sound when compared to the others. If the 16" and 17" crashes are the "quarter notes," these two bad boys are the "whole notes," without a doubt.

All of the Soundcaster crashes have usable bells, with the bells on the Powerful models being a bit more isolated. However, the crashes have little potential for doubling as rides due to their projection, volume, and response. These are all definitely crash cymbals.

Splashes And Chinas

The Soundcaster series includes a nice range of effects cymbals. The 8" and 10" splashes we tried were thinner when compared with the rest of the cymbal line, allowing them to offer a fast, bright splash with just a slight tang. I preferred the 8" over the 10", purely as a matter of personal taste. The Soundcaster line also includes 8" and 12" splash models.

The 16" and 18" China cymbals sent for review were a bit more of a challenge for me to like. While they have the general China shape, they have a relatively flatter profile than I would have liked. When I mounted them upside-down, as is commonly done with Chinas, I found this profile detrimental to striking the flanged edge with the shaft of the stick. Mounting the cymbal right side up and crashing the edge (as you would a standard crash cymbal) seemed to be a better striking choice.

When I tapped the Chinas with my finger, they had a pleasant, almost gong-like sound. When I played them with a stick, they spoke with a loud, clangy sound—but with no dark, trashy hiss whatsoever. The harmonics were rather abrasive (the 16" more so than the 18"), and they had a long decay that offered no chance for a short, barking accent. The combination of loud attack and long decay caused a lack of stick definition, which made the Chinas ineffective for riding. While some people might appreciate the sound of these Chinas, obviously I have a different idea in my head. A 20" model is available in addition to the sizes we tried.

Conclusion

I think Meinl is exploring some interesting territory with the B12 alloy. Overall, the Soundcaster series offers some exciting possibilities, with distinct harmonics, strong attack, and plenty of projection, volume, and sustain. Of course, such a strong sound is not for everybody. But with these characteristics I think the Soundcasters would stand up quite nicely in an amplified setting—especially if distortion pedals are involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10&quot; Medium crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot; Medium crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot; Medium crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot; Medium crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot; crashes &amp; China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17&quot; crashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot; crashes &amp; China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19&quot; Powerful crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20&quot; rides &amp; Powerful crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot; hi-hats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drummers and percussionists who are familiar with LP's semi-professional Matador series will certainly like the attention to detail given to the new Matador Custom models. The line offers a quintos/conga pair with a stand, along with individual quintos, congás, and tumbas sold separately. We received all three sizes for this review.

**Construction Details**

Matador Custom drums are made of the same Siam oak that's used with other Matador models (as well as with LP's Salsa and Classic series). The drums are constructed using the ply stave method, which provides a very beefy, resonant sound for the price range. A height of 30° is standard.

Matador Soft Strike rims are unique to this series. The rims sit low and out of the way and are very comfortable on the hands.

The most obvious new visual additions to the Matador Custom line are the black matte finish on the rims and the "horned" side lug plates. In addition, updated paint choices include a very cool sunburst paint job, which was on our review models.

When purchased together as a pair, the quintos and congás come with a double-braced stand that holds the drums at a good distance apart. It's not a very heavy stand, so it shouldn't add too much to the load for working musicians to carry around. Besides, when the drums are mounted on the stand, they have considerably more resonance and low-end presence than when they're placed on the floor.

**The Congas**

If I had to pick just one Matador Custom drum to take along to a gig, the 11" quinto would probably be it. Its sound is big enough to carry in most situations. When the drum is tuned to a lower pitch, it sounds very warm. When it's tuned up high—into more of a "soloing" range—it has a lot of bite that would cut through on most live gigs. Using the quinto primarily for soloing would certainly leave room for tuning options with the conga and tumba.

The 11¼" conga has a very beefy low end to it, yet it remains a crisp-sounding drum. I tried a range of tuning with this drum and found it to be very versatile.

As far as the 12½" tumba goes: Buy a big drum—get a big drum sound. I left this drum tuned low, and it sounded great in that range. Its low end is very warm and resonant—especially with the well-matched rawhide heads.

From a practical point of view, the tumba is a pretty heavy drum. If you're working a lot and carrying your gear yourself, you might want to lift the Matador Custom congás a few times to get a feel for what the day-to-day schlepp might be.

**The Bongos**

The Matador Custom bongos we reviewed featured the same unique sunburst paint job and black matte-finished...
rims as was on the congas. The rims on the bongos are not the same Soft Strike versions as are on the congas. But they still sit low on the drums, making them quite comfortable to play.

The bongos are very tight-sounding, with a tonality and projection that makes them a good match with the congas. Note to LP: It might be nice to add a stand with the bongos and sell them packaged with the quinto/conga combination as a total setup for the stand-up percussionist. That would certainly be a nice-looking and great-sounding set of drums.

Conclusion

These days, percussionists (at least those in LA, where I work) require a larger range of sounds in their arsenal, from standard salsa congas to a more "world music" sound. The Matador Custom drums are a really versatile range that would serve well on everything from pop gigs to TV recording sessions. And they offer their versatile sound and appealing looks in an "intermediate" price range. Such a deal!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matador Custom wood congas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11&quot; quinto .................................................. $339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11½&quot; congas .................................................. $349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12½&quot; tumba .................................................. $399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quinto/conga set, with stand .................................. $749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M501 Custom wood bongos .................................. $1199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(888) LP-MUSIC, www.lpmusic.com

It's All About Power & Effort

The New Tommy Lee Ahead Silver Series

AHEAD DRUMSTICKS

Big Bang Distribution 9420 Rosada Blvd., PMB 360, Northridge, CA 91324 (800)547-6401 - www.aheaddrumsticks.com - email@bigbangdist.com
Puresound UltraSonic Copper Snare Drum
Like A Shiny New Penny

Puresound made its mark in the percussion world a few years ago by utilizing new designs and materials to make some of the best snare wires around. Since 2002, they've also offered the innovative Speedball line of bass drum beaters. Now they've entered the specialty snare drum market with a copper-shelled model dubbed the UltraSonic.

The Specs

The snare drum we were sent for review is a 5x14 vintage-style model with a thin-walled, rolled copper shell sealed with clear lacquer. The seam in the shell is completely invisible on the outside of the drum. The thin shell helps reduce the weight of the drum to nine pounds, which is light compared to many other metal-shell snares.

The drum features chromed brass "barbell"-shaped lugs, 2.3-mm triple-flanged steel counter-hoops, and Puresound's own 30-strand "Super" snare wires. The heads supplied with the drum are Remo Ambassadors stamped with the Puresound logo.

The drum is fitted with a Nickel Drumworks precision snare strainer made of bulletproof glass. The action of this model is more precise than that of other strainers, due to the use of cylinders that define the travel of the mechanism. It smoothly and quietly pulls the snare wires straight and evenly against the snare head.

The Sound

Puresound developed the UltraSonic snare drum for "serious players" seeking "extraordinarily bright, dry, powerful, and articulate sound, wide dynamic range, and lightning-fast response." The "serious player" status is highlighted by the drum's list price. Still, the UltraSonic does a good job of living up to the company's description.

The stick response of the drum is quick. This would be expected with the 30-strand snare wires, but the effect is enhanced by the precision action of the Nickel Drumworks strainer and the even tuning provided by the 2.3-mm triple-flanged hoops. The sound is warm for a metal drum but retains the ringing overtones common to the breed. Only a modest effort to dampen the overtones was required to allow the full-bodied, bright, crisp tone of this drum to shine through.
Brush response on the UltraSonic drum is also quite good. The bright portion of the tone provided by the copper shell gives the sound from the brushes an increased ability to cut through the mix. The warm portion of the tone gives brush strokes more fullness and presence.

Final Thoughts
A padded vinyl carrying bag is supplied with each UltraSonic snare drum. This is a nice touch on Puresound’s part. But if I were carrying around a $1,000 snare drum, I’d put it in a well-padded hard-shell case. It would be even nicer of Puresound (and perhaps a good sales incentive) to provide such a case to begin with.

Each UltraSonic drum also comes with a certificate of authenticity marked with the serial number from the drum’s badge, signed by Puresound president Yoav DeBesc. The certificate should help the drum retain its value over time, since only two hundred of these drums are slated to be manufactured.

THE NUMBERS

5x14 UltraSonic copper-shell snare drum........................... $995.95

Made for the Way You Play.

1000 SERIES HARDWARE

The new standard in hardware is here. Pearl’s 1000 Series provides the strength, features and functionality professional drummers demand. It’s made for the way you play.

Pearl

www.pearl.com
Today's drumheads are much more consistent, versatile, and dependable than the heads I used in my youth. Still, I've sometimes been frustrated by the fact that “concert” percussion instruments are often stuck with heads designed for rock 'n' roll drumset or marching. So I was intrigued when Evans announced a line of heads designed specifically for concert band and orchestra use. The Strata series includes heads for timpani, as well as for concert bass drums, toms, and snare drums. We received samples of each for this review.

I've been working with a high school percussion department for the past couple of years, so I tested the heads on the school's instruments. They aren't the top-of-the-line instruments you'd find in a professional symphony orchestra or in some college percussion departments, but they're certainly not junk, either. They're pretty much what you'd find at your average high school, and are comparable to what I've seen at many colleges and played on with numerous community bands and orchestras.

After reviewing a wide variety of drums and drumheads for MD over the past twenty-plus years, I've learned that an average drum with the right head usually sounds better than a great drum with the wrong head. My point is, before you spend a lot of money to upgrade a drum, spend a little to upgrade your drumheads. It can be like keeping the same computer but upgrading to a newer program.

That was certainly the situation with my school's instruments. In every case, the sound improved once the Strata heads were mounted. Instead of sounding like marching instruments or something borrowed from a drumset, the instruments now sound like true concert band/orchestra drums.

Timpani Heads

The most dramatic difference was in the sound of our timpani, which are standard Ludwig Universal models ranging from 23" to 30". I've played this timpani model with probably every brand of head, including calfskin heads. But I've never heard those drums sound as rich as they've sounded since I fitted them with Strata heads.

The sound of the Strata heads has a lot of the warmth and body of a good calfskin timpani head. But there's more clarity and articulation than with any calfskin head I ever played on. Each Strata head also had a wider tuning range than I expected. On the 30" drum, I could get a low F that didn't sound "flappy," while the low F and G sounded especially solid and rich. At the other end, the 23" drumhead produced high Fs and Gs that sounded rich and full. Granted, most timpani heads can get those pitches, but they often lack resonance, and they start to sound more like timbales or RotoToms.

According to Evans, "The Strata coating has no grit in it, and the formula is slightly altered to allow it to be more flexible, enabling the head to vibrate more." The surface is also said to reduce the wear on felt timpani-stick balls. Also, because the Strata timpani heads are
pre-tensioned, they don’t have a pre-shaped collar. So they lie flat on the drum. This means that the drum’s counterhoop rides a little higher, which will necessitate adjusting the tuning gauge on certain models of timpani.

I’ve always tried to be coldly objective in product reviews, but I have to gush a little with respect to Strata timpani heads. I am very impressed.

**Snare Drum Heads**

Strata snare drum batters are available in four models: Strata 1000, Strata Staccato 1000, Strata 700, and Strata Staccato 700. The 1000 model is 10 mil thick, making it essentially a medium head, while the 700 model is 7 mil thick, making it a thin. The Staccato models have a 2-mil “overtone control ring” mounted on the underside, extending about ½” in from the bearing edge.

I tried the Staccato 1000 and 700 heads on a 6½x14 Pearl Export metal snare drum. Yes, it’s a drumset instrument, but I’ve been looking for a way to adapt it to sound more like a concert snare drum. Equipping it with an Evans Strata Staccato head pretty much did the trick (although I still want to replace the spiral snare with cable snare).

Both heads gave the drum a richer, darker sound than any of the standard white-coated batters I’ve used in the past. The 700 model was a bit brighter and higher-pitched, and would be excellent in larger bands where the snare drum needs to cut. Our band is of medium size, and we need a sound that blends and fills more than it cuts, so I was happier with the darker and lower-pitched 1000 model. Both heads were articulate and sensitive, and both produced a slightly military sound that was dry without lacking resonance.

Once again, we didn’t need a different drum, just the right head.

**Concert Bass Drum**

I don’t know who decided that our band needed a 36” Ludwig concert bass drum, but that’s what we’ve got. We haven’t used it very much, because it was very boomy and hard to control. The Strata concert bass drum heads now make it a useful instrument for us.

Evans makes Strata bass drum heads with and without center Power Dots. The heads we received had the Dots, which are said to lengthen sustain and deepen the fundamentals. The heads reduced a lot of the drum’s extra “boom,” resulting in a relatively dry sound that has tremendous bottom end, rich tone, and excellent articulation. It’s a big sound, to be sure, but not an uncontrollable one.

**Concert Toms**

True concert toms only have one head, so drumhead tone and resonance are crucial. The Strata 1000 Concert heads score again. They are single-ply, 10-mil heads. When we installed them on our Ludwig concert toms, they produced rich, dark, warm sounds that had a dry but resonant tone with clear articulation.

**Other Applications**

Evans is marketing Strata heads strictly for concert use, but I couldn’t resist trying them on the drumset I use for acoustic small-group jazz gigs. The Strata 1000 Concert heads sounded great on my vintage 12” and 14” Gretsch toms, and the Strata Staccato 700 head sounded great on a vintage 5x14 Ludwig Supraphonic snare drum. In particular, I liked the way brushes sounded on the textured Strata surface.

Strata heads are not designed for ultra-heavy hitting. So I wouldn’t use these heads for rock, or even for general-purpose drumset playing. But when a warm, intimate jazz timbre is called for, they sound great.

**Conclusion**

Compared to the wide variety of drumsticks, mallets, and cymbals that exist to address every possible musical sound and style, there are relatively few models of drumheads from which to choose. With the Strata heads, Evans has addressed the specific needs of orchestral and concert band drummers and percussionists. Brav0!

---

**The Numbers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timpani Heads</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22”</td>
<td>$124.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25”</td>
<td>$127.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29”</td>
<td>$136.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32”</td>
<td>$142.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Heads are available in sizes from 18” to 37”. Representative sizes and prices are shown above.

**Concert Bass Drum Heads**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26”</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30”</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32”</td>
<td>$115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36”</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40”</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Add $10 per head for Power Dot center.

**Concert Snare Drum Heads**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13”</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14”</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13” Staccato</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14” Staccato</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Prices are identical for 700 and 1000 series.

**Concert Tom Heads**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8”</td>
<td>$19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10”</td>
<td>$20.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12”</td>
<td>$21.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14”</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16”</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18”</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20”</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22”</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TOMMY LEE
FRKN’ LOUD JUST GOT LOUDER
How do you get more volume from one of the hardest hitting drummers on the planet? Mix some “Red, White & Crüe” adrenaline with the new Thrash Ride, throw in a few more Crashes from Zildjian’s Exclusive Z Custom Series, and you’ve got instant “FRKN’ LOUD”. Tommy knows. Your turn.
Antonio Sanchez
TRIPPING THE CLAVE FANTASTIC

by Ken Micallef

Anyone lucky enough to attend *Modern Drummer*'s Festival Weekend 2003 witnessed a mind-boggling exposition of south of the border rhythmic expertise. Though he later apologized for the broken computer that was supposed to accompany him, Antonio Sanchez executed one of the most incredible displays of independence ever seen at the *MD* event. A master of the left-foot clave, Sanchez proved that anything is possible if you have determination, talent, and imagination.

Seated behind a kit equipped with enough cymbals to decorate a Christmas tree, Sanchez started out playing a simple fusion groove. Using unusual muting techniques on the toms, Sanchez addressed beat 1 of each bar on a left-foot pedal-controlled cowbell while simultaneously pumping out 8th-note hi-hat figures. Suddenly he began playing a left-foot clave cowbell pattern as his sticks whizzed overhead with a pulsing bass drum figure below.

Blowing over the constant chock-chock of the clave, Sanchez sounded like a mad mathematician exploring rhythmic possibilities. The accompanying phrases flew fast and furious: blazing floor tom/bass drum rolls, danzon snare patterns, a songo groove, a right-hand cascara, a cymbal crash (finally!), a sustained jazz ride pattern, and then, the real fun: Against the left-foot clave, Sanchez played elastic 16th notes on the snare drum with his left hand, changing tempo and rate at will. Then he went double-time on the ride cymbal and played left-hand clave (opposing the left-foot clave) while simultaneously playing a mambo pattern on a right-hand cowbell.

If this sounds simply insane, Antonio Sanchez will quickly tell you that for him, the music rules the technique, not the other way around. And though he has the chops of a Greek god by way of Latin America, Sanchez can easily play a gig where he never obscures the safety of 2 and 4. His technical mastery belies the musicality that he demonstrates in every situation.
As heard on such Pat Metheny Group tracks as “The Gathering Sky” (from Speaking Of Now) and “Part One” (from the brilliant new disc, The Way Up), Sanchez’s art is a highly developed language, informed by not only classical piano studies, fusion, and jazz drumming, but the Cuban, Mexican, Brazilian, and other “Latin” rhythms that surrounded the thirty-three-year-old as a youngster in Mexico City.

The grandson of Mexican film star Ignacio Lopez Tarso, Antonio began drumming at age five and was soon playing along with Stewart Copeland and Neil Peart. At seventeen, he enrolled in Mexico’s National Conservatory of Music. In 1993 he attended Berklee College of Music, and, after graduating Magna Cum Laude, won a scholarship to study for his masters in jazz improvisation at the New England Conservatory. There he met pianist Danilo Perez, and his career began. Antonio toured with Perez, and by the time he hit New York in ’99, his name was all over town.

Whether playing an acoustic Latin fusion gig at the Jazz Gallery or working traditional terrain with his own trio at Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola, Antonio’s identity comes through. His dazzling technique, equal parts speed, rhythmic mastery, and exceptional dynamic control, is always expressed through micro-supreme attention to low-level detail. His drumming is full of the nuance usually associated with classical musicians who must execute extreme dynamic levels. His employers include Michael Brecker, Charlie Haden, Adam Rogers, Chris Potter, Marcus Roberts, Claudia Acuna, Janice Seigel, Luciana Souza, and Victor Mendoza, to name but a few.

While Antonio tours the world with The Pat Metheny Group, he also maintains a core role in what can loosely be called the new acoustic fusion movement, lead by such daring improvisers as John Patitucci, Avishai Cohen, David Sanchez, Avi Lebovich, and Miguel Zenon, musicians...
for whom jazz is a melting pot heated by Mexican tumbao, Puerto Rican jibaro, and Cuban clave. Antonio Sanchez’s drumming is at the heart of this new sound, fusing it together with creativity, sensitivity, and fire.

*MD spoke with Sanchez at his Astoria, New York apartment. Sparsely furnished with a Nepalese drum in one corner and a *Clockwork Orange* poster on the wall, the apartment looks barely lived in. This musician is obviously too busy to decorate.
LEFT-FOOT CLAVE

MD: Your performance at Modern Drummer's Festival Weekend 2003 is the stuff of legend. After your solo you said that your computer program wasn't working so you had to wing it. What would you have done differently?

Antonio: I wasn't planning on doing such a lengthy solo. I was going to play along to "Proof" and "The Gathering Sky." I planned to play a solo like the one in "The Gathering Sky" and then just keep going. But at the last minute I changed my mind because I had an hour to fill.

MD: Is altering the clave on each limb as you did at the festival easy for you?

Antonio: No, no. I definitely had to work on it.

MD: How did you do that?

Antonio: After spending a lot of time just focusing on my feet, I eventually I could "let go" of my lower body and concentrate on what was going on over the top. I would record myself to double check that my foot were still correct. As I play I'm listening in the back of my mind, but if I pay too much attention to the feet I'll lose what's happening on top. I did many exercises to get completely independent with my lower body.

MD: What did you practice for independence?

Antonio: I recommend Ted Reed's Synchronization. Play swing, Latin, or Brazilian ostinatos, and read the melodies from the book against it with any limb. If you're playing Latin, you could play 1 and 3 on the hi-hat and the tumbao pattern on the bass drum. If you really want to challenge yourself, you can play the clave pattern on the left foot and read the melody with the bass drum. That will definitely free up your right foot from the tumbao pattern.

MD: How should a beginner approach playing left-foot clave?

Antonio: A lot of drummers get into the clave without listening to any Latin music. You have to listen to what the clave is supposed to sound like and understand its function before you can apply it to the drumset. Otherwise it's just going to sound like an exercise. You won't have any musical depth to what you're doing; you'll play patterns over it that have absolutely nothing to do with the language. Before I ever tried left-foot clave, I'd been playing Latin music for a long time, so the clave was natural.

MD: Can you explain the clave variations that you played in the Festival Weekend solo?

Antonio: For most of the solo I'm doing clave in 4/4. Eventually I switch to a clave in 7/8, which consists of two bars: The first 7/8 bar starts as a 2/3 clave, so it doesn't start on the downbeat. The second 7/8 bar starts as a 3/2 clave, so the first hit of clave lands on beat 1 of that bar. I play all of that with my left foot on the cowbell. I also play the 1 of every two bars on the other cowbell that I have set up to the right of my primary bass drum pedal. I play it with my heel, and it helps me ground things a little when I'm soloing on top. I like to keep that 1 to help me keep my place in the seven and the two-bar cycle.

I also play a 5/4 clave, which I think of as two 4/4 bars, because if you're thinking in cut time, the clave is two bars long, and an extra two beats, which put together would be the equivalent of 10/8. I say it's 5/4 because it's easier to feel the broader pulse than the smaller subdivisions. It makes it easier to groove to.

MD: And your left hand is playing a clave opposing the left-foot clave?

Antonio: I only do that part in 4/4. It's just a 3/2 clave on the left foot and a 2/3 clave on the left hand, but I'm playing it in half time so it's two clave patterns on the foot and one clave pattern on the hand. Later in the solo I play an example of 4/4 left-foot clave while playing a 7/8 clave with the left hand, speeding up and slowing down the 7/8. That was just to show it can be done.

These are all concepts I've been working on for years, but that doesn't necessarily mean I'll play them with a band. You should never sacrifice musicality for ego. What we want to do is work and be called by other musicians to play. It's always a huge compliment when somebody like Charlie Haden calls me for a gig and has no idea that I can do this stuff.

MD: Were you fluent with the left-foot clave as a young musician?

Antonio: I didn't grow up doing it; I learned it later in life and worked at it. Before I started working on it, I thought about it a lot. Then when I actually sat down to work on it, I could almost do it right away. I had heard Ed Uribe and Horacio "El Negro" Hernandez doing it in 1995. I took Horacio's thing and tried to come up with my own technique.

I thought playing the clave out of time would be something different, playing it more elastically. I think of it as if I'm a piano player. A piano player can comp with his left hand and solo with his right. I'm comping for myself with the clave or different...
left-foot sounds. Then the person listening can relate to a rhythmic pattern that is continuous, and I can impose all these other things over the top.

MD: You also displaced the clave at the festival.

**Antonio:** That exercise was just to get some independence with the other limbs. The left-foot clave is not displaced, the left hand is. The clave continues; I’m playing an ostinato with my right hand, which could be something like just half notes or quarter notes on a bongo bell or mambo bell, and then I displace the left hand by an 8th note in different places in the bar. You can apply that to any kind of music: displace every beat of the bar until you’ve covered the whole bar full of subdivisions.

MD: If you have a student who is comfortable with left-foot clave, how do you advance him?

**Antonio:** One of the most important things you have to be able to do is shift between 6/8 and 4/4. That’s one of the main things that will make the music swing. When you’re playing Latin music, it’s always on the edge of 6/8 and 4/4. Each has a bit of the other one in it. Sometimes Latin music feels stiff; that’s because there’s too much 4/4 feel in it. You need to imply the 6/8 to make it swing.

**Striking With Elvin in Mind**

MD: In the solo you were also striking the floor tom as if you were pointing the tips of your sticks at the drumhead.

**Antonio:** I’m just trying to mute the drum as I hit it so I don’t get the overtone. I’m trying to imitate conga or bata drums. When you’re playing conga or bata with your palm, you can mute the stroke right away if you leave your hand on the head. People don’t take

“IT’S VERY IMPORTANT TO HAVE A CONCEPT BEFORE YOU PLAY. HOW CAN YOU TALK IF YOU DON’T KNOW YOUR ABCs?”
advantage of all the timbre possibilities on the drumset.

**MD:** How do you get those different timbres?

**Antonio:** I like the sound of wood. I love hitting just the rims of the toms. I’m constantly looking for different textures by hitting the head and the rim at the same time. I hit different spots and with different intensities. I’ll play cross-stick with my left hand on the snare while muting the head with my palm, and I'll play on the remaining surface of the head at the same time with my right hand. It gives me that clack-clack-clack sound, like a danzon. I studied Latin timbals, which is where they do that.

**MD:** When drummers join Pat Metheny’s group, it typically seems that their cymbal arsenal expands.

**Antonio:** Pat has a thing for flat rides. He thinks sonically that the guitar gets lost when you have too many overtones on the cymbals. But the flat rides give you a lot of definition without too many overtones. Zildjian made some great cymbals for me. Even on slow tempos I’m sometimes playing double-time on the ride cymbal, so a cymbal that provides definition without too many overtones prevents it from becoming messy.

**MD:** You get so much sound and drive out of the cymbals. You seem to use a whipping motion when you crash.

**Antonio:** I was checking out Elvin Jones a lot and the way he would play the ride. His grip was so loose and he would get such a big sound. I started realizing that the less contact between the stick and my hand, the more sound I would get out of the cymbals. Sometimes when I hit the cymbal I almost let go of the stick. I just hold it enough so I won’t lose it. I open my hand a lot to release the stick. That gives me a much bigger cymbal sound.

**MD:** When you’re playing straight-ahead, as with guitarist Adam Rogers or your own trio, at times there’s still a Latin edge, a hardness to your cymbal sound.

**Antonio:** I didn’t grow up playing jazz; I played a lot of rock. I can’t deny some parts of my personality. That makes me different. A lot of drummers are just clones of other people. I have rock, Latin, and...
these clubs with no amplification. And the clubs would have these old drums that I had to use. I really had to concentrate on getting the best sound I could. It was very hard. I had to train myself to hear what was going on in these very resonant halls. I had to survive, so I developed that very low-level dynamic way of playing.

**MD:** You seem to play all of your gigs with a very low-level intricacy, a real density on the kit. I wonder if that comes from your strong independence.

**Antonio:** I really worked on being able to give a different character to each limb. If I'm playing straight-ahead, I really concentrate on keeping my ride cymbal strong. Between the hi-hat, bass drum, and snare drum I can do many things at a much lower volume and then add accents to that. It's a combination of independence, technique, and touch, and being aware of what it's sounding like.

I think it's so important to concentrate on the overall sound you're getting out of the drums. So many drummers have really awful sound when they play. They have good chops, but the way they tune the drums, or where they hit the drums, or the cymbal sounds they have, are bad. Your sound is very important to the vibe you're bringing to the band.

**Clave, Cross Rhythms, And Cross Meters**

**MD:** Regarding the rim click and stick on the head, are there basic patterns, or is it a combination of flams?

**Antonio:** A lot of flams. I do a lot of doubles with the right hand and singles with the left. I want it to sound loose and organic. When it's just on the edge of falling apart, I return to the beat. That gives it a sense of uncertainty for a second. Sometimes timbale and conga players phrase over the barline so that it feels like it's going to fall apart. Then they resolve it in a way that wraps things up.
Antonio Sanchez

It's fun to apply that looseness to other kinds of music.

MD: How do you describe the music of leaders like Miguel Zenon, Avi Lebovich, and Avishai Cohen?

Antonio: It's Latin influenced, what you could call fusion. Very acoustic, very organic, and loose, but it has many elements from many different places. And the arrangements are so hard that in order to make them flow everybody has to be focused and playing at the highest level.

MD: Are you reading on those sessions?

Antonio: Oh, yeah. Let me show you a Miguel Zenon chart for his next record. [Antonio brings out a chart that is five pages long and filled with notes rising and falling over the staff.] This goes by very fast. The whole drum pattern is written out. It's two different patterns of 4/4, two of 2/2, and one of 5/4. [Sings complicated, fast line.] That just keeps on going. Miguel has done extensive research on traditional Puerto Rican music and has transformed the whole thing. It is so challenging.

MD: On the title track of Avi Lebovich's Constant Chase CD, it sounds like the rhythm is constantly being cut in half. It's disorienting.

Antonio: We were playing a drum 'n' bass-like groove, which may be in fifteen or thirteen. But every time the chorus goes by we slow it down, by ear—just a little bit every time. We played it a lot and figured out where to slow it down. There is no metric modulation. We're just going by feel.

Avi Lebovich and Avishai Cohen are from Israel, so their music has that Middle Eastern flavor. But they also love Latin music. I think the future of music lies in the combination of different kinds. When you mix jazz with anything else, it becomes this new thing. And when you mix ethnic rhythms into jazz, it keeps evolving. I've been lucky enough to be in the middle of all of this. I've been able to infuse my drumming into all of these kinds of music. That's what I love.

MD: Do you ever play literal ethnic rhythms?

Antonio: I break them up. I start with a literal rhythm, like with David Sanchez. I had to learn how to play bomba and plena, which are traditional Puerto Rican rhythms. But once I understood the rhythms, I thought, Forget about the rhythm, play jazz. But I still think about the rhythm. It's the same thing with Afro-Cuban. I know the rhythms, but I don't want to play them. I know that my patterns are in clave and they are correct, but I break them down so much because I want them to feel a lot more open.

MD: So when somebody puts a piece of music in front of you, you know how far you can take it.

Antonio: And it depends who I'm playing with. People like Miguel Zenon, David Sanchez, John Patitucci, Danilo Perez; they don't want the literal rhythms. They know all that stuff, but it's more jazz and more open. Pat Metheny, Charlie Haden, and Michael Brecker are coming from a different place. But if there is a Latin flavor in their music, I grab from what I know is authentic and break it down and make it fit the song. You have to know the language.

MD: It seems the most interesting contemporary jazz is fusing rhythms from Latin America and the Middle East.

Antonio: It's undeniable that the music is heading that way. There are musicians from so many different countries living in New York, and what we all have in common is...
Perfect.

Taylor Hage
- The E-Ups

Congratulations to the winners of the Peace 2005 Quietest Drummer Contest

1st Place: Larry Craig
2nd Place: Go Go Ray, The Drum Counselor
3rd Place: Mike Michalkow
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**Antonio Sanchez**

jazz. Everybody brings their own thing to the table. I grew up in Mexico with Latin music, rock, mariachi, and jazz—it’s all a part of me. You cannot deny jazz’s possibility for growth when it combines with other kinds of music.

**MD:** Is mastering all of these various rhythms like assembling building blocks?

**Antonio:** Yes. A lot of people don’t have the foundation; they just want to aim higher without the foundation. How can you talk if you don’t know your ABCs? You’ll just be babbling, and that’s what a lot of people do on the drums. It’s very important that you have a concept before you play.

One of my main things now is motif development. No matter what kind of music, I want to be able to tell stories when I play. I want to grab a motif and develop it as much as I can, whether I’m comping or soloing. That motif can be anything. Develop it, switch it around, go to another motif, and then return. When you do that, it gives you a playing a sense of organization. Otherwise it can sound like you’re rambling, just playing by reflex.

For me, this all comes from playing with musicians who play that way. Metheny is incredibly melodic; Brecker is the same way, Miguel and David too. These guys have made it very clear to me that even though their instruments are melodic, I can apply that thinking to a rhythmic concept. By doing that I’ve become more melodic on the drums as well.

---

**Finding The Way Up**

**MD:** Metheny stated that he wrote the opening track to *The Way Up* around your drumming.

**Antonio:** We went into the studio in January of ‘03 and Pat had me play a bunch of different rhythms. I played stuff that resembled 6/8, drum ’n’ bass, straight ahead, etc. to a click at different tempos, improvising and fooling around with the beats all by myself. Then he and Lyle Mays wrote to the grooves I played. In April I relearned the parts and hits that I had played; I had to revisit all of that and reinvent most of the grooves. There was no rehearsal. We just went straight into the studio.

Pat and Lyle gave the rest of us a bible of charts that we had to decipher. We would play the chart once we had an idea of what it was. We would record it, listen to it, make changes, record it again, and then sleep on it.
Heavyweights On Antonio

Michael Brecker (Sax Great)
Every band desires a drummer who can be supportive and also lead the ensemble on the bandstand. Antonio beautifully fills that role. It's so easy and natural to play music with him. His connected sense of time and elegant touch, combined with blistering fire and originality, make for fantastic explorations in music.

With Antonio at the helm, there's never any guesswork about the time. He has an individual, clear sound on the drums, blending superbly in any live or studio situation. He can improvise in the moment, so I love playing duets with him. It feels like he's in my head!

Antonio has ferocious technique, but never uses it superfluously or mechanically. He brings his own personal style to any musical genre. Finally, Antonio's warmth and sublime musicality inspire trust, which is the most important ingredient for making truly spontaneous music.

Pat Metheny (Guitar Giant)
The thing that impressed me the most when I first heard Antonio—he was playing in a trio with Danilo Perez—was how soft he could play and still keep it absolutely burning. The only other drummer I've ever played with that had that same kind of intense but low burn was Billy Higgins. And in fact, my first impression of Antonio was that he was an introspective kind of drummer. But that first impression only lasted about five minutes, because just a few minutes later it sounded to me that Danilo had added two or three percussionists to the band—and it was all Antonio! And that was burning too.

It wasn't until the third or fourth time that Antonio and I played together that I realized he also had this totally unbelievable technical facility—chops that I feel rival just about anyone in history. He just hadn't displayed it with the music we were playing. And that is what makes Antonio so great. His maturity, his musical vision, and his amazing aptitude to see the whole musical picture that's going on beyond the drumset itself is tremendous. Antonio's presence in the group represents one of the most significant changes in the band's twenty-eight-year history.
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Then we recorded it again the next morning.

**MD:** Did you use a click?

**Antonio:** Yes. The cool thing about how we use it is that, to make it more “human,” we usually make the click speed up a few notches on the sections when the energy makes you want to push the time a little. We sort of design it to “follow” us more than us following it. But it’s very gradual, sometimes throughout the whole tune, so it doesn’t feel arbitrary when it happens. We play the tunes a few times and [bassist] Steve Rodby and I usually can feel the sections where the click is holding us back. That’s when we speed those up a little until we find the right tempo for each tune.

**MD:** *The Way Up* is a real departure for Metheny.

**Antonio:** All of the parts have a twist, stuff that you can’t identify as hard but that actually is. There are tons of meter changes all over the place: 6/8, 5/4, 7/8, 9/8, all crammed together. I like that it comes around and you don’t even notice it. I don’t like when the meter is obvious. With Pat you can’t tell if it’s an odd meter because the melody is so logical. Your ear follows that, not what’s happening below. The opening phrase is basically in four, with a 6/8 feel over it the whole time. But it’s easier to think of it in four.

**MD:** How did you find your own sound within the group?

**Antonio:** The group has developed its own syntax over the years. My main concern was how I could sound like myself and play the PMG language. I was concerned about playing what I thought they wanted to hear. But I stopped being so afraid, and Pat got used to my sound and let me get loose when I wanted to. I really listened to the old stuff and tried to see what the parameters of the music were. I wanted to do my thing but within those parameters.

**MD:** Was their a learning curve to tackle?

**Antonio:** Physically, I wasn’t ready for the level of endurance required for this gig. On the last tour, the gigs were three hours and forty minutes long, with no breaks. After a week my arms started to hurt. I told Pat I didn’t know if I could keep up. Then we brought it down to three hours and fifteen minutes.

Metheny is a conceptual genius. He is so clear in what he wants from the music. The songs have to do very specific things. They have to move very logically, so if
you don’t plan your dynamics really well, if you get there before you’re supposed to, there’s nowhere else to go and the song is screwed. If you’re late, the buildup will be way too fast. It has to be extremely gradual and seamless for the songs to do what they have to do. That is really, really hard.

**MD:** You’ve attended the National Conservatory in Mexico, Berklee, and the New England Conservatory. Is your training essential to working with Pat Metheny?

**Antonio:** I don’t know if it’s essential, but it has helped so much just to understand the compositions and the forms. That’s something drummers often overlook. You can easily tell if a drummer knows the form of a song. If you play jazz, you have to know so much about harmony and form to get around the tune. That’s helped me a lot.

**The Gymnast Inside**

**MD:** How do you maintain your technique?

**Antonio:** I play so often that my chops are okay. I would like to improve on them, but I’m so caught up with music and trying to play as musically as I can that I think the chops are secondary. Now I practice music that I know I’m going to have to play. I become like a surgeon with it and see what all my possibilities are.

In the past I did a lot of work on a practice pad. Many people rely on the rebound of the practice pad. I would play the practice pad in the middle of the bed; I’d practice all the rudiments, alternating between the practice pad and the surface of the bed, playing the same thing on both surfaces. That way I wasn’t able to rely on the rebound and had to make the stick work with my own hands. Every drum and cymbal on the kit has a different type of rebound. That way you know you’ll make it happen no matter what you’re hitting.

**MD:** Do you have a warm-up routine?

**Antonio:** It’s hardcore. I didn’t use to warm up with Metheny, but then I started getting injured. I used to be a gymnast; I was in Mexico’s national team when I was in my twenties. I would sit down and really stretch every part of my body, so I understand how important it is. I especially stretch my hands now, stretching the fingers so my muscles are ready.

I like the feeling of freshness when I sit on the drums, so I don’t like to play the drums earlier in the day before a gig. I love to sit down for the first time at the gig and experience the freshness and the feel of the sticks and the sound of the drums.

**To Thine Own (Drumming)Self Be True**

**MD:** What do you say to all those drummers who want to come to New York and take your gigs?

**Antonio:** Don’t come! [laughs] Actually, they need to be over-prepared. They also need to have the greatest attitude in the world and have the desire to keep on improving. You also have to be super professional and responsible.

There are a lot of great musicians in New York that for some reason never got to where you think they should be. It can be an attitude problem. Other people, you know they’re going to get there. They’re all for the music and they’re positive. With that recipe, it will be hard not to make a living playing music.

Don’t deny yourself. You have to come out in the music somehow. You grew up in some neighborhood and you listened to music and played some music. All of that should come out in your playing. Don’t deny your influences. Don’t deny the uniqueness of who you are.

---

**Be sure to go to wwwantoniosanchez.net for Antonio’s latest activities. And visit www.moderndrummer.com for details on how you can win a set of Antonio Sanchez’s Evans drumheads.**
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Jimmy Chamberlin
Return Of The Pumpkin King

Story by Ken Micallef
So says drummer, bandleader, and budding cosmic guru Jimmy Chamberlin. “For me, music is a testament to the idea that if you acknowledge the vibrations going on around you, it’s possible to reproduce that into an art form. This CD is an acknowledgement of the natural vibrations running through me. It was just a period of my life where I was able to channel those into music because I was given the freedom to do so.”

Describing his long overdue debut as a leader from his home in Temecula, California, Jimmy Chamberlin talks like a man reborn. Life Begins Again, from his new band, The Jimmy Chamberlin Complex, is the next evolutionary step for one of rock’s most successful musicians, one who has witnessed both massive success and miserable failure.

Renowned for the astounding, slamming rolls, complex set patterns, and flowing fireball energy that ignited such platinum-selling Smashing Pumpkins albums as Gish and Mellon Collie And The Infinite Sadness, Jimmy Chamberlin is that rare drummer who matches prog rock and jazz mastery to the commercial demands of arena rock. Along with Nirvana and Pearl Jam, Smashing Pumpkins ruled the alt rock genre in the 1990s, the band’s grandiose arrangements and ethereal melodies capturing the imaginations (and dollars) of millions.

A professional by the age of fourteen performing with Chicago’s prestigious Eddie Karosz’s Polka Party, Chamberlin grew up listening to and learning from his dad’s big band record collection. Through intensive study, he became equally adept at Brazilian, Latin, and fusion styles. Jimmy’s ease at executing difficult figures coupled with his attention to detail, infectious creative spark, and risk-taking personality made him a natural fit for the Pumpkins, where he could be counted on to provide a rock-steady backbone as well as the striking fireworks needed for the band’s gos-
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7. 20” K Constantinople ride
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Chamberlin’s
samer flights of fancy.

But with success comes responsibility, an area where Chamberlin was often not up to the task. Bouts with drug abuse dogged the drummer like a bad dream, culminating in the shared overdose and then death of Pumpkins touring keyboardist Mike Melvoin in 1996. Chamberlin was fired from the band shortly thereafter, and his showbiz obit seemed near.

But after rehab and much soul searching, Jimmy Chamberlin found his way back. In late 1996, he joined with members of Skid Row and The Breeders for the album Last Hard Men. By 1999 he had returned to The Pumpkins for MACHINA/The Machines Of God. Later Chamberlin would join Pumpkins leader Billy Corgan in the exceptional Zwan.

Life Begins Again is not quite the album Jimmy has always threatened to make. Drummers hoping for an all Chamberlin display of drumming excess will not be dismayed, but The Jimmy Chamberlin Complex is much more than that. With a cast of crack LA musicians and vocals from Corgan, ex-Catherine Wheel vocalist Rob Dickinson, and Righteous Brothers legend Bill Medley, Life Begins Again walks an unusual tightrope between muscle-boring displays of instrumental prowess and lushly melodic songs (with Chamberlin-penned lyrics) that wouldn't be out of place on, well, a Smashing Pumpkins record.

Chamberlin sounds revived, excited, enthusiastic, and powerful throughout eleven tracks of supercharged pop-prog. Drum solos appear on two tracks, while the entire album is a feast of odd meters, texturally imagistic grooves, delicate cymbal work, and fills that are so immense and compressed they sound like Arnold Schwarzenegger has entered the building.
Beyond the drumming, even beyond the music, Jimmy Chamberlin sounds like a man who finally has his priorities straight. With a new home and a new baby no doubt influencing its making, *Life Begins Again* chronicles a musician whose conviction, talent, and attitude are a model for anyone hoping to make a career in the mad music business.

**MD:** The Jimmy Chamberlin Complex is unusual in that it has an instrumental prog rock edge but also strong compositions. How did you merge the two?

**Jimmy:** By not second-guessing anything. I used my intuition to key in on the things that sounded good, and I didn’t over-rehearse or think, Oh, this song doesn’t have enough changes, or This isn’t prog because it doesn’t have a 7/4 bar. It was more like, This feels good. Let’s exploit it.

**MD:** The album is loosely prog rock, but the sound of the record is occasionally reminiscent of Bill Conners’ first record, *Step It*, with Dave Weckl. *Life Begins Again* has a similar guitar sound and openness of groove.

**Jimmy:** We only had twenty grand to make the record. We wrote and rehearsed for almost twenty-five days and recorded it in ten—a little under forty days from start to finish. We recorded at this small studio in Pasadena called Lawnmower. The studio closed down after we left, but they had a Neve board and a really nice drum room, a brick garage that was formerly a real lawnmower repair shop. Its sound really complemented the Yamaha Birch Absolutes that I used on the record.

**MD:** Why did you title the album *Life Begins Again*?

**Jimmy:** That’s what it is, another cycle for me musically. And certainly I look at this musical endeavor as another part of life. It’s a new beginning for me—moving to California, my wife and I just had a baby, a lot of new things happening. I never thought I would move to the West Coast. But I’ve made changes in my life due to music, and that’s the reason for the title: *Life Begins Again*, courtesy of my musical career.

**MD:** Had you thought about a solo album for a long time?

**Jimmy:** It was strange. I was just sitting around in Chicago doing clinics here and there, and I was about to do a drum sample
CD for Sony. I wasn’t doing anything, really. I was talking with Billy Corgan and he said, “Why don’t you do your solo record?” I’d always talked about doing this kind of prog-rock jazz masterpiece with Billy Mohler on bass and Mike Garson on piano, but Billy lit the fire. I said, “I would be into it, but I don’t think anybody else will be.”

Billy sent out some emails, and the next thing you know, during Christmas 2003 I got a call from Sanctuary Records saying they were into The Complex. I liked it because they said there would be no parameters and I could do whatever I wanted. It wouldn’t be judged on a pop-rock yardstick. “We don’t care if it sells anything,” they said. “We just want to be behind it.” I flew to New York and we negotiated a deal.

MD: What determined the album’s direction?
Jimmy: Mohler and I came up with a few ideas. And I got together with Mike Garson and we worked up a 6/8 version of “Nardis” and some other Bill Evans–type stuff. But when it came down to it, the jazz prog thing really wasn’t that exciting to me. It was like something a little kid would do, a kid in a candy store who can make a super self-indulgent record. I shit-canned that idea and sequestered myself with Mohler, who is a great songwriter, and we started writing songs that were fun to play.

MD: Was it hard to negotiate the record?
Jimmy: I was negotiating from February to May, just because there’s a lot of baggage in signing me to a contract because I have a past. People want obligations to The Smashing Pumpkins, blah, blah, blah. When we finally got it done, I flew to LA in May.
MD: Was there a model record that outlined what you wanted to do?  
Jimmy: When I first started writing and people asked what it sounded like, I said it sounded like Return To Forever meets The Cure. That was where my headspace was. I wanted to make something with the intensity of the first Return To Forever or Mahavishnu Orchestra records but something that people could latch onto and not have to sit there counting to thirteen over and over to enjoy the tune.

MD: On your Web site you said that you wanted to make an “anti Pro Tools record.”  
Jimmy: The goal was to capture the energy and honesty of the music. The music is not some preassembled factory job. It’s totally intuitive music that comes from the heart. I wanted to get that spontaneity on tape and not sit there and jack around with arrangements and computerize everything. Basically all the drum performances are one or two takes, and the bass and guitar is live. It’s people playing their instruments, which is something you don’t really hear on the radio.
MD: No Pro Tools? No click tracks?  
Jimmy: We did use a click track for the pop songs “Life Begins Again” and “Love Is Real,” but that’s about it.
MD: Did you record live to hard disc? That’s kind of radical these days.  
Jimmy: I know. It ended up being twenty-five days rehearsing, six to twelve hours a day, and just getting in the groove and picking the right moment to push the record button.
MD: What do you write on?  
Jimmy: We wrote on guitar and bass. Mohler and I would demo the songs, then rework the arrangements based on that. We didn’t have a band until we got to the studio. Shawn Woolstenhulme played these sparse rhythm guitar parts over the tracks and then overdubbed the leads. We rehearsed in the studio with Shawn and Adam Benjamin, who played Fender Rhodes, and then we recorded live. The parts were all good, but making songs out of parts is where the craft comes in.
MD: How did you maintain that line between adventurous instrumentals and melodic songs?  
Jimmy: We could tell when someone was getting bored with a track, ourselves included. If it started sounding like the weather channel, we weren’t about it. We were writing those prog-rock and modern-fusion jams at first. But we got really bored fast with those. It was more important to play good-quality songs than it was to play tons of solos.
MD: You have a unique position in the rock world, coming from a successful band that encouraged you to play. And I imagine it was a similar situation with Zwan. How did being in the leader’s and writer’s chair affect your drumming?  
Jimmy: It really didn’t. I think I’m able to separate those two roles pretty well. From a producer’s standpoint, I did exactly what I know how to do. I’ve been around and have made huge records with The Pumpkins. I know how to get that sound and how to speed things up and move the process along. And I know what I had to do personally to get my sound up to snuff.
MD: How did you get your sound up to snuff?  
Jimmy: Practice, practice, practice. I tend to get obsessive/compulsive about records
and start to eat, drink, and sleep them. I wasn’t sleeping; I would sit up in bed going through song arrangements in my head. There’s a lot to do. You would think that one thing would suffer, but if you’re patient everything can come to the forefront. A lot of what you run into with production is just crowd control, keeping everybody happy and motivated, and not coming down on anybody.

**MD:** How have you developed your very recognizable drumming style?

**Jimmy:** My sound has been a natural evolution. Certainly my cracking snare sound harkens back to the John Bonham meets Buddy Rich sound. Speaking of snare sound, I used my Yamaha signature snare on the record. It sums up all the snares I have—I’m ready to get rid of my fifty Ludwig Black Beauties! The Yamaha is a steel shell with die-cast hoops, with the lugs attached directly to the steel shells, with no rubber grommet muffling. There’s no gasket between the lugs and the shell, so you can utilize all the metal for ring. It’s loud and it has a lot of notes in it.

I used to do records with six or seven snare drums, but this is the first record where I used the same drum all the way through. Obviously I’m tooting my own horn, but I think it’s the best snare drum that Yamaha makes—just kidding!

**MD:** If you know what you want to hear, more power to you.

**Jimmy:** You can spend a lot of time not getting the sound you want. You can spend a lot of time in the studio and still not be happy. I’ve been there. I usually play maple drums, but for this record I wanted the drums to have more attack. So we found a brick room and we used a birch kit. You can hear a little more stick sound from the drums. There’s more fast playing than I would do on a Pumpkins record or when I play somebody else’s songs, which I think worked on these drums.

**MD:** So how did your signature style evolve?

**Jimmy:** That’s every musician’s goal. The point of playing an instrument is to have your personality come to the forefront in kind of this beautiful vehicle. It’s as simple as noticing the difference between a Renoir and a Rembrandt. As you get older and you start to master your instrument, what you start to strive for is identity.

My favorite drummers are instantly recognizable. How many notes does it take to tell if it’s Elvin Jones or Tony Williams? That to me is success. If you want to spend your life sounding like somebody else, to me, that’s a big waste of time. One of Buddy Rich’s best quotes ever was, “The best musicians are thieves that never get caught.” When you can take a little bit from Elvin and a bit from Tony and make it your own, well, that’s a home run.

**MD:** Is that what you did?

**Jimmy:** Absolutely. If you want to succeed at something, align yourself with the best in the business and do exactly what they do. And certainly, you pick your environments as well. If you’re striving for the creative forefront and you’re in a band that only plays 2 and 4, you may need to find a different vehicle in which to create your art.

**MD:** Were there points in your evolution when you said, “I won’t play that lick anymore”?

**Jimmy:** It never got that specific. I don’t think you’re supposed to take that much. When I say Elvin Jones, what I learned from him was how to embrace other musicians. I’m not claiming to play like Elvin Jones; that would be ridiculous. Nobody can do that. But the love that he gave to everybody that he played with and the respect he gave the musicians was part of his forte. He was a great listener.

**MD:** Were the fusion players part of your drum education?

**Jimmy:** Of course. Billy Cobham’s Spectrum, Mahavishnu Orchestra’s Inner Mounting Flame—those were huge for me, as were Airto’s records, Santana’s Borboletta, the first Return To Forever record, and anything with Peter Erskine, who is a dear friend of mine now. He’s one of my biggest influences.

**MD:** The fills on The Jimmy Chamberlin Complex sound like a steamroller. You have so much power and articulation. Were power exercises or playing high off the head part of your practice routine?

**Jimmy:** Oh yeah, totally. If you’re striving to play like that, you have to practice every day. I was engrossed in George Lawrence Stone’s Stick Control on a daily basis when I was working up to this record. That book has been my bible through the years. If you want to play snare drum and you want that type of sound, you’ve got to go through Stick Control. For the last ten years, before...
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every gig I play, I warm up with the first two pages of that book.
MD: How do you practice Stick Control?
Jimmy: Just running it down at different tempos. I struggle a little bit with the slower tempos, so I tend to work on those; I stay around quarter note equals 95 or 98. I also do a lot of stretching and watch what I eat.
And I take vitamins: calcium, magnesium.
MD: You take vitamins for your drumming?
Jimmy: Sure. Drumming is athletic. You’ve got to stretch, you’ve got to watch what you do with your hands. You can’t play baseball one day and expect to play drums the next.
You’ll be stiff. And you have to stay healthy. It takes a lot of power to move the sticks correctly and not be moving them with your elbows. That power has to come from your fingertips. The blood has to flow from your heart straight to your fingertips. It can’t get stopped at your elbow and have you trying to force it down to your wrist.
MD: You’ve given this a lot of thought.
Jimmy: I do think about it, and my wife has helped me a lot. She’s into yoga. Working on your breathing is good. Sometimes if I’m feeling a cramp, I envision the blood coming out of my heart and the red blood going to the cramp and bringing out the blue blood—in with the good, out with the bad. And I do a lot of breathing techniques when I stretch as well. You’ve got to be in tune with your body when you have four days to record an album. I’ve always known that warming up is important. When you tour as much as I have, you know what it’s like to play when it’s cold outside and you’re not warmed up. It’s painful. You can hurt yourself.
MD: Speaking about that kind of visualization, have you always thought that way about your body?
Jimmy: That’s more of a recent development. I got into that about six years ago through a spiritual healer, acupuncturist, and chiropractor named Howard Resnik in Chicago. He’s also worked on Vinnie Colaiuta and some of the drummers with Cirque du Soleil. He’s a good, Zen, homeopathic guy. Healing comes from inside.
MD: How did you woodshed for the record?
Jimmy: I went back and played to a lot of different records—Peter Gabriel, Michael Jackson, old Quincy Jones, Temptations, and more progressive stuff like Brand X with Phil Collins on Unorthodox Behavior, which is one of my all-time favorite prog-rock records.
Part of my preparation for a record entailed a lot of listening, including things like The Mingus Big Band and Thelonious Monk. If you want to talk about instrumental songs that don’t get boring, listen to Monk. And I watched Dave Weckl’s first video a couple of times. That covers a lot of fundamentals. I talked to Peter Erskine, too. He’s fun to talk to; he’s just good energy.
MD: You mentioned your snare drum sound. How did you develop your touch on the kit?
Jimmy: I’m a traditional coated Ambassador guy on the snare. I think the snare drum is the most expressive drum that you have. There are thousands of different notes you can get from it—where you place the stick, where the rimshot lands, how high on the shoulder the stick hits the rim—those are all really important things to be exact about.
When I practice Stick Control, I apply it to the drum with rimshots and different sounds from different places on the head. I really try to concentrate on doing that precisely so that when I go for it, it won’t sound off or honky. Playing the snare drum is very intuitive. It’s something that my body is so familiar with that it’s like an old buddy.
MD: Does that attitude also relate to your approach to the toms? You get a broad range of sound from the toms, and you seem to tune pretty widely top to bottom.
Jimmy: I take the same approach, but obviously, the toms are a little more forgiving. I’m a big fan of rimshots on the floor tom. If you’re doing rolls and you go to flams on the floor tom, play off the rims to get that kind of Airto, flamy sound. That really gives dynamics to drumming.
If you’re on the toms, you can either sound like a drum machine or you can sound like you’re playing music. When you’re on and off the rims and doing flams, that’s part of the music. A lot of drummers don’t do that. When they see the tom, they just try to hit it in the middle and whatever sound comes out is what they get. But there’s as much to be said for a 10” tom as there is for a snare drum—you’re on the rim, you can stretch the head, hold the head down with one stick and move the note up—I try everything with my drums. I’ve played for thirty-one years and I’m still experimenting.
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MD: Did you tune any differently for the new record?

Jimmy: I didn’t, but I did switch heads. I usually use coated Remo Ambassadors, but instead I used clear Emperors for the record. They had a little more stick sound. And with the birch drums, they lent themselves to a little more density. The kit I used was one of Dave Weckl’s.

MD: Regarding touch and tonality, do you smash your cymbals, glance them, or crash ’em?

Jimmy: I’ve been using those K Constantinople rides—the 20” medium thins. Elvin Jones had it right. He had three 20” cymbals and he could get pretty much every sound out of them. Stick placement when you’re hitting the cymbal is really important. If you’re dealing with an 18” crash and hitting it in conjunction with a snare drum, you strike it differently than if you’re striking it along with the bass drum.

If I’m going for a downbeat crash, I tend to play with the shoulder of the stick. If I’m going for an accent crash, I play with the shoulder and the tip at the same time to get a little higher sound. Cymbals are wonderful things and not enough drummers spend enough time listening to them and learning where their tonal register fits in the song.

I’ll use a different set of cymbals for every song. If we have a fast pop song, I’ll come down two inches in my cymbal size because I want the crashes to be crisp. If you’re doing something slow and heavy, you’re going to want those 20” medium crashes to get that kind of Zeppelin ring, where the cymbal goes on and on.

MD: Were any of the album’s songs built around a drum pattern?

Jimmy: The song that Billy Corgan sings on, “Lokicant,” was actually written the day Elvin died. I was thinking of him while I was doing that song. That came about by Mohler playing the keyboard line and me just turning the snares off and zoning out and thinking about Elvin’s passing and how important he was to drumming. He’s responsible for the drumming of so many people.

MD: That is such a unique pattern with the tom rolls, the bell strike, and the double accent on the snare drum.

Jimmy: The tom part is the A part, a percussion part. The kick-snare-hat pattern is an overdub of my brother Paul playing. He’s responsible for all of my left-hand hi-hat technique. We used to sit around and listen to Jeff Beck’s Blow By Blow and Wired, and he taught me how to play “Scatterbrained.” He really got me dialed in when I was a kid. So I wanted to give a little back.

MD: You play a drum solo in “PSA” and “Cranes Of Prey,” blowing over the chord changes.

Jimmy: The concern in “Cranes” was how to play a drum solo over the standup bass solo. The model for that middle part was that Claus Ogerman/Bill Evans record, Symbiosis. One of the pieces on there is in three movements. There’s an ascending string part that goes underneath the horn line and keeps overlapping. I thought it would be cool to do that and play off the drumset and make it real shimmerly. I kept the ride cymbal humming and did the solo on all these small crashes and just throw in some snare hits every once in a while. “Cranes” is the one song that I wasn’t into doing a solo on, but they convinced me.

MD: What was the approach for the brief solo at the end of “PSA”?

Jimmy: That was this weird part we had laying around. It didn’t really go with anything. We had this staggered drum beat. I suggested Mohler play a part at the end, and we just went out and had some fun.

MD: Was “Owed To Darryl” built around that very floating and expansive drum beat?

Jimmy: Mohler wrote the chord progression when he was at Berklee, a tip of the hat to Dave Holland. The 6/8 part was something I copied from a Brand X Unorthodox Behavior song that’s in 6/8. I thought we had to do something in 6/8
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on the record. Whether it was an Allman Brothers 6/8 or a Brand X 6/8, I didn’t care.

MD: Do you still like your own drumming?

Jimmy: I do. I think it still sounds fresh. I try not to rehash what I’ve done before. Part of the reason The Pumpkins aren’t together anymore is because we thought, Do we really want to be playing “Cherub Rock” when we’re fifty? It’s like anything else: marriage, family, music; if it’s not growing, then there’s something wrong. You need to redirect your energy.

MD: What do you say to those who call Life Begins Again “a drummer’s record”?

Jimmy: I say, Thank you. [laughs] I was talking to this guy from The Independent in London the other day and he said, “Are you mad when people say, ‘Just what we need, another drummer’s record’?” I replied, “I’ll make a bet with you. You take all the drummer’s solo records that you think are bad and line them up against all the singer’s solo records that you think are bad, and we’ll see whose pile is way bigger.”
“My DW Drums are a universe of sound”

- Terry Bozzio
There's never any way to predict what events in our lives will factor most in our development or future. Gorden Campbell surely didn't know at age four, while playing music in his church in Newburgh, New York, that his religious foundation would impact not only his spiritual being but his life's passion and profession.
By the age of five, Campbell had a kid’s drumset, and by the time he was in the fourth grade, he was playing music at school. In junior high, Campbell began taking private lessons to go beyond the basic reading he had learned in school. And while still in high school, his musical experiences in church were taking him far beyond conventions and lessons. It’s no surprise that the music Campbell was listening to most was Gospel.

Campbell became a jazz major at Washington, D.C.’s Howard University, where he also played the clubs eventually the drummer ended up in Los Angeles. He got involved in the club scene there, which helped catapult his pro career. Besides his extensive experience playing in church, Campbell says his non-stop work in clubs was most valuable in preparing him for his livelihood.

“Every Wednesday night I played in a club in LA called Mama’s Boy,” Campbell says. “Many name R&B artists would come and sit in. One night, Bobby Brown came in. The minute we saw him, our bass player started playing a Bobby Brown song and, of course, he came right to the stage, grabbed a mic, and performed with us for an hour. Nobody knew anything happened with Billy Childs, Oluwa Kohn, Trent Marie, and even Rick James. That shows just how important a club gig can be.”

Indeed, that’s where many management people and musical directors saw Campbell. Through that gig he was hired to work for Phillip Bailey and Gerald Albright, as well as Mary J. Blige, on her 1997 tour. Campbell went on to join Earth, Wind & Fire. His three years with that band cemented his reputation as an R&B drummer with a deep pocket and impressive chops—a description made clear on the band’s Live By Request DVD.

More recently, Campbell has been lining down some highly sought after gigs. He somehow manages to balance two at the moment, one with smooth-jazz keyboard giant George Duke, and another with pop icon Jessica Simpson, with whom he can be seen tearing it up on the new Reality Tour Live DVD.

Over the Christmas holidays, Campbell did a major show called The Colors Of Christmas, in which he worked with En Vogue, Peabo Bryson, James Ingram, and Marilyn McCoo. He can also be heard on Regina Belle’s new album and on the theme song for the film De Cool. It seems that this talented drummer’s career has been blessed. He puts it succinctly: “Life is great.”
MD: What was your first big break?
Gorden: My first tour was in '93 with a group called Shai. They were signed to MCA, and had a song called "If I Ever Fall In Love." We all went to the same college in DC. They were in the fine arts building, practicing their singing, and they heard me practicing drums. When they got a deal and started selling records, they put the band together, and I moved out to LA with them.

MD: How old were you?
Gorden: I was twenty-one. I was actually still in school, and I had to call my parents to tell them I was leaving for a tour. They couldn’t grasp that concept. Of course, the first thing my mom asked was, What are you going to do about school? My dad got on the phone and said, You don’t need to leave. By that point I was working a lot in DC and they weren’t paying for anything, so I didn’t really have to ask. My mom said I could go as long as I promised to finish school.

MD: And did you?
Gorden: Yes, I went back in '94. I only had one semester left.

MD: As you were growing up in church, were your parents afraid of the music scene?
Gorden: I think any parent has the impression that the music business is all sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll, that it’s not a steady job, and that jazz musicians are always on the street. I grew up in a strict church, so my parents were thinking that if I was out playing rock 'n' roll music, I must be out in the world sinning. My father was more strict than my mom, actually. She figured, We taught him, so we just have to trust in that.

Their thing was that I should get my degree so I could teach and have something to fall back on. I think the attitude changed for the family when I started appearing on TV shows and making money. When I got one of my first paychecks, I sent $800 of it home. Then it went from, "Make sure you can teach," to "When's the next show?"

[laughs]

MD: Why did you go to college in the first place?
Gorden: Coming from Newburgh, there's nothing there. I wasn't really exposed to much in New York State, so it was either college or the service. I was a jazz studies major in college. But by my fourth year, some of my friends were already going on tours and I was getting frustrated. I figured

---
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I’d just focus on graduating and keep shedding. But then a week later, I got the call for Shai.

**MD**: What did you get out of going to college as a jazz major?

**Gorden**: A lot of it was organization—learning how to organize my schedule, as well as learning to play all of the instruments, like timpani, mallets, and so on.

In college, I was in DC and my family was in New York, so I was on my own. I had to either sink or swim, learn how to take care of paying my bills on time, and take care of business. Also, DC has a huge music scene and clubs to perform in.

Living in DC and playing so many club gigs really helped me learn how to play. I’d do a gig and for some reason bring a piccolo snare drum to the club. The guy I’d be playing with would say, “Why do you have a piccolo? It’s not in context with this little club. It’s going to be too loud.” Or I’d be playing my kick drum too loud or hitting the snare too hard. So I learned musicality.

**MD**: Speaking of musicality, I understand that you also played organ early on.

**Gorden**: My grandfather was a pastor. I grew up in church and there were instruments everywhere.

**MD**: Do you think your ability on organ has helped your musicality on drums?

**Gorden**: Definitely. It’s not always about chops. It’s more about the song or the music. I think I hear a little more melodically and I think it opens my ears up, bottom line. If all you’re thinking about is rhythm or playing your next lick, you’re going to sound like that. If you’re hearing the melody and understanding the chords and where it’s going, you play more according to what the music is dictating, rather than trying to dictate the music.

**MD**: What was your first tour like?

**Gorden**: It was cool. Eight hundred dollars a week was amazing to me at the time. Four of us were from DC. We had an apartment at the Oakwoods and a rental car, and they bought us all pagers. We thought we were stars. Any gear we wanted, the next day it would be delivered. It was night and day from being in school to doing that tour. We did all of the arenas and all the major TV shows, including Arsenio Hall and Disney specials. We went to Japan and Europe. I left DC during spring break and didn’t get back there until
the end of December. It was almost a year.

MD: What happened after Shai?

Gorden: That was '93 and a little into '94. That's how I moved to L.A. I graduated college and came out to do one of the last Arsenio Hall shows with Shai. I stayed with a friend who was playing with Gerald Albright, whose drummer was about to leave. My friend gave a video of me playing to the manager, and that's how I got the gig with Gerald.

MD: How was the Albright gig?

Gorden: It was great. With certain gigs, if you're on them, people just assume you can play, and that's one of those gigs.

MD: What did that gig require of you as a player?

Gorden: Definitely to be funky, but you have to have the jazz sensibilities too.

MD: Meaning?

Gorden: You have to be versatile, because he does some straight ahead stuff, some R&B ballads—and there's even some fusiony kind of stuff. And you have to know how to solo, because I always got a big solo spot. So that gig opened me up to a bunch of different styles of music.

I played with Gerald for about four years off and on. And Lalah Hathaway was on it too, because she was managed by the same people. Whenever there was a Gerald gig, with Eric Benet and Rahsaan Patterson. It started getting busy to where these gigs were overlapping and I'd have to get a sub.

Then I started working with a guy named Kenny Lattimore, who was on Columbia in '96, and we opened for Barry White that summer. In between, I was working with Bobby Lyle, Doc Powell, and Ricky Minor, who I did a gig for with Whitney Houston on the Billboard Awards. It was nonstop work.

MD: Was there ever a gig you were nervous about and that you felt you couldn't cut?

Gorden: I was nervous before the Whitney Houston gig. This was before Ricky Minor was doing all the stuff he's doing now. I barely knew of him then, and he had an intimidating personality at the rehearsal. On most pop gigs, you don't read, but he had charts for everything. I can read, but I hadn't been using my eyes for a couple of years. So I
was a little nervous, being that we were rehearsing in Vegas and it was the Billboard Awards. But he said, “I know you can read. Just play.”

Another time I was a little nervous was in '99, when I got the Earth, Wind & Fire gig. I was coming in right after Sonny Emory. I didn’t really rehearse with the band—just the rhythm section—before my first couple of shows. A lot of it is just about my confidence level. Instead of thinking, Man, I have to play like Sonny Emory, I needed to just play like me. Once I relaxed, it was great. It’s just about confidence, and I still have bouts with that.
MD: So what happened after Kenny Lattimore?
Gorden: I was doing a show called Planet Groove on BET, which was a live show with Rahsaan Patterson. They aired it over and over again, it seemed that everybody saw it, and the calls kept coming for me. In ’97 I did a tour with Mary J. Blige when she fired her drummer.
MD: What did her music require of you?
Gorden: That’s funk. A lot of these gigs are drum machine-driven, too. Learning how to play with a machine is real important. You’ve got to learn how to play so that it feels good and you don’t flam any notes with the machine.
MD: How do you learn to do that?
Gorden: You just have to practice with a machine, over and over. That’s it. I would just practice for hours at the rehearsal hall before everybody else got there, and I’d stay for hours after everybody left. After a while, you get it.
I feel that I naturally play on top of the beat, so in my mind I had to play behind a little bit. I got to a point where I would be playing along with the machine and I wouldn’t be able to hear it at all. I was so precise with it that I couldn’t hear it. That’s when I knew I had it.
With a lot of groups I was playing with, we didn’t have in-ear monitors like they do today. We never had clicks. We didn’t have count-offs. We just had a programmed MPC drum machine that they played through the monitors, and we just fell in. After a while of doing that every night, you kinda know where it is. It was just a monitor and a loop.
Now I don’t really need to hear the click. If I get a count off, I’ll be spot on with it. It’s funny, but I know a lot of older guys who can’t play with a drum machine because they never had to. They’re great drummers, but it’s not part of their vocabulary.
MD: It’s a whole other way of playing.
Gorden: Pretty much all of the younger guys know how to do that, because every gig has Pro Tools now and we’re required to play along with those tracks. I recently did all of Brandy’s TV show performances when her Full Moon album came out. The single we were playing, “What About Us,” has a really odd programmed rhythm part. It’s not even natural to listen to, but the way the instruments are built, it has a groove to it. At the rehearsal, the Pro Tools guy was taking everything out of his track—the hi-hat, the kick—going, “It’s off.” I said, “But that’s the song, put it back in.” They couldn’t understand me wanting it there. But I was comfortable playing with it. That’s what you have to be able to do.
MD: I understand that you got the Earth, Wind & Fire gig after working with Phillip Bailey. What was the challenge of Earth, Wind & Fire?
Gorden: They call it steering the ship—just driving the band. It’s a big band with horns, singers, dancers, and three percussionists, so it’s about holding all of that together.
MD: And how does a drummer do that?
Gorden: By really driving the groove, just laying it down, meat ‘n’ potatoes. But because Sonny Emory had all that and he had tremendous chops, I had to figure out my own way of incorporating those chops while still making everything feel stable.
In hip-hop, a lot of the fills are looser. If you can’t clearly show where 1 is, you might lose somebody. For EWF, I had to really figure out how to do a fill that was fast like Sonny, but that still kept the pulse.
Gorden Campbell

A lot of the hip-hop stuff can be a little syncopated and outside the pulse, but if I did too much of that the horn players would say, “You gotta lay it down.” After a while I could tell it was okay, though, because they were dancing.

MD: What was the hardest EWF song to play?

Gorden: “Fantasy” was one of the harder ones. But I shedded a lot on all of that stuff, so after a while it became second nature. I was with them almost three years. I left in 2001 because one day they came to me and said they wanted to bring Sonny back. They gave me a nice sum of money and said, “We like what you do, but we want the flash of Sonny.”

So they brought Sonny back, he rehearsed with them for a week, did a week of gigs, and then quit. They called me back at that point, but I had decided to get focused on my production goals and stay home. I went back to the band for a couple of weeks to help them out, but it just didn’t feel right at that point. I had a daughter, so I felt it was time for me to try to stay home more.

Then I ended up getting the gig with George Duke right away. At that point Teddy Campbell was getting busy and didn’t have time to work with George, so he recommended me.

MD: What does that gig need from you?

Gorden: It’s cool, because George doesn’t like to rehearse. The first time we got together at his house, he gave me a tape of stuff and we played. It was just him and me, and we played through a bit of the tunes. Then he said, “Ah, you got it. You’re cool. Just listen to the tape. See you at the airport.”

I was holding back a little because, especially with the older guys, you don’t want to be busy and thought of as flashy, so I was just playing straight. But George said, “Just play whatever you hear. Don’t worry about it. If it gets to be too much, I’ll let you know.” And that really relaxed me.

MD: Did he ever tell you it was too much?

Gorden: Never. After one of the gigs he said, “You remind me of Billy Cobham. You need a fusion gig!” Still, most of the gigs I was doing were pop or R&B. People who hear me probably don’t realize that besides Gospel, I’m deeply inspired and influenced by Billy Cobham, Dave Weckl, and Vinnie Colaiuta. That’s what I love to play. The gig with George has been great.

MD: Speaking of Billy Cobham, he must have been a big influence. You play ride rhythms with your left hand, the way he does.

Gorden: The first jazz record I ever bought was one of Billy’s, Glass Menagerie. But I didn’t see him play until I got to college in 1989. I didn’t realize that he led with his left hand until then. I’d been playing that way since I started, when I was five.

I think leading with your left lends a certain kind of funk to the feel. I know some right-handed players who switch to it when they want a looser feel. I also think it’s easier to get around the kit playing that way, and it makes more sense than crossing your hands to play the hi-hat.

MD: How did The Colors Of Christmas come about? It’s completely different from other things you’ve done.

Gorden: Completely. It’s full orchestra, choir, and all reading. I got that because I used to play in a band called The Polyester Players. Every drummer in L.A. has been through that band. It started as a jam session down in Santa Monica, and it just got big. It became the hip L.A. spot. I happened to sit in
with them again recently, and the keyboard player, Herman Jackson, asked me if I wanted to do a show with Jessica Simpson. We did that show and she liked the band so much, we went on tour last spring through the summer.

**MD:** What is Jessica Simpson like musically?

**Gorden:** It's a regular pop gig. I think the bottom line on any gig is that you have to make the music feel good. I listen to everything and I appreciate everything. If it's Jessica Simpson, George Duke, or Earth, Wind & Fire, it's about what I call creating that "hump," that feel that makes people want to move their feet. I think that's what Jessica liked about that band.

For Jessica's gig, there are Pro Tools tracks and there's a click. I have in-ear monitors, and I actually run a mixer so I can control the levels of the click, the background vocals, her lead vocals, the Pro Tools stuff, and so on. Jessica's music is a mix of things. It has some R&B pop stuff, and then it has "Take My Breath Away" and "Angels," which are like a pop-rock sound.

**MD:** What would you tell a young player coming up today to do to prepare for the type of work you do?

**Gorden:** You have to practice hard and learn how to read. You should also listen to a lot of records and practice to records a lot. The experience I received playing with that band in DC helped me too. The bandleader helped me by telling me not to copy what people were playing on records, but to try to understand why they were playing what they were playing. Why did the drums do a fill right there leading into the bridge? Don't listen to the actual fill to try to cop it exactly; try to understand the concept and the musicality.

I definitely recommend that drummers learn how to play with a drum machine. Even if you only have a little drum machine—or even just some newer music on disc—learn how to play with that, because that feel is what the contemporary gigs require. Don't get consumed by it, though, because every drummer has an ebb and flow. Some drummers, like Ricky Lawson, have perfect time. But really, I don't know too many drummers who don't speed up a little bit. Just learn how to make it all feel good within the parameters of the song.

**MD:** Can you recommend music for younger players to listen to?

**Gorden:** Kids should listen to Joel Smith on any older Edwin Hawkins album, like *Let Us Go Into The House Of The Lord*, with the hit "Oh Happy Day." There are some songs on there where Joel is going nuts on the drums. There's another guy, Jeff Davis from New York, who is also nuts on the drums. You should also listen to Hesekiah Walker with Mario Winans and Gerald Heyward. A lot of the Gospel albums are live sessions recorded in church. There's also a new Israel and Newbreed album/DVD with Chris Coleman, who won the Guitar Center Drum-Off three years ago. And any Fred Hammond album with my best friend, Marvin McQuitty, on drums is great to listen to.

**MD:** It sounds like what really prepared you for your mission in life was the church.

**Gorden:** It was the church, no question. There's such a wave now of great drummers who got their start playing there. I tell people, if you can play in church, you can do any gig, because that style of music is everything.
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So you want to be a full-time musician? Well, there are the obvious career paths. Put together a slammin’ little band, sign a record deal, and make millions. Or audition for a major orchestra, win the chair, and perform in the world’s most prestigious concert halls. But what if neither of these dreams comes true? What if you want more security than the popular music world can offer? What if you get more of a thrill by inspiring young people to play music than by performing in the serious culture of classical music?

Many drummers make full-time livings in music doing other things besides live performances and studio work. These alternate activities include teaching, composing, producing, engineering, programming, and merchandising. Drummers who pursue those activities don’t get the airtime or magazine pages that are devoted to rock stars, jazz greats, and orchestral masters. But they still enjoy a life in music, along with the challenge and reward of directing their own careers.
The topics you’ll need to explore if you’re considering an entrepreneurial career path could fill books. This article will provide the initial questions you should be asking yourself, as well as an overview of what you’ll need to learn in order to succeed in your own music-related business.

**Three Who Did It**

One of the best ways to learn about entrepreneurial activities is to listen to those who have already been successful at them. With that in mind, we approached three individuals who have each parlayed their drumming interests into successful alternative careers.

**Jim Donovan** is a founding and current member of multi-platinum tribal rock band Rusted Root. Donovan’s success with that band gave him name recognition and credibility in the drumset and hand-drumming communities. His independent career path started to take shape in 1998 when he made his first solo recording—a meditation album called *Indigo*. Donovan has since released two more solo CDs, including *Revelation #9*, which was nominated for 2004 Electronic Album Of The Year by Just Plain Folks Songwriters.

Jim has also produced four instructional drumming CDs, which evolved from his active teaching practice. He has also created a series of educational drumming workshops that he conducts at universities, festivals, schools, corporations, and specialty venues. He’s an adjunct professor at St. Francis University in Pennsylvania, and is the current director of percussion at the New York Institute Of Dance And Education.

“I found that I love teaching,” Donovan says. “In some ways I love it more than performing live. I get to interact with the people instead of just playing for them. My nature is to build things. I like tweaking things until they’re great, and then tweaking them a little more.”

**Brian Stephens** is an in-demand session and gigging drummer who proves that you don’t have to live in New York, Los Angeles, or Nashville to succeed. Stephens lives in Atlanta, where his reputation earns him calls to play throughout the southeast. Not wanting to rely solely on his work behind the kit, Stephens is the manager and chief engineer of his own studio and production company, Sound Decision Studios. He has produced, engineered, and mixed recording projects for local independent artists as well as for corporate clients like Warner Bros. Records, Twentieth Century Fox, and Verizon Wireless. He has also written for *Modern Drummer and Performer* magazines.


“A lot of people see bands on MTV or see players in magazines who are in the upper echelons of the business,” Stephens says. “They make the mistake of thinking that ‘success’ is getting where those people are. For me, success in this business is in creating work you enjoy and making a living doing it.”

**Zig Wajler Jr.** began his career as a performer, but eventually realized that teaching was his true calling. He began developing school programs that have since evolved into what he calls “educational theater.” Wajler works primarily with K-12 school groups, offering a variety of programs including *Zig’s Musical Journey*, *West Africa Meets HipHop*, *Hands On Latin Style*, and *Literacy And Music Composition With Computers*.

Wajler has also produced several CDs and books, including *World Beat Fun* and a drumset play-along CD. He serves as a committee member for the MARS Music Foundation and Be True Arts Foundation, and is the creator of *READ It Again Nashville*. During the past seven years, Wajler has averaged 150 productions a year. He has also been seen on all three major networks, as well as on PBS, Comedy Central, and VH1.

“This is how I earn a living outside the box,” Wajler says. “It’s not about waiting for someone to call and sign you to a thirty-week tour—and then looking for another gig as soon as the tour ends.”
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Getting Started

The first step to exploring an entrepreneurial music career is honest self-assessment. Begin by considering whether you have the skills, strengths, and personality to be self-employed. For example, are you a self-starter who is disciplined enough to set goals, meet deadlines, and follow through on tasks (even the ones you don’t like) without pressure from a supervisor or teacher? Will you effectively create and pursue a larger vision for your work, while also managing the details? Are you comfortable taking risks? Do you enjoy promoting yourself and your work? Can you effectively work on several projects at once, or do you need to focus on one thing at a time?

These questions point to some of the key elements of building and maintaining a successful entrepreneurial music-related career. For a more thorough self-assessment, you may want to work through a career exploration book or meet with a career counselor in your area.

Vision And Strategy

Perhaps you’ve been dreaming of setting up your own recording studio, or developing a music outreach program for kids. If so, then you already have a vision for your work. If not, then you need to further assess your skills and strengths.

Zig Wajler had a clear sense of his various skills, and he set out to imagine how those skills could become a full-time business. “I knew I had skills as a drummer, a percussionist, a keyboard player, and a composer,” says Wajler. “The question was, how could I combine these skills with my education background in order to make a living?”

After you determine the endeavors you wish to pursue, you should develop a business plan. This will force you to assess the market, develop a promotional strategy, estimate expenses and financial goals, prepare for unexpected obstacles, and determine whether you need outside resources to start your business. And speaking of outside resources, you’ll need a business plan if you apply for a bank loan. That same plan will help you assess your progress once your business is up and running.

“I have two different business plans,” says Brian Stephens. “One is for Brian the drummer. When I opened my recording studio about five years ago, my business partner and I developed a plan for what we wanted to do with our studio. I revise the plan periodically. At least once a year, I look at where I am and where I want to be in the next year or two. Actually, that evaluation goes on every day.”

Show Me The Money

Whether you plan to teach private lessons to school children, present large-scale motivational programs for major corporations, or sell instructional DVDs, you need to determine what to charge for your product. This can be a stressful situation. Many musicians fear that if they charge too much, no one will hire them or buy their materials. If they charge too little, they will devalue their work or be exploited.

Fortunately, there is a clear strategy to help you set your fees. First, find others who are doing similar work in your area and see what they’re charging. If you’re just starting out and you don’t yet have name recognition or credibility, you may want to charge slightly less than the going rate. That should pull in new clients and help you get established. If you have name recognition—perhaps from playing in a successful band or teaching in a local music store—then you may be able to charge fees that are more comparable to those charged by other established individuals.

“For the educational series and family series things I do,” says Zig Wajler, “fees are based on credentials and credibility. If you’re just getting started, you might need to work for next to nothing—maybe even for free—to get your name out. But I have a huge list of references, so I can say, Here’s the fee, and here are my references.

“You have to judge size of audience, and take into account your overhead, including travel expenses and other costs of doing business. Music is one side of the business, getting paid is the other. You need to get paid so you can pay your bills and live well. Getting paid to do something you love...well, that’s success.”

Promotion

Some musicians enjoy the promotional aspect of self-employment. Others find promoting themselves and their work awkward or even stressful. But if your self-driven
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business is going to succeed, you must devote a good deal of effort to promotion.

Michael Betteine presented an excellent three-part series on self-promotion in the October, November, and December 2004 issues of MD. Refer to them for a detailed look at the subject. We’ll just hit the high points here.

Networking. Develop a network of professionals and colleagues whose work interrelates with your own. These can include other musicians, members of the press, leaders in the arts and entertainment communities, lawyers with an interest in helping small businesses, and so on. Over time, you’ll help each other be successful.

Résumé and bio. As people get interested in hiring you to teach, produce, engineer, or speak, they will want to see your credentials. Prepare a professional résumé that lists relevant work, skills, and education, along with a one-page narrative of your most important accomplishments.

"I earn a living outside the box. It's not about waiting for someone to call and sign you to a thirty-week tour."

Zig Wailer
Business card. Create a business card with your name, phone number, email address, Web site (if you have one), and your profession (teacher, composer, engineer, motivational speaker, etc.). Cards can be printed inexpensively at most large office-supply stores. Having a card designed and printed at a print shop is more expensive, but it will generate a more distinctive look.

Fliers. Even in this digital age, fliers carefully placed in music stores, coffee shops, bookstores, and other such venues can still help spread the word about your work.

Web site. A Web site can provide potential clients with your résumé or bio, an overview of the classes and workshops you teach, a review of your work as an engineer or producer, and access to related merchandise that you sell. A Web site can also inform interested parties about your upcoming schedule.

Your site must look professional, work efficiently, and be kept up to date. If you have Web design experience and enjoy maintaining a site, then you can manage this yourself. If not, hire someone who has the necessary skills. (Better yet, barter for drum lessons.)

Mailing list. The Internet allows you to maintain a mailing list for very little.

---

**Additional Resources**

**Career Exploration**

*Career Solutions For Creative People.*

**Zen and The Art Of Making A Living: A Practical Guide To Creative Career Design.**

**Music Business Development**

*How To Make Money Performing In Schools.*
Silcox Productions/Orient, WA. 1996.

*Networking In The Music Business.*

**Health Insurance**


http://newslink.org/.
A site that lists print and broadcast media by location; useful for promoting your work.

www.sba.gov.
United States Small Business Administration site.

www.actorsfund.org/ehio/. Artists’ Health Insurance Resource Center; part of The Actors’ Fund, but relevant to all self-employed creative professionals.

---

**IMAGINE THE MIND-BENDING SOUND**

**THE ECHOTREE™** may look like the same five bars are repeated over and over, but it's not. Each time the sequence repeats it's slightly lower than before. This gradual change creates a haunting sound that some people describe as a mind-bending chorus/delay effect.

Our chimes are serious musical instruments. We refuse to use plastic ties. (The kind used to attach price tags to clothing.) We individually hand-tie each chime. One bar at a time. Once the knot is set, it's sealed and locked with permanent resin. Now our braided cord can hold up to 50-pounds. If that sounds like overkill—just remember, this is all we do. All day, everyday. Listen. It matters.
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money. Most of the people on your list can be kept up to date by email. A monthly note that lists upcoming classes, workshops, studio projects, speaking engagements, gigs, and press coverage will be enough to remind people about you and your work.

Create your initial list with names of friends, family, teachers, and fellow musicians. If you give classes or workshops, always pass around a clipboard with a sign-up sheet. Every time you take on a new project, add the client to your list. Past and current clients are among your best resources for referrals. Keeping them up to date will likely bring you new work.

Press Coverage. Coverage in newspapers and magazines is free publicity. Preview articles about your workshops or upcoming release can spread the word to thousands of people who aren’t on your mailing list. You can also use press clippings in your promotional kit to further establish your credibility.

The Business Of The Business

Accurate and organized record keeping is an important foundation for your business. Easy-to-use software is readily available to help you track your income and expenses. You can also evaluate your various income sources, in order to determine whether certain sources are more lucrative during specific times of the year. This will help you decide where to put your energies in the future.

Keeping good records will also help you deal with tax matters. As a self-employed individual, you’ll have to pay quarterly income taxes. Balancing this is the fact that, as the owner of a small business, any reasonable expense that you incur while running your business will be completely or partially deductible. This includes musical equipment, sheet music and books, publications, instrument repair, travel, and Office supplies. Keeping receipts for the dozen drumkits you just bought, or the postage fees for the press kits you just mailed, may seem like a hassle. But you may save yourself hundreds of dollars in taxes if you have a good record of your expenses.

If you’re absolutely terrible at record keeping, you may want to hire an accountant to help. In addition, many schools and community arts organizations provide small business support, either in the form of classes or low-cost advice from local business professionals. And don’t forget that, despite their bad-guy image, the local IRS office can also provide valuable information.

Finally, keep in mind that if you’re self-employed, you’ll need to provide your own health insurance. Most musicians who don’t have health insurance through a spouse or partner purchase it through local artists groups, the musicians union, or their local chamber of commerce.

Conclusion

If you’re considering starting your own drumming-related business, you’re probably motivated by the same creative energy and independent spirit that first spurred your interest in music. The discipline that drove you to practice those paradiddles will help you to network and keep good records. And the perseverance that got you through difficult lessons and demanding gigs will help you get through slow business periods, when you must think of new promotional strategies or perhaps new twists on what you have to offer. The entrepreneurial life is a challenging one, but it offers tremendous creative freedom and career autonomy.

“The biggest challenge,” says Jim Donovan, “is that every decision, every action, comes from and is directed by me. Although having all that responsibility and control is wonderful, it’s also a little frightening. If things don’t go right, there’s nobody else to blame. But if everything goes well, you can tap dance to yourself. Running your own business is like finding the perfect drum part to a song. If it’s not working, you change it until it does. You’ll know it when you hear it.”

Harriet L. Schwartz is a frequent contributor to Modern Drummer. She is also the career consultant for the School Of Music at Carnegie Mellon University, where she teaches a course called Career Strategies For Musicians.
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Papa Roach serves up another smash with their fourth full-length album, *Getting Away With Murder*. With the title track leading the way, the huge sound from this alt-metal quartet is ruling modern rock radio once again. Dave Buckner's powerful and perfectly designed drum patterns contribute mightily to the impact of the album. Here are a few examples.

**“Blood (Empty Promises)”**
Buckner puts a nice personal touch on the classic paradiddle beat by moving some of the offbeats from the snare drum to his toms. (0:42)
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"Tyranny Of Normality"
This song opens with a catchy heavy guitar riff matched by Dave's drum pattern. (0:00)

In one of the coolest beats on the album, Buckner double-times the song's verse, and then turns the beat around in the third and fourth bars. (0:17)

You can contact Ed Breckenfeld at www.edbreckenfeld.com.
Double Bass Beats
Part 6: Non-Continuous Foot Patterns With Awkward Entrances

by Rod Morgenstein

The overwhelming majority of double bass playing involves the left foot following the right, or sandwiching the left foot between two rights, i.e. RLRL or RLR. In this manner, the left foot is essentially playing a supportive role, or you might say, "following the leader."

Although it may not seem like a tall order, initially having the left foot play on the "e" or the "a" of the beat (1E&A) without the right foot preceding it can be very awkward. However, the reward for increasing the left foot's independence, strength, and control will be an expanded range of syncopated rhythmic possibilities.

The following examples are based on one specific left-foot "awkward entrance" rhythm, namely "e&a," and are designed to bring awareness to the left foot's valuable potential. All of the exercises are in 4/4. However, Examples 15 and 16 use a five-note grouping approach, which definitely adds a further challenge. (The five-note grouping consists of three successive 16th notes played on the bass drums followed by two 16th-note rests.)

Remember, as was discussed in previous articles, the general rule to follow in order to keep the feet consistent is to play all quarter notes and 8th notes with the right foot and all the e's and a's (upbeat 16ths) with the left foot. And a quarter-note or 8th-note ride pattern will be determined by the tempo at which the example is played.
Next month we’ll look at other “awkward entrances,” which will further enhance the rhythmic potential of your left foot. See you then!
Creative Coordination
Part 1: Four-Way Coordination With Offbeat Ostinatos
by Ari Hoenig

I've always thought that repetition is the root of composition. What this means is, if you play a phrase and then repeat it, it will give the phrase meaning. This works even if your phrase is to crumple a piece of paper, play some drums, crumple another piece of paper, play some more drums, and—you guessed it—crumple a third piece of paper. Voila, you have music, or at least some form of art.

Working with ostinatos gives you a firm musical foundation on which to build. The goal here is to take one musical idea or phrase and thoroughly explore the possibilities it has to offer. It's also very useful for developing four-way coordination.

For this article we'll use offbeats as the ostinato, along with the jazz ride pattern. The other two limbs will improvise. We'll start out with the ostinato pattern on the snare drum. Practice these examples starting at a slow tempo, somewhere around quarter note = 70. Play four bars of time and then the exercise for four bars.

Snare Drum/Ride Cymbal Ostinato:

Now we'll add the "melodies" to the ostinato. Here's the first melody alone, followed by the same melody combined with the ostinato, so you can see how the two work together.

Bass Drum/Ride Cymbal Ostinato:

Try the following melodies with the bass drum ostinato.

Here are a few more melodies to be played along with the ostinato.
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Hi-Hat/Ride Cymbal Ostinato:

Here are the melodies to play with the ostinato.

Next month we’ll expand on this idea by investigating melodies based on quarter-note triplets.

Ari Hoenig is a top New York jazz drummer. He currently works with Joshua Redman, Kenny Werner, Wayne Krantz, Jean-Michel Pilc, Seamus Blake, and Dave Kikoski.
The Six-Stroke Roll
Building Blocks For Great Hands

by Chet Doobie

One of the coolest effects a drummer can pull off sounds like one person is playing a machine-gun roll on the snare drum while someone else pounds out a barrage of accents on the snare, toms, or cymbals. The drive and energy of the sustained roll combines with the "storytelling" of the accents to create one big WOW.

The six-stroke roll is a great pattern for building some fun and impressive sustained roll ideas. The following four versions of the six-stroke roll are the building blocks for creative roll composition. Individually, they are quite effective, especially if you maintain a well-defined dynamic contrast between the doubles and the accents.

Building Blocks

A

B

C

D

Building Block Combos

The following chart lays out all of the possible combinations in 2/4, pairing one count of each building block with all four variations. It's an organized system that crystallizes the options for creating interesting sustained roll patterns.

A1

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

B3

B4

C1

C2

C3

C4

D1

D2

D3

D4
Soloing With The Six-Stroke Roll

Here's a short piece that uses the building blocks to create a musical statement. Once you have this solo down, experiment voicing the accents on the toms and cymbals, as well as the snare. Finally, see what you can come up with by combining the building blocks to create your own phrases and solos.
Drum Lessons On The Small Screen
12 Cool DVDs For Beginners
by Mike Haid

One of the best ways for a beginning drummer (of any age) to improve his or her skills is to study with top professional players and instructors from around the globe. What's that you say? You can't afford private lessons with such drumming stars? Not to worry. These days, a wealth of drumming history, world-class experience, and education can be accessed on a single plastic disc.

Many top performers and educators offer DVD packages that cover a lifetime of study and insight. Additionally, as DVDs have become the format of choice, several excellent instructional videos originally released on VHS are now available in the newer format.

Most of today's best DVDs for beginners offer advice that ranges from how to set up and tune your drums to learning your first beats and reading drum music. Many of these discs explain the name of each piece of the drum kit and what that particular piece is used for. They go on to discuss how to hold the sticks, various grips, and foot-pedal techniques. From there, it's time to learn to read drum music and count the notes.

Once you've got all of the above under your belt, it's on to learning grooves, fills, rudiments, accents, ghost notes, and various hi-hat techniques. Many DVDs also include special features, such as downloadable and printable educational materials and Internet connectivity with links to even more instructional information.

Of course, nothing will ever replace the benefits of one-on-one private instruction with a qualified drum instructor. But having a DVD to refer to anywhere and anytime at the push of a button can make learning much more convenient, efficient, and cost-effective.

This month we've compiled for you a list of some of today's best entry-level DVDs. If you're ready to expand your awareness of the amazing world of drumming, these DVDs will steer you in the right direction. Grab that remote and let's check 'em out.

### Learn Basic Drums
Instructor: Patrick Treadway
DVD with booklet,
Warner Bros., 2003
List price: $16.95.
Running time: 60 min.

**Coverage:** Gear description, set-up, and placement, grip, stick technique, basic reading, music theory, bass drum/foot technique, building grooves, and practice concepts. Includes play-along tracks and DVD-ROM extras.

**Comments:** Disney Channel-type acting and production geared for kids. Thorough and self-explanatory. Storyline: Mr. H.E.L.P. magically appears and teaches Ben how to set up and play his new drum set. Lots of valuable extra features.

### You Can Teach Yourself Drums
Instructor: James Morton
90-page book with DVD,
Mel Bay, 1990
List price: $19.95.
Running time: 60 min.

**Coverage:** Focuses mainly on reading and playing rock grooves, shuffles, and blues patterns.

**Comments:** Comprehensive, well written, and easy to follow. DVD offers various examples from the book but with limited camera angles of the instructor performing. No-frills, user-friendly patterns and play-along charts.

### Drums From Day One
Instructor: Jim Payne
48-page book with DVD and CD, Mel Bay, 1988
List price: $29.95.
Running time: 60 min.

**Coverage:** Focuses on counting and reading using vocal sounds for each instrument. Reading covers rock, blues, shuffle, and funk styles. Also covered are open hi-hat, fills, and song structure.

**Comments:** Unique method of vocalizing rhythms. Multi-camera angles on DVD. Instructor is well spoken. Most examples from the book are found on the accompanying CD.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD Title</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
<th>Production Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Set-up, gear description, playing techniques, basic grooves in various styles, and reading.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>Well produced. Multiple camera angles on the DVD.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Stick technique, reading, counting, beats, fills, coordination, and independence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>Valuable insights from a world-class player. However, the camera never shows the instructor's foot on the bass pedal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Contains original Step One and Step Two VHS videos on one DVD. Covers counting, reading, set-up, stick technique, and basic rock beats.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>Nice production, interesting commentary, and good common-sense info.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Counting, set-up, stick technique, basic rock beats, fills, and much more.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>An emphasis on entertainment results in scattered information. Lots of extra features help make up for the lack of focus and the silly dialog in the main format. Overall, the DVD contains valuable learning information and lots of extra features.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Drum, hi-hat, cymbal, and stick techniques, counting, reading, set-up, basic rock grooves, and fills.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>Favorable production, interesting commentary, and good common-sense info.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starter Series—Beginning Drum Volume Two</strong></td>
<td>Tim Pedersen DVD with booklet, Hal Leonard, 1999, List price: $9.95, Running time: 30+ min.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong></td>
<td>Fills and phrases, accents, rudiments, funk and shuffle grooves, and motion exercises.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong></td>
<td>Favorable production, interesting commentary, and good common-sense info.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Snare Drum Basics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor: Bob Breithaupt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD with booklet, Hal Leonard/Hudson Music, 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List price: $14.95.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running time: 35 min.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage:</strong> Grips, basic strokes,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamics, stroke combinations, rudiments,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialty sounds, and tuning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comments:</strong> Excellent production,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interesting commentary, and good</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common-sense info for snare drum and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall stick technique.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Getting Started On Drums                     |
| Instructor: Tommy Igoe                       |
| DVD, Hal Leonard/Hudson Music, 2001          |
| List price: $29.95.                          |
| Running time: 120+ min.                      |
| **Coverage:** Set-up, tuning, stick selection|
| and technique, coordination,                |
| grooves, fills, and lots of extras.          |
| **Comments:** Excellent production,           |
| interesting commentary, and good             |
| common-sense info for setting up and         |
| playing drumset for beginners.               |
| Contains lots of valuable extra features     |
| not found on many other beginner instructionals. |

| Dave Weck! Back To Basics                    |
| Instructor: Dave Weckl                       |
| DVD, Warner Bros., 2003                      |
| List price: $24.95.                          |
| Running time: 72 min.                        |
| **Coverage:** Hand and foot techniques,      |
| set-up, tuning, and practice.                |
| **Comments:** Enhanced format from the       |
| original VHS video. Top-notch sound and      |
| production. Not exclusively for beginners,   |
| applicable to all levels of playing.         |
| Inspiring performances and world-class       |
| insight from a legendary player.             |

---

**THE PERCUSSION INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**

"Studying at PIT, with its incredible staff and classes, gave me the tools and confidence to become the professional drummer I am today."

[www.mi.edu](http://www.mi.edu)  
1-800-255-7529

---

-RAY LUZIER  
(David Lee Roth, Hideous Sun Demons)  
www.rayluzier.com

**Hands On! Experience**  
Saturday, April 23 2005 10:45 am  
For reservation, call 1-800-255-7529 ext. 151
MOST DRUMMERS HAVE FANS. THESE GUYS HAVE DISCIPLES.

GINGER FISH
MARILYN MANSON

DAVE LOMBARDO
SLAYER

BEVAN DAVIES
DANZIG

PETE SANDOVAL
MORBID ANGEL

JORDAN MANCINO
AT I LIVE Dying

PAULY ANTIGNANI
SWORN ENEMY

JASON BITTNER
SHADOWS FALL

THE REVEREND
AVENGED SEVENFOLD

MIKE NOVAK
EVERY TIME I DIE

CHRIS ADLER
LAMB OF GOD

SKINNY
MUSHROOMHEAD

TUCKER RULE
THURSDAY

The World's Finest Sticks.

promark.com
The Percussion Odyssey Of Steve Hubback
Dreaming Up Wondrous Sounds
by Michael Bettine

What do percussionists Evelyn Glennie, Paolo Vinaccia, Marilyn Mazur, Alessio Riccio, Björn Frykland, Paal Nielsen Love, and many others have in common? They all play percussion sculptures handmade by Steve Hubback. The nomadic Hubback was born and raised in Wales, but has found himself at various times living in France, Denmark, Norway, and now Iceland, where his wife is from.

Hubback’s odyssey started when he was eighteen years old, after seeing the great British free-jazz drummer Tony Oxley. “He really motivated me to work on my drumming,” Steve says. “He’s still one of the most advanced percussionists.” Oxley, as well as the great Italian drummer Andrea Centazzo, opened up Hubback’s imagination to drumming being more percussion oriented.

In the mid 1980s, Hubback started playing solo concerts on a small, portable kit he made in Paris. Around 1990, he decided to make his own gong after he happened upon some thin stainless steel discs at a friend’s workshop. “I hammered it out on a tree trunk,” he says. “Then I heated it over a wood fire. The sound was a powerful roaring whoosh.”

Steve then set out to learn how to forge metal instruments. “A Norwegian blacksmith gave me one lesson,” Hubback says. “And a guy at a metal shop in Aarhus, Denmark taught me to mig weld. The rest I learned on my own by doing, and by studying the book by Alex Weygers, The Complete Modern Blacksmith.”

Steve kept creating instruments, moving onto brass, B6/B8 bronze, and NS12 nickel-silver, often finding suitable metal from recycling yards. As his reputation grew, European percussionists started asking for his instruments, even commissioning special creations.

Without having a “factory,” Steve has adapted to making things wherever he’s been located. “With basic tools,” Hubback says, “I’ve forged cymbals and gongs on the shore of a Norwegian fjord, on a beach in Denmark, in a garden in Wales, in a shed in Holland, and at various other colorful locations.”

The basic process is the ancient craft of hand hammering raw metal. “Nearly all my hammering is done freehand on wood,” Steve admits. “Depending on what’s being made, I may also hammer on a special anvil. My hammers are ‘re-forged’ from old hammers. I always have beveled edges, never sharp ones. I also have forged special hammers for deep hammering. Heating the sculptures after hammering releases the tension and opens up the sound.

“A lot of tools can be improvised,” Hubback continues. “I’ve used a sledgehammer and also smaller hammers as anvils. With a ball-peen hammer, a tree stump, another larger hammer or even a stone for an anvil, hand sheet cutters, files, and a wood fire, it’s possible to work almost anywhere. However, most of my work with stainless steel I cut with a power grinder, which I also use with sanding discs to get the rough edges smoothed and to finish the surface. Stainless is a much heavier material to work with than bronze, brass, or nickel-silver.”
"My sculptures and music are all part of an expanding creative process. The sound inspires the forms, and the forms inspire the sounds."

Above: Hubback not only creates these unique instruments, he also performs on them. Right: Steve hard at work, creating his next sculpture/cymbal masterpiece. The process involves an ancient craft of hand hammering raw metal.
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"This mic is slammin'! And if you're tired of having the cap of your snare mic being listened to by a person walking by--you'll love the i-5!" Anthony Roberts, Monitors - Tower of Power
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Hubback has created a unique world of instruments that are more sculptural, often inspired by dreams and nature. He’s made gongs shaped like dragon wings and ocean creatures. His cymbals and gongs frequently have six or eight sides with hammered spines emanating from the center. He’s even made creations in the shape of birds and a cow’s head.

“My Dragon cymbal sculptures were originally inspired by a very vivid dream I had in the mid-’90s,” Steve explains. “The Illuminators started as arcing eight-sided cymbals/gongs. I found that ten arcing sides works best, and that the arced ridge hammering gives a harmonious visual form and contributes to a very unusual sound. Also, the ridges give strength, which means I can forge them very thin. That also opens up interesting possibilities.

“The Vulture sculpture was a recent commission by ‘The Birdman Of alkiJazz,’ Tony Orrell, a great English drummer. I’d been working on a few bird-like ideas and was happy to take this (39”) cymbal for Paolo Vinaccia in Norway. “Paolo has been into rather large bass drums for some time, and he had asked me about giant cymbals years ago,” Steve explains. “So when I got back into working with stainless, I knew it could be done. I cut out the disc, prepared the surface, and hammered the cymbal into shape, finishing it all within a week—and in minus 10°C. There is no heating in that part of my workshop. It was so cold it
Rob Bourdon. The driving force behind Linkin Park.

Behind the driving sound of Linkin Park you'll find Rob Bourdon sitting comfortably behind a Gibraltar rack.

To let Rob tell it, "Gibraltar hardware gives me the freedom to set up my kit any way I can imagine. I'm able to mix electronic and acoustic drums into one solid setup."

Having gear that's securely positioned is of prime importance for a drummer who gigs all over the world. But there's more to the story. "I move my legs around a lot while playing which is why I love my rack's new single-leg snare stand. Not having the legs of a traditional snare stand makes everything cleaner."

Visit your drum shop and pick up a Rack Factory brochure. You'll see more than 30 configurations designed to accommodate any size kit, any brand of drums. Only then will you experience real freedom behind the kit.

Check out Linkin Park's latest album "Meteora"
Visit Linkin Park on-line at: www_linkinpark.com

Kaman Music Corporation, P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002
Visit us On-Line at: www.GibraltarHardware.com
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took almost three times longer to get the heat from the propane torch into that cymbal.

"Last year," Hubback goes on, "the great Swedish drummer, Björn Frykland of Freak Kitchen, asked me to create a large cow head sculpture that's based on Freak Kitchen's logo. To make it strong enough and sonorous, I decided that 316L stainless steel would be the way to go. I was so amazed with the results, I started forging other sound sculptures with this alloy and haven't looked back."

Along the way, Steve has kept busy performing as well, playing solo and with other artists. A musical turning point in 1996 was being invited to a Korean percussion festival. "Working in South Korea was a big awakening," Hubback says. "I worked with Lim Dong Chang and Welshman Tony Brooks in The World Is One ensemble. Chang worked with getting us to breathe and move with the music and to learn about the transmission and release of energy."

"I also met the South Korean master Buddhist drummer Kim Dae Hwan," Steve continues. "He was on a whole different level. When I met him he was about sixty-four and super fit, looking at least twenty years younger. He played solo concerts with four or five sticks and mallets in each hand. I'd never seen anyone play with multi-sticking before. About a year later I tried to play with two sticks in each hand. I then started playing with two small cymbals strapped to each hand—I'd clash them together while playing—with three sticks and mallets in my left hand and one mallet and one stick in my right. This opened up a new way of playing for me. It's an ongoing process of discovery and identity. I'm interested in Shaman drumming, Tibetan, Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Celtic music—especially the music of Alan Stivell from Bretagne."

Steve's music and sculptures are best heard on the three CDs by his group Metal Moves. "I formed Metal Moves so I could have a group playing exclusively on my creations," he says. "My sculptures and music are all part of an expanding creative process. The sound inspires the forms, and the forms inspire the sounds. I always think visually when composing."

Metal Moves currently consists of Steve with percussionists Birgit Lökke Larsen and Tineke Noordhoek. He met Tineke in the early '90s, and then met Birgit through her. "It's great to work with them," he says, "as they are very inspired and have a really good energy and positive outlook. They also have a deep connection to my creations."

In May of 2004 Hubback founded the first Festival Of Wondrous Sounds in Iceland. Featuring percussionists Trevor Taylor, Erik Qvick, Z'ev, and Metal Moves, the event was recorded and is being released on FMR as Undraverk. "I'm working on getting people into more festivals of acoustic, creative percussion and sound sculptures," Hubback says. "There's some interest in France, Holland, and Switzerland. So it will be an ongoing project."

Keeping busy, Steve has recently created and installed three sonorous sculptures for Coed Hills Rural Artspace in Wales. "They're set up on the sculpture trail in the forest," he says. "I've also done nine days of performances and recordings in Iceland with Ad Peijnenburg, and a tour in Holland with him. In December I played with Dietmar Diesner in Germany."

Hubback's work has recently been documented by Welsh filmmaker Tom Swindell, whose Forged From Dreams premiered in November 2004 in Cardiff. With all that Steve Hubback is involved in, the question is, where is he heading with his instruments and music? "The magic of all this is that I don't know," he insists. "It's a journey of discovery. Life is full of wonder, and I'm sure the future will be interesting."

For more on Hubback, visit his Web site: http://hubgong.dse.nl/.
W
hen you hear a recording of someone playing a
groove with drumsticks, it's pretty easy to visual-
ize which hand is creating which sound on the
kit—either the right hand is playing the cymbal while the left
hand is playing the snare drum, or the other way around.
Deciphering brush patterns by ear is another matter entirely
and, because we all start out playing by copying things from
recordings without seeing how the pulse and those sweep-
ing sounds are actually being played, hundreds of different
hand combinations have evolved to generate time with
brushes.

Though many drummers avoid brushes, the main ele-
ments of playing with brushes are the same as with sticks: You
must play in time, know the song, help bring the music to life,
and get a good sound. How that sound is created is the only
difference. In this column we'll discuss the main compo-
nents of brush playing within a list of classic brush perfor-
ances to check out.

Having stated that there are hundreds of different brush
patterns, the great brush players all seem to have come to
similar conclusions about how to swing with brushes. Each
hand has a distinct roll, with the right hand most often deline-
ating the pulse, like the tip of the stick on the cymbal, and
the left hand connecting each pulsation, like the ring of the
cymbal. The most common patterns are diagramed in my

I used to hear talk of two schools of brush playing—the
East Coast school and the West Coast school. The distinc-
tion being, the Easterner's brush solos were primarily tap
strokes and the solo content was very similar to their soloing
with sticks, while the Westerners were known to explore,
integrate, and capitalize to a greater degree the legato
sweeping motions only possible with brushes.

As you check out these recordings, notice which school
each of these drummers fall into. Also, make note of which
context drummers prefer to play—with the snares on or off.
And remember, if you want to improve your brush playing,
the most important thing is to take the brushes out of your
stick bag and play with them!
The Jo Jones Trio

Recorded in 1959, this album is a great reference point. Papa Jo Jones demonstrates his amazing brush playing on just about every track of this CD. Jo starts the CD showing his beautiful sense of sound and fantastic feel for orchestration on "Sweet Georgia Brown." He begins the song playing with his hands on the snare drum, snare off. Jo switches to brushes for the piano solo—this is a great brush sound—and plays brushes on the hi-hat during the bass solo. Then he trades fours playing hands on the drums, and concludes the song as he began it, with his hands during the theme.

Whether playing with brushes or his hands, Jo makes the "point" of each beat very distinct. Playing with brushes, his "connecting" left-hand sweeps are perfectly smooth, without any accentuation. His left hand is definitely playing in time, most often two circles per measure. But by very gently drawing the brush across the drumhead rather than pressing the brush into the head, Jo gets a very smooth sound and the desired glassy transparency.

This entire CD warrants study. Check out "Be-Bop Irishman" for more medium-tempo time playing and hip fours. "Philadelphia Bound" and "I've Got Rhythm" are brisk, and Jo smokes them. (Note the beautiful sound Jo gets on the hi-hat with the brush.) During the chorus after the bass solo on "Little Susie," he plays the snare drum with a brush in his left hand and with the fingers of his right hand. "Close Your Eyes" features a different left-hand pattern during the A sections: Jo stops each circle on beats 1 and 3, so you hear sweeps only from 2-3 and 4-1.

Tommy Flanagan

The Tommy Flanagan Trio Overseas

Elvin Jones

This album, recorded in 1957, features Elvin Jones early in his career, playing brushes throughout. Notice how Elvin's primary time pattern swings and how it flows differently from Jo Jones—it's not as transparent, and there's a little left-hand push on beats 2 and 4. Listen for his phrasing of the skip note. As opposed to his medium and up-tempo phrasing, on ballads, Elvin plays the skip note really close and tight.

Shelly Manne

"The Three" & "The Two"

Shelly Manne

This 1954 recording is an inspiring source of drumming colors, featuring Manne playing primarily brushes. Half the CD is trio: drums, trumpet, and woodwind. The other half is duo: drums and piano. Every track is a gem and, in these intimate settings, Shelly's every move is audible. He shows how a great drummer can be the glue, the spark, the "color" man, and a great soloist in any ensemble. Whether playing with sticks, brushes, mallets, or his hands, Shelly has a great sense of sound, groove, balance, melody, and orchestration.

Ahmad Jamal

But Not For Me

Vernel Fournier

This 1958 recording is another must-have, featuring Vernel Fournier's highly original playing, singular sound, and understated but driving groove. Vernel has come up with a unique drum part for nearly every song, and his brush patterns are musically perfect.

Among the many highlights are "But Not For Me," where Vernel plays the cymbal with a brush in
Oscar Peterson
We Get Requests
Ed Thigpen

Brush master Ed Thigpen’s musicianship is captured beautifully on this album from 1965. Check out the hip stick and brush swing-a-nova on “Quiet Nights” and “The Girl From Ipanema,” his snappy medium-tempo grooves on “Days Of Wine And Roses,” “People,” “You Look Good To Me,” and “D & E,” great ballad playing on “My One And Only Love,” and the incredible medium slow groove on “Have You Met Miss Jones?” Ed’s books and DVDs are also priceless sources for brush ideas.

Also Check Out

Artist
Gee Krupa
Mel Lewis
Dave Brubeck
Ella Fitzgerald
Louis Armstrong
Tina Cole
Hubert Laws
Art Pepper
Bud Powell
Milt Jackson
Tony Bennett

Recording
“Winne Bag”
“Tiptoe”
“It’s A Raggy Waltz”
“King For A Day”

Drummer
Gee Krupa
Mel Lewis
Joe Morello
Eddie Lea
D. C. Da Fonseca
Steve Gadd
Philly Joe Jones
Philly Joe Jones
Jimmy Cobb
Chico Hamilton

Further Study

Kenny Clark, Billy Higgins, Marty Morell, Louis Bellson, Joe and Barbara, Peter Erskine, Joey Baron, Chet Baker, Adam Nussbaum, Dennis Mackrel, Ed Soph, Joe Hunt, Han Bennick, Lewis Nash, Ben Riley, Denny Best, and Jake Hanna

The Bill Evans Trio
Waltz For Debbie
Paul Motian

within his sweeping movements to spell out the time; taps are only used in more forceful moments. During “Waltz For Debbie” and “My Romance” Paul really “stirs some soup” to generate great momentum, variety, and power at “whisper” volume.

**The Keith Jarrett Trio**

*Standards, Vol. 2*

Jack DeJohnette is known as a drummer’s drummer, but he is really a musician’s musician—and a fantastic brush player to boot. The music recorded on this 1983 date is simultaneously expressive, powerful, subtle, and swinging. Jack propels and inspires with his unique sound and groove. “Moon And Sand,” “In Love In Vain,” “Never Let Me Go,” and “I Fall In Love Too Easily” provide the gold standard for broken-up time playing with brushes. And when Jack picks up his sticks, he’s golden too.

**Tommy Flanagan**

*Jazz Poet*

Kenny Washington swings his butt off this 1989 release. Check out his fat sound on “Raincheck” and “That Tired Routine Called Love”: Kenny uses a back and forth sweeping motion in his left hand to fatten his sound and the groove. His elegant ballad sensibility is obvious on “Lament” and “Glad To Be Unhappy,” and you’ve got to hear Kenny’s blistering brush groove and solo on “Mean Streets.”

**Jeff Hamilton**

*It’s Hamilton Time*

Jeff Hamilton is one of today’s brush masters, and nearly every one of his recordings features virtuoso brush work on a couple of selections. My favorite is *It’s Hamilton Time*, from 1994, because the ballad “Isn’t It Romantic” is a brush masterpiece. Jeff really plays the arrangement. His sound is great and his repertoire of taps and sweeping moves seems endless. Jeff also plays swinging brush solos on “Like Someone In Love” and “Blues For You.” To see him in action, pick up the Diana Krall *Live In Paris* DVD and the DVD of Jeff’s trio at the 1998 Modern Drummer Festival.

**Larry Goldings**

*Light Blue*

Bill Stewart plays great brushes on four of the selections on this 1992 CD. “You’re Looking At Me” and “Laugh, Clown, Laugh” are medium-tempo swingers. Notice the interesting way, on both of those tunes and during the ballad “All Too Soon,” that Bill incorporates both acceleration and added weight to his sweeps at the point where one might play a fill. “Will You Still Be Mine?” is a brisk closer featuring clear time playing and a great brush solo.

---

**John Riley**

John Riley’s career has included work with such artists as John Scofield, Mike Stern, Woody Herman, and Stan Getz. He has also written two critically acclaimed books, The Art Of Bop Drumming and Beyond Bop Drumming, published by Manhattan Music. His latest book, The Jazz Drummer’s Workshop, has just been released by Modern Drummer Publications.
Home Recording For Drummers
Part 3: Computer Software Options
by Chris Vrenna

Welcome back to our look at recording live drums at home. In the first two parts of this series, we showed you how to set up your drums in various rooms with multiple microphones, examined different ways to patch all these microphones into preamps, compressors, and EQs, and learned how to buss together several channels for recording. And now, for the final link in our recording chain, we get into your computer and look at various DAW [digital audio workstation] software choices.

Computer Platforms And Options

For those who don’t already own a computer, they come in only two varieties: Windows-based PCs and Apple Macintoshes. Either platform can make a great audio recording computer, but each has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, some software is written exclusively for Windows or for Mac. I consider myself a Mac guy, but I also own a Windows PC.

Recording multitrack audio is very taxing on any computer, regardless of the platform, so you’ll need to examine a few options to help the computer perform well. The first thing to look at is the speed of the main CPU chip. The faster the better. Second is the amount of memory the computer has installed. Again, the more the better. And lastly, audio files take up a lot of space, so make sure you have a large hard drive to store all of your new recordings.
Now, there are no standards in this area, so always look at the system requirements on any music software you purchase. It will always list the minimum operating system, chip speed, RAM (memory), and hard drive space needed.

Depending on the chip speed and memory options, buying a brand-new computer can be costly. Don’t be afraid to look at a used machine. With new computers debuting every six months or so, the prices drop fast on models that may only be six months to a year old. If you buy a cheaper used computer, you can always buy extra memory, hard drives, and even a faster CPU chip to upgrade it as your needs grow. I still run my protocols on a four-year-old Mac G4 at 933 Mhz, even though today Apple has a brand-new dual-chip G5 machine running at 2.5 Ghz!

Recording Software

Once you’ve picked your computer, it’s time to compare all the recording software that’s available. The great news is that there are many fantastic software options for recording music for each major operating system platform—and to fit any budget. The bad news is it’ll require some legwork to pick what’ll be best for you.

Here are a few questions to help you choose: What operating system did you pick, Windows or Macintosh? Will you need to share sessions often with others? If so, you may want to pick a DAW package that those you work with also use, which will make sharing and transferring data easier. Third, how much third-party support does your chosen platform have? You may choose one DAW only to find out that it won’t support other pieces of software that you’d also like to use.

As I have said, I use Digidesign’s Pro Tools. Other recording packages include Mark Of The Unicorn’s (MOTU) Digital Performer, Apple’s Logic, Steinberg’s Nuendo and Cubase, Cakewalk’s Sonar and Home Studio, and Bias’s Deck.

I often get asked why I chose Pro Tools. In my opinion (and as we all know, opinions are like something else everyone has) there is no right or wrong answer in choosing an operating system or DAW software. It’s the music that’s important, so whichever software package feels best to you and allows you to create your music faster and easier is the right choice. I’ve been using Pro Tools for about ten years, so it was a natural de-

Digidesign’s MBox is an example of an audio interface, a piece of hardware you’ll need to get from your microphone preamps into your computer.
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Win FREE MEINL gear, go to meintlercoum.com
Electronic Insights

For me to equip my home setup with it, do your research and don't be afraid to try a few different pieces of software. Most major music stores have several DAW packages on display to test-drive.

Audio Interfaces

Regardless of which DAW software you choose, you need a piece of hardware called an audio interface to get from your microphone preamps into the computer. The audio interface goes hand-in-hand with the DAW software, and there are many options. Some software will only work with a particular company's own interfaces. Digidesign is an example of this. If you want to use Digidesign's Pro Tools software, you must use their audio interfaces as well, like the Mbox, 002, or HD hardware. MOTU sells several fantastic interfaces that come with their free recording software Audiomile, but Digital Performer is a separate purchase.

Interfaces come in all shapes and sizes. They connect to the computer via either a PCI card that gets installed inside the computer, firewire (most MOTU boxes and Digidesign's 002), USB (Edirol's UA-1000 with ten inputs and ten outputs or Digidesign's MBox), or even a PCMCIA card, which is a great option if you wish to use a laptop for recording. Digigram's VXPocket 440 card even has four inputs! Other companies like M-Audio make more generic interfaces that come with software drivers to be able to work on either Windows or Mac under different recording software.

Recording And Click Tracks

Once the shopping is done, all DAWs pretty much function the same way. There's a track editing window and a virtual mixer window. You will make as many tracks as you have physical inputs for (usually two to eight, depending on which interface you buy), arm them as you would a tape deck, hit record, and start playing...finally! After you're done recording, you can use your DAW's virtual mixer to further compress, EQ, and balance levels of your multitrack recordings.

At this point I want to discuss just a couple of recording ideas. The first is a way to premix fewer of your microphones as you record. I often record my drums in several passes, starting with the kick, snare, and hi-hat. What I'll do is make tracks in Pro Tools for the kick, snare, and hat only, leaving empty hits for any toms and overhead cymbals as I play the song. You might want to put pillows or foam rubber in place of cymbals or on top of toms. That way you can "perform" in a more natural way, but without eliciting sound from the pieces you're going to overdub later.

After I get a good take, I'll then make new tracks in Pro Tools for just the toms, play along to my kick/snare/hat recording, and record the toms as an overdub. After that, I'll repeat this process for the cymbals. This technique is a little weird to get used to, but it will help get you better separation between the drums for final mixing later, which is especially useful if your audio interface has a small number of inputs.

The second tip is to use a click track while recording. Most DAWs have a built-in click, which you can turn on off and pick the sound you'd like to hear: rim, cowbell, pop, etc. All you have to do is set the tempo of the song you are recording within the software. You can also build tempo changes within your song so that, for instance, the choruses push a bit.

I know there's an ancient and ongoing battle between drummers who believe a click track helps keep a more consistent tempo and those who believe it takes the human feel out of performances. Personally, I like using click tracks when it's appropriate. They are especially crucial if you plan to add loops or any other tempoed electronics later.

Stay tuned for the next step in our home-recording adventure. In the mean time, go make some of your very own drum recordings.

Chris Vrenna is the former drummer with Nine Inch Nails. He has also produced and remixed tracks for many top acts, has written the music to a popular video game, and leads his own critically acclaimed band, tweaker.
Modern Drummer, Sabian, Shure, Clark Synthesis, XL Specialty, & Monolith Present:

monolith

10th Anniversary Celebration!

Grand Prize: An incredible, built-to-your specs, 7-piece Monolith Odyssey Limited Edition Curly Maple drumset, a set of Sabian AAX cymbals, Shure drum set microphones, a Clark Synthesis Platinum Tactile Monitor with throne, and a set of Elite Air cases from XL Specialty.

Consumer Disclosure
1. To enter: Send a 3.5” x 5.5” or 4” x 6” postcard with your name, address, telephone number, and email address (if applicable) (per Modern Drummer/Monolith/Sabian Contest, 12 Old Bridge Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009) or visit www.mdr.com and follow the links to the Monolith 10th Anniversary Contest. 2. Enter as often as you wish, but each hand-written postcard entry must be mailed separately. 3. (Odds) OF WINNING EACH PRIZE DEPEND ON THE NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE ENTRIES RECEIVED. 4. CONTEST BEGINS 4/1/08 AND ENDS 6/30/08. POSTCARDS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY 6/30/08 AND RECEIVED BY 7/7/08. 5. The winner will be selected by random drawing on or before July 14, 2008, and notified by phone or mail on or about July 15, 2008. 6. Employees and their immediate families of Modern Drummer, Monolith, Sabian, XL Specialty, Shure, Clark Synthesis, and their affiliates are ineligible. 7. Sponsor is not responsible for lost, misdirected, and/or delayed entries. 8. Open to the residents of US and Canada (except in Florida and the Commonwealth of the District of Columbia) 18 years of age or older. Void where prohibited by law. 9. One prize awarded per household per contest. 10. Grand Prize: (1) One winner will receive a Monolith Odyssey Tripod, 7-piece custom maple drumset with spacey AAX system and hardware. (Winner to choose finish, bass drum size, snare drum depth, and floor tom depths (legs in Neos 32 universal drum accessory mounts), Sabian AAX Performance set (1 pair) 14” regular hi-hats, (1) 16” medium crash cymbal, and (1) 20” medium ride with bass drum case, Sabian AAX Effects Pack includes: (1) 10” splash, and (1) 10” Chinese cymbal, with a video and a...
Modern Drummer, Monolith, Sabian, Shure, Clark Synthesis, and XL Specialty are honoring Monolith’s 10th anniversary—and you could be a big winner as a result of the celebrations!

It’s been ten years since Monolith began constructing drumsets utilizing their own innovative designs, techniques, and materials. Now to mark their anniversary, the company is giving away one of their premium Odyssey kits—plus a second set, from their Profile series and an Odyssey snare drum. Be the proud owner of your very own Monolith drums. Here’s how:

Just send us a post card, following the instructions in the consumer disclosure below, or follow the contest links at www.moderndrummer.com, and one of these three great prizes could be yours:

Second Prize: A Monolith Profile 5-piece drumset, a Sabian XS20 cymbal set, Shure microphones, a Clark Synthesis Silver Tactile Monitor with throne, and a set of Elite Air cases from XL Specialty.

Third Prize: A Monolith Odyssey 10-ply cherry snare drum, plus an Elite Air snare drum case from XL Specialty.
Good Charlotte's

Chris Wilson

Thrust Into Stardom

It helps to have friends in high places. Just ask Good Charlotte's Chris Wilson, who landed his current and amazingly impressive gig thanks in part to his pals in The Used, who informed the drummer about the important opening, "Quinn Allman, The Used's guitar player, even loaned me some money so I could fly out and meet up with the guys in Good Charlotte," Wilson recalls. "I've been with them ever since."

The spur-of-the-moment opportunity in July 2002 launched Wilson into the career of a lifetime. After all, his day gig at that time consisted of clocking in hours at a 7-Eleven convenience store in his Utah hometown. However, Wilson wasn't wasting time. He was working on his skills and dreaming of making it big.

Immediately after Wilson got the Good Charlotte gig, he soon found himself having to step up on day one—or, make that in one day, as he had to play his first show with the band right away. "It was surprising," he recalls. "I played my first gig with the band the day after I met them. I had to learn their show as fast as I could. And honestly, I was concerned that I might blow it. I didn't want to be fired. I thought I might not cut it, but it ended up working out very well."

The twenty-three-year-old drummer has proven his skills once again, this time on the recording of Good Charlotte's latest hit album, The Chronicles Of Life And Death. Though Wilson cites punk drummers like Nirvana/Foo Fighters' Dave Grohl, Yuri Ruley of MXPX, and Blink-182's Travis Barker as inspirations, the band's vast assortment of material finds Chris being stretched well beyond punk drumming norms. And that's particularly noteworthy, considering Life And Death is Wilson's first major-label album credit.

The album launches with the orchestral-based instrumental "Once Upon A Time." Wilson had to cut the timpani track on the song, something he definitely hadn't done before. "The whole thing was a little weird and challenging," he relates. "It was fun to be able to do the record. But overall, making it
was an interesting experience for me." The title track finds Wilson performing a walking, four-on-the-floor beat, à la Ringo Starr, whereas "I Just Wanna Live" brings forth an '80s dance feel. "We just went for something fun," Wilson notes, "just to keep it simple."

The fourteen-track collection ends with the 6/8 feel of "In This World (Murder)." "It's something a little different," he notes. "The 6/8 rhythm can be very simple and generic, but this was a little bit different. It was fun to do something like that."

Wilson nods to his bandmates as instrumental figures in helping devise his drum parts. "They gave me really good suggestions," he says. "I was getting stuck on parts and over stressing on everything. I'm my own worst enemy and my own worst critic. Things will be good, but I'll be like, Oh my gosh, I need to be better. Frankly, I need to get over that mindset." Over two years since his first day in the band, Wilson's impressive performances have proved that he has what it takes.

MD: So I take it you had never met the rest of the guys in Good Charlotte before accepting the gig?

Chris: Never. I just came out, auditioned, and started living with people that I had no idea about. But it didn't take long before we got to know each other. We all got along so well. They're just really good people to hang out with, and it's out to be a lot of fun.

MD: You've managed to acquire some pretty hefty road experience since joining the band. What's your road regimen like? Do you have any kind of warm-up routine?

Chris: I like to stretch a lot throughout the day. I try to get my arms warmed up right before I play, but it rarely works out as well as I want it to. When we hit the stage and play the first song, if I don't warm up, I have a lot of energy and my arms work okay. But then on the second song, I'm kind of messed up a bit. I finally start feeling better by about halfway through the third song.

MD: What got you into playing drums in the first place?

Chris: I started playing guitar when I was fourteen, and I played with bands for almost a year. But I got so sick and tired of drummers who didn't care and didn't want to practice. They'd been playing drums for years but were just so crap. I got fed up with them because they were just such flakes and didn't want to progress. So I begged my dad to rent a drumset for me. I did a rent-to-own thing, and began working on drumming, and I really enjoyed it. Lo and behold, drums became my main thing after a little bit.

MD: What kind of drums are you playing?

Chris: I'm now playing Truth drums. They're awesome. The company has been so helpful to me and so behind me with anything I need. I just really want to help them out as much as possible. They do really amazing things and have tried to help really cool kids who deserve the opportunity. I also use Sabian cymbals, DW hardware, a Pork Pie throne, and Pro-Mark sticks.

MD: What size stick works best for you in playing this kind of music?

Chris: I'm currently using a 5B. I've gone down in size, though. I used to play a little bit bigger stick. But that can wear you down after a while.

MD: Let's talk about the new album. Chronicles is definitely not your typical, straightforward pop-punk record. That must have been a task for you, particularly considering it's your first major-label recording session.

Chris: Yeah, we wanted to switch things up all over the place. It may be a little too elaborate for some listeners, but it was fun to play on it.

MD: What was your tracking session like?

Chris: It went pretty fast actually. I played through a bunch of songs, trying to nail them in a couple of takes. But I have to tell you, I was so stressed the whole time. It was kind of funny, because when I'd mess up once, I'd just start thinking too hard about it. "You can't mess up. You've got to play it perfectly the whole time."

I placed a lot of pressure on myself making this record. It did get a little easier as I was working on the tracks, though. I like learning new stuff and challenging myself, and I have to say that the whole experience was definitely a challenge.

MD: The song "Truth" is a ballad, and it sounds like you've swapped the kit out with some other kit. Is that so, or was there something else involved?

Chris: We actually used the same kit. But we wanted a bigger, fatter sound from the drums. What we did was record the
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JEREMY'S MIX OF SOUNDS: 8" AA SPLASH, 14" AAX XCELERATOR HATS, 18" AAX METAL CRASH, 22" HAMMERED POWER-BELL RIDE, 15" AAX METAL CRASH, 20" AAX CHINESE

PLAYING'S AAX:
1. JEREMY COLSON (Daughtry)
2. KEVIN HAYS (Lamb of God)
3. KENNY HAYES (Led Zeppelin)
4. DANNY ADAMS (Weezer)
5. GARY HENDERSON (Coming for Speed)
6. JOHN BLACKWELDER (Porcupine)
Chris Wilson

Drums with the tape sped up slightly. Then when played back at normal speed, the drums sound fatter and a bit different. MD: The arrangement and drum parts on “Truth” have this sparse, airy yet decided-ly gutsy feel to it. Chris: The drum beats were actually a lot simpler earlier on. I was just goofing around, listening to old ’70s records—like George Clinton stuff—trying to get their vibe. I wanted to play it like some of those older, less-is-more type of drummers. MD: It must be surreal to essentially come out of nowhere and be placed in the same ballgame as some of your drumming inspirations. Chris: Yeah, I still don’t see myself on the same level as them. At this point it still feels funny to say that this is my job. I love playing drums in a band.

I grew up being told that this probably wouldn’t happen for me and that I wouldn’t be able to pull it off. There are certain people I admire so much, and just to know that I’m in the same genre as they are and able to do the same things that they’re doing just feels great. That’s what’s kind of surreal to me.

When you’re young, you don’t look at the entire picture. You make up in your mind what you think this lifestyle is all about. Then, once you start living out on the road, you understand there are a lot of hardships. And though someone might think it’s fun all of the time, I’ve learned very quickly that it’s not. There are a lot of challenges involved. It’s not easy. But even though it isn’t exactly how I fantasized it would be, it’s still pretty amazing.
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SATURDAY, MAY 28

Too's Progressive Master
DANNY CAREY & VOLTO!
(Courtesy of Sonor Drums, Paiste Cymbals,
Vic Firth Drumsticks, and Evans Drumheads)

Featuring KIRK COVINGTON
(Courtesy of Yamaha Drums, Zildjian Cymbals & Drumsticks,
and Remo Drumheads)

The Red Hot Chili Peppers' Irresistible
CHAD SMITH
(Courtesy of Pearl Drums, Sabian Cymbals,
Vater Drumsticks, and Remo Drumheads)

Appearing With
Deep Purple's Legendary
IAN PAICE
(Courtesy of Pearl Drums, Paiste Cymbals,
Pro-Mark Drumsticks, Remo Drumheads,
and Hal Leonard Publications)

Stingy Duo/Sting's
KEITH CARLOCK
(Courtesy of Yamaha Drums, Zildjian Cymbals,
Regal Tip Drumsticks, and Remo Drumheads)

Steve Kimock's Jam Master
RODNEY HOLMES
(Courtesy of Tama Drums, Zildjian Cymbals & Drumsticks,
and Remo Drumheads)

Shadows Fall's Driving Force
JASON BITTNER
(Courtesy of Tama Drums, Meinl Cymbals,
Pro-Mark Drumsticks, and Evans Drumheads)

Check www.moderndrummer.com for the latest updates
Good Seats Are Going Fast!

SUNDAY, MAY 29

Jazz Giant
ROY HAYNES & HIS QUARTET
(Courtesy of Yamaha Drums and Zildjian Cymbals & Drumsticks)

Drums & Percussion Queen
SHEILA E
(Courtesy of DW Drums, Paiste Cymbals, Toca Percussion, Vic Firth Drumsticks, Remo Drumheads, and Shure Microphones)

Appearing With
Conga Master
RAUL REKOW
(Courtesy of Latin Percussion, Sabian Cymbals, Remo Drumheads, and Shure Microphones)

Lenny Kravitz Drummer And R&B Guru
ZORO
(Courtesy of DW Drums, Sabian Cymbals, Latin Percussion, Vic Firth Drumsticks, Evans Drumheads, and Audio Microphones)

Drum ‘N’ Bass Wizard
JOJO MAYER & NERVE
(Courtesy of Sonor Drums, Sabian Cymbals, Vic Firth Drumsticks, and Remo Drumheads)

Lamb Of God’s Powerhouse
CHRIS ADLER
(Courtesy of Mapex Drums, Meinl Cymbals, Gibraltar Hardware, Pro-Mark Drumsticks, Aquarian Drumheads, and Axis Pedals)

Reserving your seats is easy.
Just call the NJPAC Phone Center at (888) 466-5722
(outside the US, (973) 642-0404).
Mon-Sat 10:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.,
Sun 10:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.
Or order online anytime at
www.njpac.org

Ticket Prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seats</th>
<th>2-Day Pkg</th>
<th>1-Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premium Orchestra,</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Tier, and First Tier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Orchestra,</td>
<td>$115</td>
<td>$65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Tier, and First Tier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Tier</td>
<td>$105</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6% NJ sales tax included
NJPAC's customer service fees additional

Come for the drumming, leave with the goodies!

Thousands of dollars’ worth of drums, cymbals, percussion instruments, and accessories will be given away as door prizes!

PLUS
Every audience member will receive
a FREE commemorative T-shirt
and a souvenir bag
Check full of the latest catalogs and flyers from all of the Festival’s sponsoring manufacturers.

Shows Begin At 1:00 pm Each Day

(All artists are subject to change without notice)
You hear the phrase "pro's pro" said about a certain kind of individual in different fields—sports, acting, and music, to name a few. In sports, teammates will talk about that kind of person, and it's the same in the arts. One actor will really learn to appreciate another by performing together. It's also true in music. I've always found that the interaction of the musicians, particularly in jazz, is akin to the way members of a sports team relate to one another.

Years ago I wrote a hockey instruction book for young players. I did an interview about it on radio between periods of a New York Rangers game. The announcer knew of my background as a jazz writer and asked, "What similarities do you find between jazz and hockey?" I wasn't expecting the question but answered, "You've got to think fast at up-tempo." Actually, you have to think quickly at any tempo, be aware of the setting, the people you're working with, their personalities, their tendencies, and be prepared to react. If you've got the talent, the experience will do the rest, especially if you cross paths with the masters of your profession and are smart enough to listen to them.

Ray Mosca became a pro's pro because he had a talent for, and a love of, the drums. "Duke Ellington wrote, A drum is like a beautiful woman," the drummer states. "You have to let it breathe and caress it. You have to love the feel of the drumhead. Play it, don't beat it. Drums are not to be choked and made unable to speak. That's the trouble with today's music. The drums today sound like dead pillows. It's like someone talking with a mouth full of cotton."

Mosca was a Leedy endorser early in his career. Inset: Ray today.
Mosca came up in a time when there was jazz royalty in abundance on every instrument. “I am blessed to have heard all the great drummers who passed it on to me,” he explains. At seventy-two, Mosca reflects back on meeting the great Jonathan “Jo” Jones, the man who helped stoke the swing of the Count Basie Orchestra. “I was part of Jo’s life from the time I was seventeen years old,” he explains. “He and Shadow Wilson had a tremendous influence on me in how I strike a drum. If you didn’t play with love or finesse, Jo would say, ‘What are you mad at?’”

Jo helped Ray in many ways. “One night at the Embers,” Mosca says, “Jo took his head and banged it into the snare drum. ‘Be proud. That’s your throne. What’s your name?’ I said, ‘Ray Mosca,’ and he answered, ‘Don’t ever forget it.’ He taught me how to sit and how to make my feet work better.”

One night in the early 1950s, Jones took Mosca and Oliver Jackson up to Minton’s on 118th Street. It was a time when heroin use was prevalent. When they left the club there were several obvious junkies hanging around outside. “See those guys,” said Jones, who then immediately lectured the young drummers on what not to do. When Jones was estranged from his wife for three months in 1969, Ray had him move in with him. He remained tight with his mentor. And when Jo was ill in the ’80s, Mosca, along with Major Holley, Jamil Nasser, and Duke Ellington’s nephew Michael James, “babysat him until the time he passed.”

The love of the drums Ray talks about started very early in his life. Born in the Bronx, he grew up in Corona, Queens playing, from age eight, with two of his uncles who had been, respectively, with Paul Whiteman and Joe Venuti. At fourteen Ray was playing for parties in the Catskill Mountains of New York State. He was also part of an interracial big band of teenagers in Corona. Dizzy Gillespie lived nearby and would invite the kids to come to his basement and listen to his big band rehearse.

Mosca studied with big band drummer Gordon Heidrich at Henry Adler’s famed Midtown studio. Ray was also tutored by the renowned teacher Billy Gladstone, whom he describes as able “to play a roll on a piece of toilet paper without tearing it.” “Touch!” He would say, “Touch, touch.” Touch enabled me to play with all the great pianists.”

Mosca has done it all during his long career, from orchestras on down. But it’s when you review the list of pianists he has accompanied that the breadth and quality comes out. In fact, it’s staggering: Monty Alexander, John Bunch, Cy Coleman, Dorothy Donegan, Tommy Flanagan, Erroll Garner, Hampton Hawes, Earl Hines, Hank Jones, Alex Kallao, Mike Longo, Dave McKenna, Marty Napoleon, Phineas Newborn, Oscar Peterson, Hazel Scott, George Shearing, Billy Taylor, Lennie Tristano, George Wallington, Mary Lou Williams, and Teddy Wilson. Most were in a trio setting; Bunch and Jones were with Benny Goodman.

Ray learned how to play all kinds of styles and with all types of stylists. “With Garner you had to use crisp, shorter strokes and pay attention to his left hand,” he says. “Tristano wanted you to play like a metronome. Right after that I got the gig with Zoot Sims. It was like taking the noose off my neck.”

“Jo Jones had a tremendous influence on me in how to strike a drum. If you didn’t play with love or finesse, Jo would say, ‘What are you mad at?’”

Ray in a Sonor ad in the early ’70s
Ray Mosca

As much as Mosca lauds the drummers who helped him—Gene Krupa, with whom he spent hours talking, practicing, and playing duets, and Shelly Manne, who “showed me how to tune the drums and hipped me to click tracks”—Ray also pays tribute to the many bassists with whom he shared bandstands.

“One of the great learning experiences I’ve had,” he says, “is playing with all the great bass players: Teddy Kotick, Nobby Totah, Aaron Bell, Major Holley, Joe Benjamin, Paul Chambers, Doug Watkins, Henry Grimes, Bob Cranshaw, Gene Ramey, Arvell Shaw, Sam Jones, Victor Gaskin, Slam Stewart, George Mraz, Jon Burr, George DuVivier, Richard Davis, Milt Hinton, Jimmy Bond, and Oscar Pettiford.”

It was Jo Jones who introduced Ray to Pettiford. Later, in 1956, he played with Pettiford’s quintet at the Five Spot. “Pettiford taught me how to play the bass drum under the bass to embellish the beat between the bass and drum,” says Mosca. “He was the best ever. With Oscar or DuVivier in the rhythm section, it was like driving a Ferrari—easy and fast. Everything worked easy. Your cymbal beat would open up and play by itself.”

Latin music is not foreign to Mosca. When he was eighteen, studying at the Manhattan School of Music, he was playing nightly in the big band of Humberto Morales at the Palladium. “Humberto was one of the all-time great timbale players,” says Ray. “He taught me how to swing in clave. I just played time on the side of a timbale at the back of the band. What helped to get me the job with George Shearing [1958–60] was that I could also play timbales. There I had the pleasure of playing with Armando Peraza, the great conga drummer.”

Mosca appears with Shearing in Jazz On A Summer’s Day, the famous feature film shot at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1959. On Broadway in 1975, Ray was on stage in a five-piece blues band for the show Me And Bessie, starring Linda Hopkins as Bessie Smith. He enjoyed it, but after a year he quit. “I wanted to ‘play’ again.” This led to twenty-two weeks in New Orleans with Dorothy Donegan’s trio; then to Japan with Earl “Fatha” Hines, with whom Mosca ended up touring. “Some nights the arthritis in his hands would bother him. On other nights he was like Monk, so inventive.”

Other icons of earlier eras that Mosca played with are Bobby Hackett (“I met Louis Armstrong through Bobby”), Ben Webster and Roy Eldridge at the Metropole, and singers such as Billie Holiday, Lena Horne, Carmen McRae, Joe Williams, and Tony Bennett.

Another inspiration was Buddy Rich. Mosca saw a side of him that many weren’t privy to. “There was only one Buddy Rich,” he says. “He was the best ever as a drummer and as a person. I got along great with him in spite of all the negative things you hear.

“I hung out with Buddy a lot in the ’60s. We used to drive sports cars together. He had a 300SL Mercedes-Benz. After work at 4:00 a.m., we would go out of New York and drive at 100 mph. He loved speed and excellence. He played like that and dressed like that. No one knew the snare drum like Buddy. Plus he had a dancer’s feet. Put them together and you had ‘genius.’”

After lamenting that Rich and Jo Jones were gone with the statement “They were my heart,” Ray turned upbeat. “The one who is still swinging and playing better than ever is Roy Haynes. I love him. He is finally getting the acclaim he deserves. Roy has been playing great for over fifty years. Amazing. He’s able to fit and play with all these young people out here,” that last comment a reference to Haynes’ quartet.
When Mosca was fourteen he heard Henry Adler's star pupil Freddie Gruber, five years Ray's senior. "Henry took us into the practice room and Freddie played on a pad for us. He had some tremendously fast hands."

It took many years before Mosca caught up with Gruber, but they've become very close in the past ten years. "He is very knowledgeable about life and the drums," Ray says. "That's what makes him one of the great drum teachers."

At Freddie's seventy-sixth birthday dinner in New York last May, Mosca, Roy Haynes, Jim Keltner, and I were present with many other friends. Keltner was the one who instigated the idea of an article about Ray in Modern Drummer. The studio veteran recently told me, "There's so much that a player like Ray brings to the table, coming from the influence of real jazz. Younger people from my generation and on forward should be aware of him. Today everything is power drumming, not subtlety. More younger people should learn about the roots."

Haynes recalls first hearing Ray in the '50s. "He was in the pocket and always sounded good and fresh—and he still does," says Roy. "You always heard about him from other musicians."

It remains for Gruber to sum up Mosca in a poetic way: "My friend Ray Mosca, an American drummer playing American music, professional, at the highest level. Schlepping those 'trashcans' without the benefit of a drum tech, whether it was on the open road, or up five flights of a tenement; a man who's only concerned with the thought, 'Can the bass player play?' and with no concern at all, whatsoever, for what seems to be currently prevailing—higher, louder, more—and 'Do I look good in the picture of the new ad.'"

"In short, Ray Mosca spells out what the word 'professional' implies; one of the best of many drummers who represent perfect time—the imperfect that becomes perfect on the basis of feeling.

"At seventy-two his sense of dedication hasn't diminished one iota, and a day doesn't go by when he doesn't practice for the purpose of staying loose instead of higher, louder, more!"
Create.
You supply the inspiration. We’ll supply the gear.

Finding that precise musical nuance to evoke your mood.
Nailing the exact phrase that gives voice to your feelings.
Searching for a tone that expresses your vision.
That’s the creative process. And it doesn’t come easy.

At Musician’s Friend we have the tools to fuel your creativity.
Our enormous selection of instruments, recording gear, software, and other music tools offers the building blocks to bring your musical inspirations into reality.

Visit us online to discover over 30,000 creative tools at the lowest prices anywhere, guaranteed. You’ll also find countless product reviews, tips, articles, and fun stuff. Call us to receive our catalogs brimming with the gear to give voice to your ideas.

Find out what millions of musicians already know—when that moment of inspiration arrives, we’re here with the tools to help you give it full expression.
MMM, MMM Good
Mapex M-Birch Series

As their name implies, Mapex's M-Birch drums are made with birch shells, which are said to provide “amazing attack and clarity.” The drums also feature an exterior maple veneer finished in transparent cherry red, emerald green, honey amber, purple, or sapphire, with a transparent high-gloss lacquer finish that reveals the grain of the maple. M-Birch sets will be offered in one six-piece ($1,499.99) and five five-piece ($1,199.99) configurations that include double-braced Mapex 500-Series Performing Artist Hardware and a throne.

Throughout 2005, consumers purchasing five-piece Studio, Fusion, Fusionease, or Jazz kits will receive a free matching 8” tom. Purchasers of a five-piece Standard kit will receive a free 10” tom. The free add-on toms will be equipped with a TH684 tom arm and an AC901 multiclamp. 


---

Quick On The Draw
Meinl Byzance Fast Hi-Hats

Meinl cymbals and drum star Thomas Lang have gotten together to create new Byzance Fast hi-hats. These hi-hats have been specially developed for Thomas's complex and sophisticated drum style.

The top and bottom cymbals come in two different finishes, combining the dark sound of the bottom with the brilliance of the top cymbal. Holes drilled near the edges of both cymbals enable the air between them to escape. This is said to generate an extremely fast chick with a short sustain, while still allowing the cymbals to produce a full hi-hat sound, especially when played with the foot. The 13” pair is priced at $450; the 14” hats list for $525.

Take A Stand Or Take A Seat
DW 9702 Twin Cymbal Multi Stand And New Thrones

DW's new 9702 Twin Cymbal Multi Stand is designed for versatility. It features oversized 11/4" tubing, dual-wise integrated memory locks, oversized tube joints, and a newly designed tripod for the increased stability needed for multiple cymbal setups. The Multi Stand retails for $295.

Besides holding two cymbals, the 9702 can be configured in almost limitless ways when paired with DW SmartPack accessories such as an additional 912 Cymbal Arm ($36) or 2034 Cymbal Tilter Clamp ($24). The new 2030 Counterweight can also be added for balance and to extend cymbal arm reach.

New to DW's 900 series of drum thrones are two pneumatically adjustable Air Lift models. Both feature seats with DW's dual-foam construction for firm support. The 8100AL ($215) offers a 14" round throne top. The 9120AL ($248) Tractor Seat design features an adjustable backrest (sold separately). Both models are constructed using heavy-gauge tubing, solid ear castings, and oversized rubber feet. In addition, the upward-folding base now includes four legs to provide increased stability.


From The Pacific Northwest
Oregon Drum Steambent Shell Drums And New Drum Lug

Oregon Drums now offers Steambent shells within its 2005 Myrtlewood series, in addition to the existing Stave and Solid shell lines. Myrtlewood drums range from 3x12 to 7x14. Each drum comes with a padded hardshell case.

The arrival of these new drums also marks the introduction of Oregon's new lug, which has a body designed in-house, and all components sourced from, and plated by, other US companies. Color combinations were selected to complement existing hardware components and further distinguish the Myrtlewood line from the other Oregon models.

The new lug features Oregon's VTHC system, which is said to assure smooth tension-rod alignment from top to bottom regardless of minor variances in shell diameter and/or hoop tolerances. This allows for single-point and tube lug designs that maintain proper tension rod alignment on horizontal and vertical planes.


Nifty Gizmos With A Purpose
Vater Jingle Ring And Slick Nut

Vater's Jingle Ring was designed in collaboration with artist Jose Morelos (The Breeders/Independental) to give drummers a new and different kind of accessory. The Ring sits atop the drumhead on a snare drum or tom, producing a unique drum/tambourine sound when the drum is struck. The Ring can easily be transported on the same drumhead inside the drum's case. Four sizes are available: 12" ($16.95), 13" ($17.95), 14" ($18.95), and 16" ($19.95).

Vater has also recently added the Slick Nut cymbal fastener to its accessory line. Unlike a traditional wing nut, the Slick Nut doesn’t need to be threaded on or off the stand, and won’t loosen or fall off during play. Simply hold in the fastening button, put the Slick Nut on the cymbal stand to the desired tightness, and release the button. The Slick Nut can also be used as a theft deterrent by tightening a hex set screw on the side of the body. The Slick Nut comes in 8 mm—the most common thread size for cymbal stands—with a top cymbal felt already attached. A hex key and a replacement felt are included. List price is $12.99.

Pieces Of Eight, Indeed!
Octoboom Drums

Octoboom drums are made from specialty hardwoods such as cherry, padauk, mahogany, birch, walnut, wormy maple, and purpleheart. In place of conventional round shells, Octoboom drums have eight-sided shell designs (hence their name). Resonance is said to be enhanced because mounting hardware never contacts the shell.

In 1996, drummer/designer Tom Clements became inspired with the eight-sided concept as a way to make drums that look and sound great, but are also affordable, easy to set up, and inexpensive to maintain. By using solid hardwood rather than laminated plies for shell construction, and by isolating the shells from the mounting hardware, Clements achieved what he terms "the tonal purity and full sound" of Octoboom drums. Off-the-shelf hardware is used for easy availability; tension rods and tuning keys can be purchased at any hardware store.

(303) 651-9414,

Percussion For The Great Outdoors
Black Swamp Resin Fiber Tambourine And
David Gross Field Custom Mallets

Black Swamp Percussion's Resin Fiber tambourine is designed to withstand extreme climate conditions without sacrificing sound quality. It features a dense, custom-made resin fiber shell, a Remo Renaissance head, and hand-hammered jingles. Because all of the components are impervious to weather, this tambourine is suitable for outdoor concerts, drum corps, and marching bands. Models are available with German silver jingles ($121) and chromium/bronze combination jingles ($117). Each model is available in black, red, blue, and green.

David Gross Field Custom mallets are specifically designed for marching and corps ensembles. They are made with a heavy maple shaft for projection in outdoor environments. The felt on the mallets is hand sewn, and are made of a soft but durable synthetic material said to be impervious to climate conditions. Mallets are available in four models: FC1 Legato ($52), FC2 General ($49), FC3 Medium Hard Staccato ($49), and FC4 Hard Staccato ($49).


The Power Of Three
Earthworks DrumKit Microphone System

Earthworks claims that their DrumKit Microphone System will provide a better drumkit sound with three microphones than that produced by other quality systems using seven or more mics. Proprietary Earthworks technology provides microphones that will capture full percussive attacks and minute details that other microphones miss. To prove the point, the DrumKit System brochure (orderable online) has a demo CD inside so you can hear the comparisons.

The DrumKit System utilizes new 25-kHz microphones designed specifically for percussion, and comes in two versions. The DK25/R is for recording, with two TC25 omnis for overheads and an SR25 cardioid for the kick drum. The DK25/L live performance model comes with two SR25 cardioids for overheads and an SR25 for the kick drum. The mic's come in an attractive solid wood carrying case with a velvet lining. List price is $2,100.

The harder you hit them, the louder they Scream.

If Smooth White™ drumheads are potent enough for artists Adrian Young, Travis Barker, Tre Cool, WUV and drum manufacturers like Orange County Drum & Percussion, Pearl Drums and Premier Drums, imagine what they can do for your sound. They come in Ambassador® and Emperor® weights and are made of high-quality Dupont® Melinex®. All of which means incredibly warm sounds that are durable enough to go the distance.
Bird Of Play
Gretsch Blackhawk EX Series

Gretsch's Blackhawk EX is an entry-level kit designed with power and good looks in mind. Features include a Mini GTS suspension system, 100% mahogany shells with 30° bearing edges, a matching wood snare drum, and 18” deep bass drums with matching inlaid wood hoops. Kits are available in Blue Diamond, Ebony Diamond, and White Diamond retro-styled covered Nitron finishes and in two power configurations.


Gretsch Blackhawk EX kit in
White Diamond retro-styled
Nitron finish

Hardware At Soft Prices
Dixon 800 Series Double Bass Pedals
And 700 Series Stands

Dixon hardware is designed to offer quality performance at affordable prices. The 8110B double bass pedal features a dual-surface beater, a single-chain sprocket/cam drive system, easy-access bass drum hoop clamp adjustment, and stabilizer platforms with built-in spurs. List price is $262.50.

Dixon's lightweight, double-braced 707 hi-hat stand ($63.75) features a direct-pull system with a double chain. The 709 double-braced boom stand ($58.75) features an 8-mm extended-gearing tilter and hideaway boom arms. Both stands feature hinged height adjustment and cast tripod collars with captive threaded bolt inserts. All Dixon hardware comes with a one-year warranty, supported by Kaman Music Corporation's Percussion Parts Center.

PLAYS WELL WITH OTHERS.

INTRODUCING THE NEW A CUSTOM MEDIUM CRASHES

The A Custom range has set a new standard in contemporary music since being developed with drumming virtuoso Vinnie Colaiuta. Over the years, drummers like Shawn Pelton have relied on the A Custom versatility to keep up with their musical demands. Now seven new Medium Crashes deliver the louder, more pronounced crash alternative you’ve been searching for. These brilliant finish cymbals are brighter with a medium decay, but still very musical and modern. And like Shawn, extremely versatile in any playing situation – live or in the studio.

Available in sizes 14” through 20”. Mix them into your set-up and see how well they play together.

A CUSTOM Medium Crash

Zildjian
Musical Drumming In Different Styles DVD
by Gregg Bissonette (Hudson Music)

On this four-hour, two-disc DVD, Gregg Bissonette focuses on his highly successful approach to the creation of musically supportive drum parts for virtually any studio or live drumming situation. Drawing on his extensive experience with a wide range of artists, Gregg clearly defines what the term "playing for the music" means.

The set includes eight tracks from Gregg's two solo albums. Gregg discusses his interpretation of each, along with the specific drum grooves and fills he chooses. He also provides exercises and suggestions to help players develop the techniques necessary to play different styles with confidence and musicality. List price is $49.95.


Techniques In Interdependence, Volume 1
by Bryan Weis ( Trafford Publishing)

This is the first in a series of books aimed at helping drummers develop a high level of skill with all four of their limbs. It's intended to help drummers identify and correct problems with hand and foot coordination while dramatically improving their timing, coordination, and concentration skills. The book contains every combination of 8th notes, 16th notes, and 16th notes, beginning with one-limb independence exercises and then progressing to two and three-limb exercises. Volume 2 will have all of the four-limb combinations. Techniques In Interdependence is for beginning through advanced drummers who play any style of music. List price is $24.95.


Advanced Funk Studies (Anniversary DVD)
by Rick Latham (Carf Fischer)

This DVD celebrates the 25th Anniversary of Rick Latham's seminal Advanced Funk Studies book. It contains the full-length original video of Advanced Funk Studies and Contemporary Drumset Techniques, which are based on Rick's best selling instructional publications. Bonus features include interviews with Louie Bellson and Ed Shaughnessy, an in-depth look at Rick's setup, and all-new playing sequences that demonstrate Rick's rudimental and linear concepts. List price is $34.95.


The Quick Guide To Djembe Drumming DVD
by Steve Lecach (Carl Fischer)

This DVD offers a concise yet comprehensive look at the techniques necessary to play the West African djembe. Topics covered include essential drum tones (bass, touch, and slap), a diverse assortment of African rhythms, improvisation, solodrum, and cultural context. Rhythms explained include traditional congoon, kalahilaba, and kendjien. List price is $19.95.


The Complete Drummer (A Complete Lesson In A Box Vol. 2) DVD
by Toni Cannelli (Fifth Avenue Films)

Following on his Play Drums Now! DVD and CD for the beginner to intermediate drummer, renowned UK drum teacher Toni Cannelli offers an eighty-minute step-by-step DVD lesson aimed at the intermediate to advanced player. The package covers rudiments on one surface and around the kit, motion technique, bass drum technique, 144 new beats, coordination, creating a drum part, bongos, and snare-drum maintenance. The DVD also has the play-along music in mp3 format and the drum charts in PDF format. The DVD is available in NTCS all regions and is therefore playable in all territories worldwide.

fifthavenuefilms@bellsouth.net; www.fifthavenuefilms.com.

The Quick Guide To Playing Dountbek DVD
by Todd Roach (Carl Fischer)

This DVD offers a preliminary approach to playing the dountbek, the most popular drum in the Middle East. The step-by-step lessons quickly and effectively guide the student to basic proficiency on the instrument. The viewer will learn the correct positioning of the drum, proper tone, and rhythmic combinations that are directly integrated into playing traditional Middle Eastern music. List price is $19.95.


Rhythm & Light
by Carrie Nuttall (Rounder Books)

This coffee-table-size collection of black & white photos is a rare glimpse into the world of flush drummer Neil Peart. The photos were taken by Neil's wife, photographer Carrie Nuttall, in 2001, during the creation and recording of Rush's Vapor Trails album. It's the first time that Neil has allowed anyone to document the day-to-day processes of his creative life. Introductions by Ms. Nuttall and by Neil himself add insight to the work, and comments by Neil's teachers, Freddie Gruber, contribute to the character of many of the photos. List price is $40.


D2: The Return Of Bozzio And Wackerman's Duets (DVD)

This full-length performance DVD features drumming legends Terry Bozzio and Chad Wackerman improvising original music composed specifically for drumset. Multiple camera angles and digital 5.1 surround sound put viewers right in the middle of the percussive onslaught.

Bozzio and Wackerman explain their unique approach to the instrument and give an analysis of their performance, their practice routines, and their musical expression. List price is $39.95.

“Pearl has matched My passion.”
Latin Jazz Legend
Ray Barretto

Primero Pro Congas and Bongos offer an uncompromising voice for the passion that’s in you.

Professional features at an affordable price.

Available in a choice of shells, classic Thai Oak or the exuberance of seamless Fiberglass. All feature our Elite Contour Crowns, heads and hardware.


Primero Pro, Catalysts of Passion.

Pearl
Instruments to Inspire.
And What's More

Di Berardino Drums are made entirely by hand in Italy, with shells of solid oak, maple, ash, and tatajuba. They are designed to satisfy the requirements of professionals and to guarantee optimum operating performance. The most distinctive feature of the drums is a tuning system that allows each drumhead to be tensioned from a single lug.


New from Slug Percussion Products is a silver model of its Tweek drumkey-clip. The Tweek is made of super-tough glass-filled nylon and works with all standard drum tension rods. The Tweek has a molded-in clip, which snaps it on 1”-diameter hardware to keep the key handy for quick tuning and light hardware adjustments. The Tweek is ideal for vintage and expensive hardware that could be otherwise damaged by metal keys. The keys come packaged in single- and four-key packs, and are also available in black or green.


Promark has expanded its line of Evelyn Glennie Performer Series mallets with the new EG-XS model, intended primarily for marimba. According to Ms. Glennie, “These mallets are best suited for the low, mid, and upper-mid pitch range of the marimba. They’re capable of many sound colors within the soft to medium dynamic range, and are useful in the recording studio where tone is more important than impact.” The mallets feature yarn-wrapped heads on birch handles. As of press time, the suggested retail price was not available.


Meinl Percussion is offering congas, bongos, and djembes with a unique fluorescent lacquer finish. This finish allows the drums to literally glow in the dark—a distinctive visual effect that’s especially apparent in small clubs with dim lights. According to the manufacturer, the finish is “the most in-demand look in today’s live dance and techno scene.”


Kaman Music Corporation's educational/marching percussion line now includes CB 3712 trio toms. The trio toms feature 8”, 10”, and 12” drums fashioned from 8-ply maple-mahogany shells finished in white cortex covering. The drums are fitted with triple-flanged hoops and come with a lightweight aluminum carrier. Suggested list price is $589.


---

Fork’s
DRUM CLOSET

▸ 50% off Sticks & Heads
▸ The coolest drum stuff.
▸ Always in stock at Fork’s.
▸ Call 1 (800) 55-FORKS

Fax 615.269.0245  •  www.forksdrumcloset.com  •  2701 12th Ave. South  •  Nashville, TN 37204
WHAT'S ON YOUR KIT?

Cindy's kit includes: LP Tito Puente Brass Timbalitos, LP Li'1 Ridge Rider Cowbell, LP Rock Ridge Rider Cowbell, LP Blast Block High Pitch, LP Jam Block - High & Low Pitch, LP Cyclops Mountable Tambourine & LP Concert Series Bar Chimes

Cindy Blackman is the rare drummer who can seamlessly jump from rock to jazz. On rock gigs, she feels her main purpose is to keep a solid backbeat, but likes to add variation in color and timbre. In jazz, however, these textures become integrated to the groove. Cindy makes those colors and textures come alive with Latin Percussion.

For more information about Cindy, visit: www.cindyblackman.com

THE LIFE OF MUSIC IS BIGGER THAN ALL OF US.

LATIN PERCUSSION
40 Years of Leadership
Advertise in Drum Market
and reach over a quarter million drummers worldwide.

RATES
Minimum frequency: 3 months
Minimum ad charge: $10
3x: $1.75 per word, per month
6x: $1.60 per word, per month
12x: $1.45 per word, per month

Boldface words: add 75¢ per word, per month.
Address: add $5 per address, per month.

PAYMENT
Ads must be prepaid prior to closing date of the issue.
Acceptable forms of payment: personal check, money order, Visa, and MasterCard.

TERMS
Publisher reserves the right to edit all classified ads.
Ad positioning is solely determined by the publisher.

CORRESPONDENCE
Joan Stuckel
Modern Drummer Magazine
12 Old Bridge Road
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
Tel: (973) 239-4140
Fax: (973) 239-7193
Email: joans@moderndrummer.com

For Sale

Alpha Rhythm Roots. Authentic handmade percussion and string musical instruments imported from Guinea, West Africa. Djembe drum, balaflon, kora, doundoumba, and more. Worldwide shipping available from our Toronto head-quarter. Hear for yourself the unique sound that first echoed through Africa, and now the world. Alpha Rhythm Roots, tel: (416-473-0759; toll-free: (866) 458-7964; fax: (416) 351-0707; www.alpharhythmroots.com

American Music Drumparts—chrome and brass lugs, parts, hardware, etc. Free catalog, (514) 895-5563, www.amerdrumparts.com


Gretsch Drums, parts, legs, heads, badges, etc., www.exploredfx.com, Tel: (810) 361-1195


Moms Music. For all your drum needs: DW, ddrum, Tama, Yamaha, Paiste, Zildjian, Remo, Sabian, Aquarian, LP, Gretsch, Ludwig, and more. Tel: (800) 467-MOMS, ask for Ryan. www.MomsMusic.com

RandiDrums. New and used sales, parts, instruction, rehearsal space, custom shop, and more. Sign on and see what the buzz is about.

Zandrummers—cushioned pads for your triggers. Feel the cush of Zeds, heads for your Zen. www.Zedset.com

Drum Bum: T-Shirts, hats, decals, keychains, and 400 free lessons! www.DrumBum.com

AfriCan drums. affordable high-quality drums. www.wwDrums.com

Download your favorite music from drummers and percussionists. Interviews, photos, and online lessons from your favorite artists, free monthly email newsletter, drum circle info from around the world, and more. www.DrumsOnTheWeb.com


Study Materials

From the UK: Drumsense, the critically acclaimed drumset teaching program that is taking the world by storm! www.hippublishing.net

Symmetrical Stickings for the snare drum by world-renowned multi-percussionist Pete Lockett. Foreword written by Bill Bruford. www.hippublishing.net

Play acid jazz and lounge funk along with some of the UK’s premiere musicians! JTO’s Neil Robson brings you a fresh and contemporary drumset play-along package. www.hippublishing.net.

Hard-cover drum books by Jcll Rothman. Complete Rock Drummer, Complete Jazz Drummer, $19.95 each. Send for free catalog. J.R. Publications, Charles Dumont & Son, #1085 Dumont Dr., Voorhees NJ 08043. Tel: (800) 257-6283

“Fast Hands For Drums.” To order, send $12 to John Bock, 6 Hillview Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.


Tigerhill.com: Get your drum skills evaluated, Monster Chops lessons, MultiPlayers, more.


20 popular rudiments plus music. Send $20 to Scott L. Walker, 30137 Avenue Tranquila, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275

Insturction

NYC—Westchester. Learn the art of playing the drums. Students include platinum artists. All welcome. “It’s about time.” www.edettinell.com. Tel: (212) 759-2521, (914) 674-0459.


NYC—Brooklyn. Study Indian classical drumming with performer Mitha Misra. All levels. Special training for musicians of jazz, East/West fusion interested in Indian rhythm. Tel: (212) 724-7223.
“Trenton New Jersey Drummer Humiliates His Competition By Setting The Fastest Feet Record Just Three Weeks After Getting This FREE CD

It all started when Lenn Vitulli of Trenton, NJ saw an ad in this magazine for a free CD and reported called, “How to cure every problem in your double bass playing and get the speed, power, and coordination you’ve always desired.”

A lot of readers have seen a version of this ad in Modern Drummer for over 8 years. Maybe you passed it up, but Lenny didn’t. And in less than 3 weeks, he set the Extreme Drumming Fastest Feet record in Boston, MA.

Lenny says, “After I returned home, I bragged to all my friends and fellow drummers about winning. This award actually helped me get a couple of gigs. And I have Joe Stronick to thank for this.”

The Information On This CD Is For Serious Drummers Who Want To Get Good... FAST.

Look, over 23,745 other drummers have taken Joe Stronick’s lessons seriously, including Walfredo Reyes Sr., Asia’s #1 drummer Jan Regalado, and other world famous and booked-solid drum pros. So grab the phone now and call for this Free CD so you can learn:

• 7 “easy to learn” yet vicious exercises that can double your speed, coordination and endurance... starting tonight.

• Why everything you’ve been taught about the subject of playing double bass has been so friggin’ complex, even Einstein himself couldn’t figure it out.

• The 3 “little known” adjustments to your pedals that make them effortless to play. Make your pedals smoke... And more!

FREE 45-Minute CD Can Change Your Double Bass Playing... Forever.

This special CD and 12-page report is normally $10 but absolutely free if you’re one of the first 150 readers who call and listen to this free recorded message 24-hours a day, 7 days a week. So call 1-626-683-1709 and ask for package MY05. It’s mailed immediately. © 2005 Ron Piero
Mastodon
Leviathan (Relapse)

With a name like Mastodon and an album title like Leviathan, you'd better deliver a sonic beast of epic proportions. This band makes good on its words via ten imposing metallic hardcore cuts. BRANN

DAILOR's drumming is a tad unorthodox for the genre, particularly in his entertaining Mitch Mitchell-esque tom sprints. And the Pink Floydian "Joseph Merrick" even puts Dailor in a sparse, minimalist mode. Still, his syncopation and speed on tracks like "Seabeast" and "Megalodon" prove that Dailor has no trouble living up to Mastodon's allegiance to all things colossal.

Waleed Rashidi

Matthew Shipp
Harmony And Abyss (Tzadik)

Melding electronics, hip-hop, jazz improv, and modern classical composition, on this album pianist Matthew Shipp is supported by William Parker's throbby bass, the dramatic, loose rhythms of Gerald Cleaver's drums, and the atmospheric programming and manipulations of Flam. Cleaver navigates abstraction and electronic rhythms admirably, hearing the basslines while blending with programming and propelling the groove. Check out his freewheeling swing on "Galaxy 105" or the broken rhythms and gritty groove of "New ID." Whether darkly urbane or beautifully pastoral, this is unique and sometimes stunning music.

Martin Patmos

Herbie Hancock
V.S.O.P. Live
Under The Sky (Columbia/Legacy)

A gathering of giants, the original V.S.O.P. quintet was rooted in the fabled Miles Davis '60s band of Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Ron Carter, and TONY WILLIAMS, aided by Freddie Hubbard. This charged 1979 Tokyo concert, previously only released in Japan, includes a new additional disc featuring the same set list performed the following night. Tony's in his power acoustic straight-ahead phase. On his composition "Pee Wee," Tony drives the band with a fast cymbal swing punctuated by explosive straight-8th note drum bursts suggesting miniature rock solos. He's a bullet train that would flatten lesser soloists. Serious Tony fans take note.

Jeff Potter
MODERN CLASSIC

Solid Shells by Craviotto

Our newest models feature legendary solid wood shells by Craviotto. In American Maple or limited edition English Walnut, these exceptional new drums feature Craviotto single-piece solid shells with matching top and bottom reinforcement hoops and special gold-plated fittings and hardware. Both 14" x 5.5", Premier has created an astounding new sound and high performance instrument.

Hammered Brass

New Modern Classic Hammered Brass Snare drums feature a gorgeous black chrome finish, with bearing edges and snare beds applied with the same care and attention that characterize the entire Modern Classic range. Available in 13" x 5.5", 14" x 5.5" & 14" x 7", they add even more choice to the already extensive selection of metal shell drums.

Premium Wood Shells

Modern Classic wood shell snare drums feature a distinct snare bed profile that works in harmony with our unique bearing edge, to create increased sensitivity, a more versatile tuning range and reduced snare rattle. Your choice of American Maple, Finnish Birch and Gen-K (our exclusive Maple/Birch hybrid). In addition to our 'classic' natural finish, available in all wrap, lacquer, satin and sparkle finishes to complement the Premier Series drum range.

Distributed exclusively by Musicorp
Tel: 1-800-916-8942

Premier
premier-percussion.com
**Sound Tribe Sector Nine**

Artifact (1996)

ST59 is beloved in the jam band world, but set apart by their solid songwriting, use of space, attention to detail, avoidance of traditional solos, and textures that speak as a whole. On Artifact, drummer ZACH VELMER and percussionist JEFREE LERNER economically and powerfully skin over all kinds of live, sampled, looped, or otherwise re-created soundscapes. Velmer lends some organic drive to “Tokyo,” plays a slick syncopated part with phased hi-hats over the piano loop on “Re-emergence,” and fills around spoken-word samples with snippets of drum ‘n’ bass on “Native Son.”

Robin Tolleson

**King’s X**

Live All Over The Place (Bay/Metal Blade) (1999)

Featuring equal parts venom and vigor, and check full of acoustic/electric gems, this double live CD is progressive metal band King’s X’s strongest effort in years. Doug Pinnick’s golden voice and brassy impromptu rants are as soulful as a minister’s sermon. Ty Tabor’s guitar riffs are characteristically sinfully psychedelic, and drummer JERRY GASKILL’s kick-snare dialog is twisted and linear. Gaskill thumps his bass drum beater to melodic and metric shifts, as his shotgun snare strokes blast holes in these sometimes sneaky rhythms. Prime cuts: “Manic Depression” (featuring Pearl Jam’s Jeff Ament), “Over My Head,” and “Believe.”

Will Romano

**Of Further Interest**

The Pink Floyd And Syd Barrett Story: Excellent DVD on the sad and extraordinary life of psychedelic rock’s original mad genius. Features early clips and interviews with drummer NICK MASON. (www.voiceprint.co.uk) Also out, from Chronicle, is Mason’s excellent new book, Inside Out: A Personal History Of Pink Floyd.

David Licht and The Klezmatics have two fascinating new CDs out, Woody Guthrie’s Happy Joysous Hanika, a collection of new songs put to lyrics by Woody Guthrie (www.klezmatics.com), and Brother Moses Smate the Water, with Joshua Nelson & Kathryn Farmer (www.pinkly.de).

Looking For A Thrill is an unusual DVD from Thrill Jockey Records, subtitled “An Anthology Of Inspiration,” the package includes commentary from drummers JANET BEAN (11th Dream Day), DAN BITNEY, JOHN MCENTIRE, and JOHN HERDON (Tortoise), JOHN CONVETINO (Calexico), HAMID DRAKE (William Parker Quartet), GEORGIA HUBLEY (Yo La Tengo), BEN MASSARELLA (Califone), DAN PETERS (Mudhoney), CHAD TAYLOR (Chicago Underground Duo), and YOSHIMI (Boredoms).

**Jethro Tull**

Nothing Is Easy: Live At The Isle Of Wight 1970

The 1970 Isle Of Wight Festival arguably marked the end of hippie idealism—and the near end of early-era Jethro Tull. Aqualung would come out soon afterward, original drummer CLIVE BUNKER would leave the band, and Ian Anderson would embark on ever more progressive journeys. But here it’s rough and raw, with piano and flute songs (“Bourée”) contrasting let-it-all-hang-out rock (“Dharma For One”). For a bacher, Bunker plays with finesse and swing—and occasionally more energy than required. He favors frenetic hand-foot fills, and somehow manages to share the spotlight with the riveting, flamboyant Anderson.

Michael Parrillo

**Adrian Belew**

Side 1 (Sandy)

If you’re a fan of Adrian Belew (of King Crimson fame), you’ll appreciate this CD. If you’re expecting an hour of amazing performances by bassist Les Claypool and powerhouse drummer DANNY CAREY, you’re likely to be underwhelmed. Aside from the hard-hitting “Ampersand” and the quirky funk of “Writing On The Wall,” these highly influential musicians are practically invisible. The rest of the tracks are layered with electronic drums, samples, and loops, making it difficult to distinguish what’s real and what’s programmed. Compositionally, I applaud Belew for his bizarre vision. But this disc is far more than you would expect given the “power trio” tag it’s been saddled with.

Michael Dawson

**Jordan Rudess**

Rhythm Of Time (Vega Caro)

Take away blazing guest guitarists Joe Satriani, Steve Morse, Vinnie Moore, and Greg Howe, and basically what you’re left with here is The Jordan Rudess Morgenstein Project, featuring the prog-rock talents of Dream Theater keyboardist Jordan Rudess and former Dixie Dregs drummer ROD MORGENSTEIN. Among all of Morgenstein’s recent projects, none match the fire and drive of this one. As usual, Rod’s remarkable ability to bring an undeniable groove to complex music is clearly evident. The heavy, odd-metered tracks especially showcase the drummer’s highly developed musical sensibility. Can you say, “MD Hall Of Fame”? Sure ya can!

Mike Hold

**Jethro Tull**

Nothing Is Easy: Live At The Isle Of Wight 1970

For One”). For a bacher, Bunker plays with finesse and swing—and occasionally more energy than required. He favors frenetic hand-foot fills, and somehow manages to share the spotlight with the riveting, flamboyant Anderson.

Michael Parrillo
NOT EVERYONE HEARS IT.

Not everyone hears it. The need for a hand-made cymbal. A cymbal that's cast of molten bronze, not stamped out by the thousands. A cymbal hand-lathed so precisely that your fingernail can trace one continuous groove from the bell, all the way to the edge. Tone breathes from these grooves.

Not everyone needs a sound so individual that it's measured in grams instead of inches. An instrument hammered by one man and one hammer, compared to those being mass-produced today. A sound forged not just of bronze, but of blood, sweat and bronze. Tone bleeds from this alloy.

Not everyone feels the bond that comes from playing a cymbal this pure. One signed by its maker. One fired in a wood-burning furnace. One lathed so thin it can only be done by hand.

But, if you're one of those few: a cymbalholic. If you're one part drummer—two parts musician. We hear you. Bosphorus' cymbalsmiths make them only one way, one instrument at a time. By hand.

By the way... Jeff hears it.

HEAR our cymbals for yourself, recorded four different ways: Cymbal only, Bell, Full kit and Performance at www.bosphoruscymbals.com
Free catalog available, call 877-285-0552.
**DVDs**

**Beginning Drum Volume Two, Starter Series**
by Tim Pedersen

*New era*

This DVD packs a wallop in a small space. Starting out with a pleasant introduction, Pedersen moves directly into parodies and accents, eventually covering everything from simple 4/4 grooves and fills to hand movement around a five piece kit. A nice touch is the split screen covering the hands and feet. The cinematography is never fancy, but the viewer always gets a clear view of the played example. Though some of the fills might be a bit advanced for the beginning drummer, *Beginning Drum Volume Two* is a nice start for any future drum god.

-Fran Azzarto

**BOOKS**

**Ultimate Play-Along: Marco Minnemann**
by Rick Gratton and Marco Minnemann

*High level - $24.95 (with CD)*

You'll need to put your thinking cap on for this one. This mind-bending book/CD package features seven intricate Minnemann tunes from his various recordings. Each tune is painstakingly transcribed note-for-note by Gratton, while Marco offers written analyses of the complex odd-meter material, including a transcription breakdown of several key grooves and fills, plus extra practice suggestions. The CD includes Marco's extraordinary performances and music-minus-drums play-along tracks for all seven tunes, plus a bonus track from Marco. Also included are abbreviated play-along charts to use with the music-minus-drums play-along tracks. This is scary stuff, but it's well worth the challenge if you're ambitious enough to join the ranks of today's elite drummers. - Mike Haid

**Show Drumming: The Essential Guide To Playing Drumset For Live Shows And Musicals**
by Ed Shaughnessy and Clem DeRosa

*High level - $15.95 (includes CD)*

After drumming for NBC's *Tonight* show band for twenty-nine years, Ed Shaughnessy has a lot to share. Along with his sight-reading exercises, the drummer offers practical tips such as how to interpret a horn chart for drums, and how to accent a performance. He addresses creating energy and intensity without increasing volume on the kit, as well as slend musical terms not discussed in most music dictionaries. There are tips on how to best hold music for quick page turns, where to place your music stand— even the personal obligations of a professional musician. Shaughnessy and DeRosa share info that will serve drummers well in any musical situation.

-Robin Tolleson

**Musical Time: A Source Book for Jazz Drumming**
by Ed Soph

*High level - $18.95 (with CD)*

Playing time musically is what jazz drumming is all about. Master educator Ed Soph brings the basics to the forefront, emphasizing the importance of keeping solid, melodic time in a jazz setting. Soph clearly explains the essentials of learning and practicing swing time and logically setting up the drums in a jazz setting. His philosophy and written exercises using a swinging quarter-note ride cymbal pattern are solid lessons in discipline and simplicity. Each exercise is designed to be played with the hands and feet, and includes shuffle patterns, non-repetitive ride patterns, and playing with dynamic balance. The play-along CD covers each example performed by his superb jazz trio. The book (sold separately) is a valuable resource in achieving a deeper understanding of Soph's philosophy.

-Mike Haid

To hear the authors read their scores and discuss their techniques, check out Modern Drummer Radio at www.moderndrummer.com.
has teamed up with

Ego Drum Lugs, Joshua Tree Percussion, Gibraltar, Evans, and Impact Industries
to offer you an incredible prize!

BE THE WINNER

of this beautiful 5 1/2 x 14 EPEK Legacy Exotic Stave Custom Snare Drum.

This is one unique drum!
It features Purple Frosted Lacquer,
36-ply maple hoops, a
1 1/2"-thick alternating Purpleheart/Rock Maple stave shell, gold-plated machined aluminum lugs, PureSound Equalizer snares, and a free-floating strainer.

And because every great snare drum should be treated right, in this month's prize package we're including a Gibraltar flat base snare stand and a lined Impact Industries snare case—plus one box of 10 Evans 61 Power Center Reverse Dot heads! Suggested list price for the whole prize is $2,230!

ENTER EARLY AND OFTEN!

Consumer Disclosure
1. Visit www.modemdrummer.com, look for the EPEK Snare Giveaway button, and follow the entry instructions. Or send a 3 1/2 x 5" or 4 x 6" postcard with your name, address, telephone number, and email address to: MD/EPEK Share Contest, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. Enter as often as you wish, but each hand-written entry must be mailed separately. 2. ODDS OF WINNING DEPEND ON THE NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE ENTRIES RECEIVED. 3. CONTEST BEGINS 4/1/2005 AND ENDS 5/31/2005. POSTCARDS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY 5/31/2005 AND RECEIVED BY 6/6/2005. 4. Grand Prize Drawing: Winner will be selected by random drawing on June 13, 2005. Winner will be notified by phone in or about June 15, 2005. 5. Employees and their immediate families of Modern Drummer, EPEK Percussion, Kaman Music, Impact Industries, Joshua Tree Percussion, Ego Drum Supply, PureSound Percussion, and D'Addario Canada, and their affiliates are ineligible. 6. Sponsor is not responsible for lost, misdirected, and/or delayed entries. 7. Open to residents of the US and Canada, 18 years of age or older, Void in Quebec, Canada, and where prohibited by law. 8. Grand Prize: One (1) EPEK Legacy Exotic stave custom snare drum, one (1) Gibraltar Flat Base 600B snare stand, one (1) Impact Industries snare case, and one (1) box of ten (10) Evans 61 Power Center Reverse Dot heads. Approximate retail price: $2,230. 9. Sponsor: Modern Drummer Publications, Inc., 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 10. No purchase necessary. For a copy of the complete Official Rules or the winner's name, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Modern Drummer Publications, EPEK Percussion/Official Rules/Winner's List, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009.
Drum Daze 2005

A full day of clinics, performances, and prizes.

Sunday, April 17
The Verne Riffe Center
Capitol Theatre in Downtown Columbus, Ohio

Featuring Steve Gadd and four more artists, to be announced.

Previous Drum Daze artists include Chad Smith, Akira Jimbo, Jack DeJohnette, Cindy Blackman, and Roy Haynes.

Door Prizes include drums, cymbals and more!

Tickets are $25 in advance, $35 at the door. Available at Columbus Percussion: (800) 775-7372
Or buy tickets online at www.columbuspercussion.com

Presented by:

Never miss a beat.
Win A Scholarship To KoSA's 10th Anniversary Workshop!

To Celebrate their 10th anniversary, KoSA is awarding six scholarships to attend their annual International Percussion workshop. Winners will experience a thrilling week of intense, hands-on percussion training with the finest artists in the world. The workshop will be held on the Castleton State College campus in Castleton, Vermont, this July 25 to 31. To enter, you simply have to write a 200-word paragraph describing why attending KoSA's 10th Anniversary Workshop is important to you. The prize package includes full tuition, room, and food.

ENTER TODAY!

"Ten years ago," recalls KoSA artistic director and founder Aldo Mazza, "we began KoSA to fill a need and to bring the attention of music and all its positive power to as many as we could. The KoSA Workshop is a world-class program with the best faculty, facilities, courses, and events. The goal is to do more than just connect participants with the greatest professionals, professors, and performers, but to bring to the table an expanded philosophy. Music is the only universal language. It transcends all social, economic, cultural, and political boundaries. Within every KoSA project, the core message is that with the sharing of music, the world works better. Much better."

What KoSA participants said about past Workshops...

"I had to think twice before traveling 9,000 miles from New Zealand to the KoSA International Percussion Workshop. It was worth every mile, and I'll be back!"

— Alan Burden, New Zealand

"Being immersed in percussion for a week, and spending time learning from the masters, is an incomparable experience. Thank you, KoSA!"

— Martha Cipolla, Georgia

"I truly believe that any serious student of percussion, whether professional or not, should seriously consider attending this event. You'll be able to benefit from an incredibly rare opportunity to share a world-class educational experience held in a personal and intimate setting."

— Geoff Lang, Quebec

Scholarships to KoSA:10 are courtesy of the following companies:

KoSA Workshop sponsoring companies:
SABIAN, Pearl, LP, Ludwig/Musser, DW, Tama, Zildjian, Pro-Mark, Evans, Shure, Soror, Yamaha, Regal Tip, Remo, Paiste, Sibelius, Mountain Rythym, KAT, Modern Drummer, Audix, W Casows Bros., Mike Bailey, Berklee, Cooperman, Drummers Collective, Taye

Consumer Disclosure:
1. Send a paragraph with your name, address, email, and telephone number to 1/2/2010 KoSA 10th Anniversary Contest, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 2. A distinguished panel of judges will evaluate each written entry and determine the winners. 3. ODDS OF WINNING EACH PRIZE DEPEND ON THE NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE ENTRIES RECEIVED AND THE QUALITY OF THE WRITING. 4. CONTEST BEGINS 4/1/10 AND ENDS 5/31/10. LETTERS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY 5/31/10 AND RECEIVED BY 6/1/10. 5. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 6. PRIZE DRAWING: SIX (6) WINNERS WILL BE SELECTED ON OR BEFORE JUNE 21, 2010. Winners will be notified by phone or by mail. 7. Sponsor shall have the right to substitute prizes of equal or greater value in case of prize unavailability. 8. All federal, state, and local laws and regulations apply. 9. No prize substitutions will be permitted. 10. No purchase necessary. 11. This game subject to the complete Official Rules. For a copy of the complete Official Rules or the winners' names, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Modern Drummer Publications, KoSA 10th Anniversary/Official Rules, Winners List, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009.
Batuka! International Drum Fest

The ninth Batuka! International Drum Fest was presented this past November 27-28 at the Funarte Theater in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Drum enthusiasts from across South America enjoyed performances by talented up-and-comers and world-class professionals. The event was founded by Brazilian drum star Vera Figueiredo, who operates her own drum school in Sao Paulo (www.verafigueiredo.com.br).

Opening the show was fourteen-year-old Guilherme Figueiredo, who performed to celebrate the release of the second Batuka! CD. This compilation of previous Drum Fest performances is dedicated to the memory of MD founder Ron Spagnardi, jazz great Elvin Jones, and Brazilian percussion stars Milton Banane, Toninho Pinheiro, Dirceu Medeiros, and Edison Machado. Guilherme was followed by the finals of the Batukinhai national contest for drummers up to thirteen years of age. Léo Aragão (seven), Jean Galocha (ten), and Elói Casagrande (thirteen) each gave expressive performances, with Elói ultimately being named the winner.

Brazilian virtuoso Daniel Baeder played to tracks from his upcoming solo CD, and honored Vera Figueiredo (his former teacher) with a song dedicated to her. In the finals of the Batukinha national contest for drummers over thirteen, Tiago Domingues (twenty-four), Jéfimho Batera (twenty-one), and Vaney Bertotto (twenty-three) engaged in a spirited competition that ended in victory for Vaney.

Douglas Las Casas and his band Três de Paus closed the first day’s show.

The second day opened with a drum quartet dubbed Casa de Marimbondo, featuring drum teachers Alex Reis, Daniel Gohn, Jayme Pladevall, and Pepa D’Elia. In addition to their drumset performances, they also played innovative four-snare compositions. Argentinean drummer Gustavo Meli followed with an inspiring presentation. The charismatic Meli talked about the study process he went through, highlighting the importance of discipline in order to achieve a goal.

Jojo Mayer closed the night playing drum ‘n’ bass, jungle, speed garage, and other “electronic” styles on his acoustic kit. Jojo demonstrated hand and foot technique, and also discussed the importance of the mind as the engine of the learning process.
The past December 11, Prince drummer John Blackwell returned to his alma mater, Boston’s Berklee College Of Music, to host a benefit concert dubbed “A Ever In Our Hearts, A Tribute To Jia Kevin Blackwell.” The event, sponsored by Sabian with support from Tama, Vater, and Headfirst, raised $20,000 for a scholarship fund in memory of John’s late daughter.

Blackwell was on Prince’s Musicology tour when he learned that his daughter had accidentally drowned. He and his wife Joann decided to memorialize their daughter with a scholarship to support outstanding female musicians at Berklee. A portion of the proceeds from the concert will also be used to promote water safety.

Many of Blackwell’s drumming friends performed, including Dom Famularo, Vinnie Colaiuta, Dennis Chambers, Terri Lyne Carrington, Kim Thompson, Marcus Williams, and Mike Mangini (who filled in for Jeff Watts). The event proved to be an unforgettable night of funk, R&B, and jazz. To make a contribution to the Jia Kevin Blackwell Memorial Scholarship Fund, call (617) 747-2539.


Jojo Meyer (right) discussed bass drum technique with the help of translator Daniel Oliveira.
 Indy Quickies

Latin Percussion recently held an artist photo shoot at Center Staging Musical Productions in Burbank, California. With a theme of “LA Loves LP,” the shoot brought together most of LP’s LA-based artists, along with some top music-industry figures. The event was hosted by LP artist relations manager Steve Nilghosian, education coordinator Memo Acevedo, and founder Martin Cohen. Artists included Richie Garcia, Walfredo Reyes Jr., Kevin Ricard, Vicki Randle, Ron Powell, Gregg Bissonette, Lenny Castro, Melena, Denise Fraser, Brendan Buckley, Cassio Duarte, John Mahon, Stephen Perkins, Zoro, and Vinnie Colaiuta.

Who’s Using What

Jazz/funk great Mike Clark is now playing Paiste cymbals. Yamaha’s artist roster now includes Bogie Bowles (Kenny Wayne Shepherd). Los Lonely Boys drummer Ringo Garza is using Audio-Technica microphones. Jordan Plosky is playing Slingerland drums and Meinl cymbals on tour with Ryan Cabrera.

Jazz/funk great Mike Clark is now playing Paiste cymbals. Yamaha’s artist roster now includes Bogie Bowles (Kenny Wayne Shepherd). Los Lonely Boys drummer Ringo Garza is using Audio-Technica microphones. Jordan Plosky is playing Slingerland drums and Meinl cymbals on tour with Ryan Cabrera.

Lee Finkelstein (Blues Brothers, Funk Filharmonik) is playing Evans drumheads. New Factory Metal Percussion artists include Tommy Lee, Walfredo Reyes Jr., Gary Novak, Richie “Gajate” Garcia, Jerry Marotta, Daniel De Los Reyes, Emil Richards, and Brady Blade.

Toca has added Remy Antoun (Seal) to its artist roster. Richie Morales is endorsing Aquarian drumheads.

Studio drummer (and occasional MD author) Andy James is endorsing DW pedals and AKG microphones.

Adam Aaronsen (The High Speed Scene), Brad Morgan (Drive By Truckers), and James Branhall (Crossfade) are new Meinl cymbal artists. Now playing Meinl percussion is Brian Rosenworcel (Guster).

In Memoriam

Frank Isola

Frank Isola, a 1960s-era jazz drummer popular for his flowing swing style and unobtrusive accompaniment, died this past December 11 at the age of seventy-nine. Isola was known for his recorded work with saxophonists Stan Getz and Gerry Mulligan between 1947 and 1957. He also performed with Big Joe, Lee, Claude Thornhill, and Elliot Lawrence, and recorded with Charlie Parker, Helen Merrill, and Dore Allen.

In 1957, Isola settled in Detroit, where he played locally and occasionally joined old colleagues for reunions. He played some Chicago dates in the 1960s, and in the following decade he appeared in New York. In 1994, he recorded with pianist Jim Hall and鼓手 John Williams, as well as with saxophonist Franz Jackson and trumpeter Marcus Belgrave at the Winter Jazz Festival in Detroit.

Frank Russell Lewellen

Frank “Russ” Lewellen died this past December 28 in Birmingham, Alabama, at the age of sixty-four. Originally from Uniontown, Pennsylvania, Russ had relocated to Birmingham after ten years of road work with a big band that he banded there. He continued as a jazz and big band drummer dating back to the 1950s and ’60s, following his graduation from Berklee College of Music at the age of seventeen.

In the 1980s and early 1990s Russ was a frequent contributor to Modern Drummer’s column roster. His articles often combined his inquisitive sense of humor with the wisdom he had gained through years of experience.
Study at home with all these masters!

Access to over 1200 online lessons in video with score and commentary for all levels and music styles.

You will also find: drum solos in video, midi-files, loops, samples, sequencer, study guide, personalized advices, percussion faqs, drawings, news, forum, shop, ethnic music, dictionary and much more...

www.virtualdrummerschool.com
Great Gear 2005

MD's Equipment Spectacular
The Latest, Greatest, Most Buzz-Worthy Drumming Gear On The Planet!

The Mars Volta's
Jon Theodore
Chops From Outer Space

Playback With The Legendary
Carl Palmer

Off The Record With
U2's Larry Mullen Jr.

Funkafied Vibe:
The Black Eyed Peas' Keith Harris

Daniel Adair
Leaving 3 Doors Down For Nickelback

Scott Travis/Judas Priest
Rock Chart

Plus A Special In Memoriam For Rock Veterans
Jim Capaldi, Spencer Dryden, and Keith Knudsen

Check Out MD Online
www.moderndrummer.com

Caught in the Web
Rooney's Ned Brower

Plus...
You'll only get it here:
A report on this year's Grammy-winning drummers!
THE 15TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOM AND VINTAGE DRUM SHOW
The Chicago Show

THE WORLD'S LARGEST AND LONGEST-RUNNING CUSTOM AND VINTAGE DRUM SHOW
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, MAY 14-15, 2004 • KANE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS • ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS

EXCLUSIVE ARTIST APPEARANCES

Carlos Schory Potter Osborne Spencer Sucherman Wertico

Bob E. Carlos (Cheap Trick)
courtesy of Rebeats, Ludwig and Not So Modern Drummer
Gregg Pottier (independent)
courtesy of Rebeats, Trick, Sipa, Small World Drums and Aquarian
Donny Osborne (Mel Torme)
courtesy of Drum Workshop and Zildjian

Joel Spencers (independent)
courtesy of Premier, Steve Maxwell Drums, Regal Tip and Aquarian
Dick Schory (former Director of Marketing, Ludwig Drum Co.)
courtesy of Rebeats
Todd Sucherman (Styx)
courtesy of Sabian and Pro-Mark
Paul Wertico (Pat Metheney)
courtesy of Drum Workshop, Pro-Mark, Sabian and Styx

SUNDAY CLINICS

EXHIBITORS AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Rebeats
#1 Drum Lessons
Edward Martinson
IC Custom Drum
Max Heads
Jim Murray & Bill Miller
Cutbeater
Bob E. Carlos

Rivest/Rebman
David Hasting
Campa Friki
Roland Corp.
Tempsa
Donny Cullier
Maryland Drum Co.
CarnoDrama.com

IBS Innovations
Chuck Scialla
Bonham's Cymbals USA
Steve Maxwell
Charlottes Drum Co.
JP's Guitars
C. Woodman
Jim Kofro

Helen O'Brien Music
Drum Workshop
Drum Solo
Tomato-Echo Drums
Janis Schick
Phatic Drums
Mark Hanson
Jim Zec

Woodstock Vineyard Drums
Lee Ernat
Classic Drummer Magazine
Versasource Percussion
Rhinebeck STHU, LLC
Perussion Percussion
Not So Modern Drummer
Ludwig Drum Company

Play Drums
Tim O'Neal
Rehearsal Drum
Bob E. Carlos
House Master

for tickets and information call 989-463-4757 or go online at www.rebeats.com

and many, many more...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahead Drumsticks</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bigbangdist.com">www.bigbangdist.com</a></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Music Drum Parts</td>
<td><a href="http://www.amdrumparts.com">www.amdrumparts.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquarian Drumheads</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aquariandrumheads.com">www.aquariandrumheads.com</a></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Pro Percussion</td>
<td><a href="http://www.atlanticapercussion.com">www.atlanticapercussion.com</a></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Drumheads</td>
<td><a href="http://www.attackdrumheads.com">www.attackdrumheads.com</a></td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audix</td>
<td><a href="http://www.audixusa.com">www.audixusa.com</a></td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurelia Acoustics</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aurelie.com">www.aurelie.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosphorus Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bosphoruscymbals.com">www.bosphoruscymbals.com</a></td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadence Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cadenceofmusic.com">www.cadenceofmusic.com</a></td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClearSonic</td>
<td><a href="http://www.clearsonic.com">www.clearsonic.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Percussion</td>
<td><a href="http://www.columbuspercussion.com">www.columbuspercussion.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cymbal Crown Holders</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cymbalholder.com">www.cymbalholder.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Amico Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.damico.com">www.damico.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danmar</td>
<td><a href="http://www.danmarpercussion.com">www.danmarpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB Percussion</td>
<td><a href="http://www.db-percussion.com">www.db-percussion.com</a></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum Center of Lexington</td>
<td><a href="http://www.drumcenteroflexington.com">www.drumcenteroflexington.com</a></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum Supply House</td>
<td><a href="http://www.drumskit.com">www.drumskit.com</a></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum Workshop (OW)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dwdrums.com">www.dwdrums.com</a></td>
<td>12,13,17,23,38,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drum World</td>
<td><a href="http://www.drumworld.com">www.drumworld.com</a></td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DrumDial</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bigbangdist.com">www.bigbangdist.com</a></td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drumfun</td>
<td><a href="http://www.drumfun.com">www.drumfun.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drums On Sale</td>
<td><a href="http://www.drumsales.com">www.drumsales.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans</td>
<td><a href="http://www.evansdrumheads.com">www.evansdrumheads.com</a></td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorers</td>
<td><a href="http://www.explorerdrums.com">www.explorerdrums.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory Metal Percussion</td>
<td><a href="http://www.factorymetalpercussion.com">www.factorymetalpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic Firth</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vicfirth.com">www.vicfirth.com</a></td>
<td>81,83,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic Firth</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vicfirth.com">www.vicfirth.com</a></td>
<td>67,69,71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-Star Drum Shops</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fivestarudrumshops.com">www.fivestarudrumshops.com</a></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forks Drum Closet</td>
<td><a href="http://www.forksdrumcloset.com">www.forksdrumcloset.com</a></td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George’s Drum Shop</td>
<td><a href="http://www.georgesdrumshop.com">www.georgesdrumshop.com</a></td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gibraltarhardware.com">www.gibraltarhardware.com</a></td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gon Bops</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gonbops.com">www.gonbops.com</a></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretsch Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gretschdrums.com">www.gretschdrums.com</a></td>
<td>65,67,68,69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansfritz</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hansfritz.com">www.hansfritz.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart Dynamics</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hartdynamics.com">www.hartdynamics.com</a></td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD Percussion RealFeel Pad</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hdpercussion.com">www.hdpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson Music</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hudsonmusic.com">www.hudsonmusic.com</a></td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul Mehmet Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.istanbulmehmet.com">www.istanbulmehmet.com</a></td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie's Embossed Jazz</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jazzybooks.com">www.jazzybooks.com</a></td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammin' Sam Drum Wrap</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jamminudent.com">www.jamminudent.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC's Custom Drum Shop</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jcdrumshop.com">www.jcdrumshop.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Payne</td>
<td><a href="http://www.funkydrummer.com">www.funkydrummer.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Morello</td>
<td><a href="http://www.joemorello.com">www.joemorello.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Percussion (LP)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lpmusic.com">www.lpmusic.com</a></td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludwig</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ludwigdrums.com">www.ludwigdrums.com</a></td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggio Music</td>
<td><a href="http://www.maggiomusiccenter.com">www.maggiomusiccenter.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapex</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mapexdrums.com">www.mapexdrums.com</a></td>
<td>112,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meinl Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.meinlpercussion.com">www.meinlpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>115,117,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis Drum Shop</td>
<td><a href="http://www.memphisdrumshop.com">www.memphisdrumshop.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallic Heads</td>
<td><a href="http://www.metallicheads.com">www.metallicheads.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrophones</td>
<td><a href="http://www.metrophones.com">www.metrophones.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musician's Friend</td>
<td><a href="http://www.musicianfriend.com">www.musicianfriend.com</a></td>
<td>138,139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicians Institute</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mi.edu">www.mi.edu</a></td>
<td>109,111,113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-Set Double Bass Pedal</td>
<td><a href="http://www.offsetbass.com">www.offsetbass.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oniric Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.oniricymbals.com">www.oniricymbals.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pacificdrums.com">www.pacificdrums.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paiste America</td>
<td><a href="http://www.paiste.com">www.paiste.com</a></td>
<td>3,156,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peavey Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.peaveydrums.com">www.peaveydrums.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pearl.com">www.pearl.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percussion Plus</td>
<td><a href="http://www.percussionplus.com">www.percussionplus.com</a></td>
<td>67,69,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork Pie</td>
<td><a href="http://www.porkpie.com">www.porkpie.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Music</td>
<td><a href="http://www.powmus.com">www.powmus.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premier</td>
<td><a href="http://www.premier-drums.com">www.premier-drums.com</a></td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProMark</td>
<td><a href="http://www.promark.com">www.promark.com</a></td>
<td>83,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PureSound</td>
<td><a href="http://www.puresoundpercussion.com">www.puresoundpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regal Tip Drumsticks</td>
<td><a href="http://www.regaltip.com">www.regaltip.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remo</td>
<td><a href="http://www.remo.com">www.remo.com</a></td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm Tech</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rhythmtech.com">www.rhythmtech.com</a></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMV Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rmvdrums.com">www.rmvdrums.com</a></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RockersRaps</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rockersraps.com">www.rockersraps.com</a></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland</td>
<td><a href="http://www.roland.com">www.roland.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupp's Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ruppdrums.com">www.ruppdrums.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabian</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sabian.com">www.sabian.com</a></td>
<td>123,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Ash Music</td>
<td><a href="http://www.samash.com">www.samash.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Drum Co.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sfdrumco.com">www.sfdrumco.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanctuary Records</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sanctuaryrecords.com">www.sanctuaryrecords.com</a></td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul Tone Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.soultonycymbals.com">www.soultonycymbals.com</a></td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tama</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tama.com">www.tama.com</a></td>
<td>20,21,23,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taye Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.taye.com">www.taye.com</a></td>
<td>66,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chicago Show</td>
<td><a href="http://www.theredbeats.com">www.theredbeats.com</a></td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Collective</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thecollectivechicago.com">www.thecollectivechicago.com</a></td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Drum Pad</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thedrumpad.com">www.thedrumpad.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Drum Works</td>
<td><a href="http://www.thedrumworks.com">www.thedrumworks.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mars Volta &quot;Francis the Mute&quot;</td>
<td><a href="http://www.themarsvolta.com">www.themarsvolta.com</a></td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Original Long Island Drum Center</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lidrum.com">www.lidrum.com</a></td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toca</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tocapersussion.com">www.tocapersussion.com</a></td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeWorks</td>
<td><a href="http://www.treeworksdrums.com">www.treeworksdrums.com</a></td>
<td>92,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish Cymbals</td>
<td><a href="http://www.turkishcymbals.com">www.turkishcymbals.com</a></td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vater</td>
<td><a href="http://www.vater.com">www.vater.com</a></td>
<td>31,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VarioSonic</td>
<td><a href="http://www.variosonic.com">www.variosonic.com</a></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Drummer School</td>
<td><a href="http://www.virtualdrummerschool.com">www.virtualdrummerschool.com</a></td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West LA Music</td>
<td><a href="http://www.westlamb.com">www.westlamb.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Drums</td>
<td><a href="http://www.whitneydrums.com">www.whitneydrums.com</a></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan Cymbals &amp; Gongs</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wuhanpercussion.com">www.wuhanpercussion.com</a></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha</td>
<td><a href="http://www.yamahadrums.com">www.yamahadrums.com</a></td>
<td>27,56,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zildjian</td>
<td><a href="http://www.zildjian.com">www.zildjian.com</a></td>
<td>1,14,15,22,23,54,55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Largest Selection of Brand Name Gear at the Nation's Lowest Prices!

Premier 5-PC Cabria Metallic Rock 22 Kit $719

The Cabria Metallic Kits Rock! The first thing you notice about these drums are the deep lustre black chrome fittings on the tension lugs and rims - looks great and sounds great! Sizes are 22"x18" bass drum, 12"x9" and 13"x10" toms, 16"x16" floor tom, and a 14"x5.5" snare drum. You also get two boom cymbal stands, a bass drum pedal, hi-hat stand, and a snare drum stand. P7895MMBC List: $1195.00 * Save: $475!

Pearl Joey Jordison Signature Snare Drum $199

Roland TD12S V-Stage Electronic Drum Set $3795

Kick Pedal & Hi-Hat Stand Not Included

1• Zildjian 19" Z Custom Thrash Ride $179

2• Zildjian 20" Session Ride $249

3• Zildjian A Custom Medium Crash $154

want a FREE catalog?
Call 1-800-4-SAMASH or leg on to www.samash.com

FREE SHIPPING ON ALMOST EVERYTHING!!

ORDER 24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK!

To receive a FREE Catalog subscription, please fill out this coupon and mail to:
Samash.com • 7726 Chief Ct. • Temple, FL 32784

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
STATE ______ ZIP ___________

EMAIL ADDRESS ____________________________

Let us know what you're interested in, pick one or more:

□ Guitar/Bass □ Keyboards □ Recording □ Software □ DJ
□ Live Sound □ Drums □ Percussion □ Brass/Woodwinds
Not So Heavy Metal

Peter O’Gorman is a percussionist, composer, and teacher in Minneapolis/St. Paul. He was recently commissioned to write a piece for Joe Chvala & The Flying Foot Forum, a nationally known percussive dance company. The composition, called Trains, involved solo percussion and tap dancing. Peter wanted to juxtapose the sound of metal on wood (the dancers’ taps on the wood floor) with the sound of wood on metal. So he created the unique metal-percussion setup shown here, which he played with wood sticks.

The kit includes a variety of Pete Engelhart metal percussion instruments, including a Reco Reco, “The Snail,” three Satellite Drums, a Ribbon Crasher, castanets, a small Custom Crasher, and a clave bell (played with the left bass drum pedal). A Latin Percussion cowbell is played with the right bass drum pedal. A Plugs-Perc Sizzle Strip, two traditional Chinese jing cymbals, and a set of five Paiste cup chimes complete the kit. Stands and mounts from Axis, LP, Yamaha, Rhythm Tech, DW, Mainl, Gibraltar, and Paiste are used to support everything.

PHOTO REQUIREMENTS
1. Photos must be high-quality, and in color. 35mm slides are preferred; color prints will be considered. Polaroids not accepted. 3. You may send more than one view of the kit. 3. Only show drums, no people. 4. Show drums against a neutral background. Avoid ‘busy’ backgrounds. 5. Clearly highlight special attributes of your kit. Send photo(s) to Kit Of The Month, Modern Drummer, 12 Old Bridge Road, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 1205. Photos cannot be returned.
What's New?

NEW Sizes  NEW Options  NEW Colors  NEW Classics

See what's NEW in Gretsch Custom Drums at www.gretschdrums.com
THINK INSIDE THE BOX

ZXT TITANIUM™

Steve Jocz  Sum 41

Ate Cunningham  Dethones

ZXT Titanium Box Sets pack the power and durability of our unique titanium finish in a pre-matched, professional cymbal set-up. Each complete Box Set includes 14" HiHats, a 16" Crash and a 20" Ride in Medium or Rock weights. Plus a FREE 10" ZXT Titanium Flash Splash, and a FREE 20" Zildjian Cymbal Bag. Everything you need to unleash. Get to your local retailer and get inside the box.

Drummers and retailers agree.
ZXT Titanium cymbals are above the rest.

Zildjian